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.
SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS

The details of the University Library's work and accomplishments are
presented in the following pages continuing, as was the case last year,
with minor deviations from the revised form of annual reports which
was established for University divisions a few years ago.
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II. SUMMARY STATEMENT

Increases in funding are always welcome, particularly for a Uni-
versity agency which serves the entire University community.
Although not overwhelming, the increases in the Libraries' funding
permitted adding some additional staff members, although the wages
allocation for the coming year is a disappointment and will cause
serious problems; operations allocations are, and have been,
generally too anemic for the needs of an activity as large and
diverse as a university library in spite of some increments (which
have turned out to be too modest).

The increase in the allocation for library materials for 1970/71,
largely as a result of special funds allocated earlier, permitted
the purchase of some essential serial backfiles. However, there

is another large group of seriously needed backfile requests on
hand, coupled with requests for book materials required to fill
major gaps in our holdings to support current curricular offerings.
The extra amount which should be available now for use in 1971/72
for journals and other backlogged requests is in the neighborhood
of $250,000 in addition to the 1971/72 state budgeted funds.

If additional funds for library materials are made available, they
should be put under the jurisdiction of the University Library
(through its Acquisitions and Serials departments) as they have
been most of the time in the past except for some special al-
locations made for the Library Science Library which were put
under the control of the College of Education (the Library Science
Library is a part of, and is the responsibility of, the University
Library, not the School of Library Science or the College of
Education, and this roundabout allocation of library funds has
been highly inconveniencing both to the School of Library Science
and the University Library because neither the College of Education
nor the School of Library Science is equipped to do extensive
bibliographic searching, ordering, receiving, and processing.
The complications caused the Library, the School of Library Sci-
ence, and the University Business Office in setting up a special
fund this way far outweigh any supposed academic advantages; only
the close work of the Library's Acquisitions Department with the
Director of the School of Library Science and their high level of
cooperation has prevented this situation from developing into
chaos, unnecessary major duplication of expensive items, etc.).

In addition to heavy needs for books and journals, we continue to
have pressing needs for staff at all levels. This is a matter
which will require increasing support as we near the time for
moving into a new, central library building and the resultant
expanded service areas.

Your attention is invited to the statistical tables in the various
appendices; and a close reading of the reports of the division,
department, and branch heads which are included as part of the
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Library's over-all report will no doubt be highly instructive and

valuable. The report covering the branch collections summarizes

the activities of the Instructional Materials, Library Science, Maps,

Music, Oriental Studies, and Science libraries which are covered more

fully in the reports of the branch heads; the report of the Assistant

Librarian for Technical Services summarizes the work of the Acqui-

sitions, Cataloging, and Serial departments, and the report of the

Assistant Librarian for Public Services covers the work of the

Interlibrary Loan Section and the General Reference, Loan, Humanities,

Special Collections, Photographic Services, and the Social Science

departments.



III. ThE YEAR'S WORK OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

A. Collections and Budget

1. General. Two hundred and fifty-three thousand items, both
cataloged and uncataloged, were added to the University
Library holdings during the 1970/71 year. This figure in-

cludes bound volumes and serial parts (74,253), government
documents (31,812), non-bound items (microforms and maps)
totaling 58,975, recordings (138) and uncataloged micro-
forms (118,173), and brings our total of recorded library
holdings to nearly 1,800,000 excluding musical scores,
tapes, and the library collections in the College of Law
and the College of Medicine.

Library use statistics increased from 369,368 to 408,839
for home use, and from 289,945 to 319,405 for recorded
building use. The over-all total of home and building use
of 659,313 for 1969/70 increased to 728,244 for 1970/71.
Obviously much in-house use of library materials occurs
but of necessity is unrecorded.

Funds available for purchase of library materials for
1970/71 were $768,102 as compared with $676,702 for 1969/70;
however, only $655,256 of this amount was state funded.
U.S.O.E. grants to the University of Arizona for library
purposes dropped from $60,000 in 1969/70 to zero in 1970/71.
Rising prices and other results of inflation took a large
share of the increased funds for 1970/71 as they have in
recent years. Federal minimum wage-rate increases, higher
prices for books, new and out-of-print, journal, membership
and backfile costs, all served to reduce the effectiveness
of the available funds. These factors, plus increasing
needs of student and faculty for new and retrospective mate-
rials for study and research, the increase in the number of
needed journals, books, and newer media force the Library
into a difficult path between funds available and the choice
of many justified materials which must be obtained.

*Excludes Binding
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The following table shows sources of funds for the purchase
of library materials from all sources from 1966/67 through
1970/71 as compared with our Ten-Year Projections, beginning
in 1966/67.

1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71

From State
Funds $275,000 $354,750 $450,000 $538,980 $655,256*

From All
Sources $480,866 $552,959 $624,466 $676,702 $768,102*

Ten-Year
Projection
Figures $386,350 $460,620 $555,400 $648,200 $711,100
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The total amount of the monies allocated from all sources

is impressive. It has allowed us to exceed the Ten-Year
Projection figures consistently by varying amounts, but

the small degree of difference between that allocated from

state funds and the total this past year as in the previous

year is alarming, particularly in view of the sudden loss

of federal funding for library materials; this source is

not likely to reappear soon, and we shall be more and more

dependent on increased funds from state allocations as well

as non-state non-federal funding as predicted in these re-

ports some years ago. Without increased monies from state
and non-state funds, the University's programs depending on
strong library support will suffer.

The difference between state funds and the total amount from

all sources, while impressive, is also misleading: the

amount of inflation was seriously misjudged some years ago,
and the figures presented in the Ten-Year Projection of

1965/66 were overly conservative.

B. Innovative Programs

1. Currently Underway

The Consortium of Western Universities and Colleges,*

headquartered at the Hoover Institution on War, Revo-
lution and Peace at Stanford University, of which the

UA is a charter member, applied this year for a special

grant from the United States Office of Education
(similar to last year's application which was success-
ful) for the purchase of library materials in the joint

fields of interest of the member institutions. To date

no word has been received concerning the fate of the

application.

Similarly, the Border State University Consortium on
Latin America** (BSUCLA) has applied, through the

University of Arizona, to the National Endowment for

the Humanities for a grant to be spread over a two-year
period to establish and get under way a Latin American/

Mexican-American Center (LAMAC) which would be established

at the University of Arizona.

*University of Arizona; Arizona State University; San Jose State College;
San Francisco State College; University of San Francisco; University
of Southern California; Stanford University; Hoover Institution on
War, Revolution and Peace; Fresno State College; University of Idaho;
University of Nevada; University of Oregon; University of Washington,
University of Utah; The Claremont Colleges (The Honnold Library)

**University of Texas at El Paso; University of Arizona; University of
New Mexico; San Diego State College
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The Channeled Arizona Information Network (CHAIN), a
loosely organized group of all types and sizes of li-
braries in the state, put together largely through the
efforts of the University of Arizona Library with the
cooperation and support of the Arizona State Department
of Library and Archives, managed to obtain financial
pledges and payments sufficient to enable the state to
have a statewide "umbrella plan" membership in the
Bibliographical Center for Research, Rocky Mountain
Region, Inc., Denver. This membership, paid for by

a group of about a dozen libraries,* enables any

legally established library in Arizona to request
search and location service from the Bibliographical
Center upon payment of use fees.

The Tucson Area Library Council (TALC), a similarly
loosely organized group of librarians and libraries
in southern Arizona, chiefly in Pima County, organized
by the former librarian of the Tucson Public Library,
Mr. John F. Anderson, is now a well-established group
with solid accomplishments to its credit and a good
program for improvement of interlibrary services to
patrons of all types of libraries in southern Arizona
under way. Its first major effort was a Directory of
Libraries in Southern Arizona, a most useful reference
work produced with volunteer labor of TALC members
and the donated services of the staff members of the
W. C. Cox Company of Tucson, the Tucson Public Library,
the University of Arizona and others.

Currently TALC has presented a request for an LSCA
Title III grant for $5,000 through the Arizona State
Department of Library and Archives for the purpose of
conducting a community survey to determine what library
services and facilities the library's public really
needs or wants. If the grant request is successful,
the survey will be conducted by sociologists--specialists
in "community sociology"--in order to insure the most
objective results possible.

The University of Arizona Library began an experiment
in cooperative direct servicing of requests made in
person by student and faculty of Northern Arizona Uni-

versity and Arizona State University. Faculty and

students of any of these institutions may borrow
directly from any of the three university libraries.
Materials may be returned by mail and the usual loan
period, privileges and responsibilities prevail.

*Arizona State University; University of Arizona; Northern Arizona
University; State Library Extension Service; Phoenix Public Library;
Tucson Public Library; Maricopa County Junior College District;
Prescott College; Yavapai County Junior College; Mesa Public Library;
Scottsdale Public Library; Prescott City-Yavapai County Public Library.
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f In cooperation with the library at ASU, we are beginning
interlibrary cooperation in purchasing of items of major
expense where the probable use would not justify nor
require expenditure of state funds for more than one

copy or set in Arizona. Quick interlibrary loan and
inexpensive photocopying of needed but lesser used mate-
rials, and the current cooperative atmosphere among
institutions in Arizona, especially among the major
libraries, provides reasonably quick access for most

requests for assistance.

Campus Library Council. In keeping with the philosophy

and practice of several University departments and
colleges, a Campus Library Council was appointed by
the University Librarian late in the 1970/71 school
year to work with him in an advisory capacity. Several

colleges and departments have made notable progress
in their relations with students via this kind of
medium. The Council will act as a clearinghouse to
receive questions, suggestions, and complaints con-
cerning all phases of library facilities and services
and will consider these, give answers via an infor-
mation sheet (sometimes directly to the individuals),
and make recommendations for action in other matters
to the Librarian. The Council will meet regularly
and is composed of five students divided between
undergraduates and graduates (including minority
representatives), three faculty members, and three
Library staff members.

Collection Development Committee. This committee,
formed a little over two years ago was appointed to
conduct a continuing survey of the University Library's
holdings in connection with our acquisitions program
and the University's curricular offerings, degree
programs and other academic activities and responsi-
bilities. While it is strictly an internal committee,
it works with teaching faculty and academic depart-
mental book chairmen, receives requests for purchases
of $500 and over, and assigns priorities to requested
acquisitions based on its knowledge of the Library's
holdings and in comparison with requests from all
sources. It has been a most valuable committee in
identifying areas needing to be strengthened and in
making recommendations for various levels of support
of existing programs versus new programs, etc. Its

chairman and one other committee member are members
of the Serials Committee described below.

The Serials Committee. Four years ago a Serials
Committee was appointed to control the addition of
new subscriptions and memberships for the Library,

g.
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to set up guidelines for reviewing current subscriptions,
purchasing new serial (journal) titles, backfiles,
serials in microform, and to recommend binding of certain
titles so as to control the limited binding funds to
the best advantage of the University. This committee

also works directly with faculty and academic depart-
mental book chairmen, and has proven to be most helpful.
The chairman of this committee is also a member of the
Library's Collection Development Committee described

previously.

The Services, Facilities and Systems Committee. This

committee was appointed in March 1971 to serve as a
brain-storming-and-picking advisory group to the Li-

brarian. It acts as something of a preliminary research
and development group to study problems and make recom-
mendations on matters referred to it by the Librarian,
and also to proceed on its own to consider areas of
library services requiring study. Some of the fields

in which it has roamed or is currently engaged in
surveying are: microform services and facilities, new
communications media including audiovisual materials,
automation, etc., particularly as we move toward the
planning of the proposed new central University Library
building. One of the immediate tangible results of its
deliberations is the Preliminary Guide to Microforms
in the University Library. The membership of this
committee includes librarians as well as non-academic

library personnel.

Forthcoming

A survey of the University of Arizona faculty to determine
what current library services and facilities they find most
useful, what the serious lacks are now in library services
and facilities, what other features and services they would
most like to see or need in a new library building to help

them in teaching and research.

Completed

a. The second volume of the Intermountain Union List of
Serials, produced under a federal grant under Title III
of LSCA through the Arizona State Department of Library
and Archives under the sponsorship of the Arizona State
Library Association, made its appearance during the year.
Whereas Volume I was limited to periodicals, Volume II,
entitled "Serials," included the periodicals covered in
Volume I and makes further reference to Volume I
unnecessary. This is a major cooperative effort in
which all libraries in Arizona and one from outside
with significant holdings of periodicals and serials
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participated by donating staff time. The resulting
reference volume, produced under the direction of
Arizona State University Library personnel under a
U.S.O.E. Title III grant through the Arizona State
Library Association, is a highly useful reference tool
of which all can be proud.

The teletype machine, installed under an LSCA Title III

grant over two years ago continued to prove its worth

and has become an indispensable link in the University
Library's statewide, regional and national interlibrary
service responsibilities and relations, as well as in
the state's interlibrary loan and reference information
network.

A survey of student opinion on what they find most lacking
or inconvenient in present library facilities and services,
and what features they would like to have started as soon

as possible and, in any case, when a new, central
library building is occupied, was completed just before
the end of the spring semester. This survey was ini-

tiated by the University Faculty Library Committee in
the late spring of 1971. Faculty Library Committee
student members, Mrs. Nan Schubel and Mr. Mike Brophy,
with the cooperation of the Associated Students of the
University of Arizona and other ASUA personnel, printed,
distributed, and collected the questionnaires. The

surveys are now being subjected to data reduction and
analysis procedures, but the results are not yet ready

for study and implementation.

Other Programs

Unless additional funds can be located, the Library's planned

automation conversion of the loan routines at the Main
Library will be delayed at least a year. It had been planned

to model this on the successfully automated loan activity

at the Science Library which has been an experimental project

during the past two years, but it appears that inadequate
funding of the Library's operations budget for 1971/72 will
prevent the implementation of this system.

Miscellaneous Notes

The University Library, or the University through the Library,
is a member of the following major consortia or other signifi-

cant associations or groups which are of major importance in

our work of servicing students and faculty study and research

requirements (all are currently in operation except the BSUCLA

which appears to have a considerable potential once it is
funded and becomes operational):



Association of Research Libraries (ARL)

Consortium of Western Universities and
Colleges

Bibliographical Center for Research,
Rocky Mountain Region, Inc., Denver

Border State University Consortium on
Latin America (BSUCLA)

Channeled Arizona Information Network (Q-IAIN)

Tucson Area Library Council (TALC)
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IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS
(INCLUDING V. AND VII.)

Adams, Frances F.
Member: University Library Services, Facilities and Systems

Committee.

Bahre, Stephen A.
Member: Tucson Area Library Council; Library Resources Corn-

mittee, Tucson Area Library Council.
Offices Held: Editor, UA Library Map News Monthly.
Attended: Special Libraries Division Meeting, Arizona State

Library Association, Phoenix, February 1971; Meeting of
Tucson Area Library Council, April 1971.

Publications:
Cartographer: "Arizona Frontier Military Camps and Forts."

Arizona Currents, vol. 6, no. li, November 1970.
Cartographer: "Tombstone, Arizona Territory, 1881-82."

A street map published by John D. Giichriese, Tucson, 1971.

Bart, Hans R.
Member: Tucson Area Library Council
Offices Held: President, College and University Libraries

Division, Arizona State Library Association, March 1971-
April 1972.

Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,
March 1971.

Barton, Paul D.
Member: American Association of University Professors;

Tucson Area Library Council; Campus Library Council; Uni-
versity Library Staff Association.

Attended: National Convention, Special Libraries Association,
San Francisco, June 1971; American Guild of Organists
Regional Conference, Phoenix, 1970.

Bird, Mildred K.
Member: Local Arrangements Committee, 1972 Conference, Arizona

State Library Association.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Blakeley, Mary L.
Attended: Special Libraries Division Meeting, Arizona State

Library Association, Tucson, June 1971.
Travel: Visited New Mexico State University Library, Las Cruces;

Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
Consultant: University of Arizona: Arid Land Studies, Depart-

ment of Geosciences, and Department of Geography; Pima
College; Special Services Division, Hayden Library, Arizona
State University, Tempe.

Publications:
Carto-Bibliographer: "New Mapping of Western North America."

Information Bulletin, Western Association of Map Libraries,
vol. 2, nos. 1 and 2. 1970-1971.

12
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Cassady, Virginia L.
Member: Tucson Audio-Visual Association.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Diamos, Constance D.
Member: Campus Library Council.

Espenshade, Ralph S.
Attended: Special Libraries Division Meeting, Arizona State

Library Association, Tucson and Phoenix, October 1970 and
February 1971; Information Science Seminar, Tucson, November
1970.

Flick, Frances J.
Member: University Library Staff Association.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Franklin, Elizabeth C.
Member: Tucson Area Library Council.
Lectures: Guest Lecturer to Advanced Reference Class, School

of Library Science, November 1970.

Gifford, Gladys M.
Member: University Library Staff Association.
Travel: Visited libraries in Mafra, Portugal, and El Escorial,

Spain.

Giichriese, John D.
Member: City of Tucson, Historic Sites Committee; Society of

the Smithsonian Institution; Committee to Select Birth Date
of Tucson, Arizona.

Offices Held: Board Member, Saturday Morning Musical Club;
Board Member, Walter Chiles Cox Memorial Library Foundation.

Lectures: Twenty lectures were given to meetings of clubs and
other groups throughout the state during 1970/71.

Public Appearances: Appeared on 104 radio programs and 52
television programs discussing the west in American History.

Publications:
Articles:

Monthly articles, Arizona Currents (1970/71).

Eleven Articles, Arizona Territorial (1970/71).

Hegstrom, Elaine L.
Member: University Library Staff Association; Friends of the

Tucson Public Library.

Higley, Lutie L.
Member: Information Science Committee, Arizona State Library

Association.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.
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Higley, Lutie L. (continued)
Coordinator: Tucson Seminar, Information Science Committee,

Arizona State Library Association, Tucson, November 1970.
Lectures: Guest Lecturer to class on Library Buildings, School

of Library Science.

Johnson, Robert K.
Offices Held: President, Board of Trustees, and Chairman,

Executive Committee of the Board, Bibliographical Center
for Research, Inc., Denver, Colorado; Chairman, Joint
Latin-American Farmington Plan Committee of the Association
of Research Libraries and the Seminar on the Acquisition of
Latin American Library Materials; General Editor, UA Library
Bibliographic Bulletin.

Attended: Annual Membership Meeting and Meeting of the Board of
Trustees of the Bibliographical Center for Research in con-
nection with the Annual Conference of the Mountain Plains
Library Association, Las Vegas, Nevada, November 1970;
Conference on Microform Utilization, Denver Research Institute,
Denver, Colorado, December 1970; Midwinter Membership Meeting,
Association of Research Libraries, Los Angeles, January 1971;
American Library Association Midwinter Conference, Los Angeles,
January 1971; Meeting of Board of Directors and Executive
Committee, Consortium of Western Universities and Colleges,
Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, Stanford,
California, March 1971; Federal Information Resources Con-
ference, Washington, D.C., March-April 1971; Annual Conference
and Membership Meeting, Association of Research Libraries;
Colorado Springs, Colorado, May 1971; Annual Membership,
Board and Committee Meetings, Seminar on the Acquisition of
Latin American Library Materials, Puebla, Mexico, June 1971;
Annual Conference of American Library Association, Dallas,
Texas, June 1971; Various trips to Denver, Colorado for meetings
of Board of Trustees, Bibliographical Center for Research 1970-
1971; Midwinter Membership, Committee, and Board Meetings,
Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials,
Tucson, January 1971; Annual Conference, Arizona State Library
Association, Phoenix, March 1971.

Lectures: Occasional guest lecturer, School of Library Science.
Travel: Visited University of Colorado Libraries, Boulder; Colorado

State University Library, Fort Collins; San Francisco State
College Library; University of California Library, Berkeley;
University of San Francisco Library; Drexel University Library
and Graduate School of Library Science, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
the Palofax Library and the Library of the University of the
Americas, Puebla, Mexico; the Centro Interamericano de Libros
Academicos, Mexico City; Central Arizona College Library,
Coolidge.

Kacena, Carolyn A.
Member: Tucson Area Library Council
Offices Held: Secretary-Treasurer, College and University Li-

braries Division, Arizona State Library Association, March

1971-April 1972.
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Kacena, Carolyn A. (continued)
Attended: American Society for Information Science Annual

Meeting, Philadelphia, October 1970; Arizona State Library
Association Conference, Phoenix, March 1971; Seminar on
Library Automation, Arizona State University, February 1971.

Lectures: Taught course in Advanced Cataloging, School of
Library Science (first summer session 1971).

Kao, Jenny K.
Member: Arizona State Library Association; Southwestern Library

Association; University Library Staff Association.

Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,
March 1971

Travel: Visited University of California Library at San Diego
arid University of Illinois Library, Urbana.

King, Charles W.
Offices Held: President, Special Libraries Division, Arizona

State Library Association, March 1971-April 1972.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Kirchner, Margaret E.
Member: University Library Staff Association.

Langenes, Judith A.
Member: Tucson Area Library Council; University Library Services,

Facilities and Systems Committee.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Liu, John B.
Member: International Association of Orientalist Librarians;

American Association of University Professors.
Lectures: Taught Chinese Bibliography, Oriental Studies Department.

McLachlan, Ross W.
Member: University Library Services, Facilities and Systems

Committee.

McKay, John C.
Member: American Library Association; Arizona State Library

Association; Southwestern Library Association; Tucson Area
Library Council; University Library Services, Facilities
and Systems Committee; CHAIN (Channeled Arizona Information
Network) Study Committee; Committee on Reference and Public
Service, Tucson Area Library Council; University Library
Staff Association; Linguistic Society of America.

Publications:
Reviews:

Syntaktische Mehrdeutigkeit (Polysyntaktizitat) bei der
Analyse des Deutschen und des Englischen by Erhard Agricola.
Language, vol 47 (March 1971), pp. 219-228.
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McWhorter, Mary J.
Offices Held: Chairman, University Library Campus Library

Council
Lectures: Taught Japanese Bibliography, Department of Oriental

Studies.

Makuch, Andrew L.
Member: Tucson Area Library Council
Offices Held: Chairman, University Library Collection Develop-

ment Committee.
Attended: American Library Association Annual Conference, Dallas,

June 1971; Midwinter Meeting of the Seminar on the Acquisition
of Latin American Library Materials, Tucson, March 1971;
Arizona State Library Association Annual Conference, Phoenix,
March 1971.

Mangan, Jerry A.
Member: American Library Association; Arizona State Library

Association; Southwestern Library Association; Tucson Area
Library Council; By-Laws Committee and 1972 Conference Com-
mittee, Arizona State Library Association; University Library
Campus Library Council.

Mautner, Robert W.
Offices Held: Chairman, University Library Services, Facilities

and Systems Committee; Trustee, Tucson Community School.
Attended: Southwestern Library Association/Arizona State Library

Association Survey Conference on Joint Survey of Library
Organization and Membership, Dallas, September 1970;
Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix, March 1971.

Publications:
Chapters in Books:

"Higher Education" and "Special Libraries" in Arizona Blue
Book, in Press, 1971.

Reviews:
The Environmental Revolution by Max Nicholson. Choice,

vol. 7 (October 1970), p. 1069.

The Making of a Surgeon by William Nolen. Choice, vol. 8,
(June 1971), p. 478.

Reason Awake by Rene Dubos. Choice, vol. 7 (September 1970),

p. 862.

Science and the Social Order by Bernard Barber. Choice,

vol. 7 (February 1971), p. 1684.

The Vocabulary of Science by Lancelot Hogben. Choice, vol. 7,

(September 1970), p. 820.

Milligan, Louise.M.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.
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Olsrud, Lois C.
Member: Tucson Area Library Council.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Paisson, Gerald D.
Member: University Library Services, Facilities and Systems

Committee.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Park, Joseph F.
Attended: Arizona State Historical Convention, Tucson, April 1971.

Parsil, Bruce M.
Member: University Library Services, Facilities and Systems

Committee.

Perry, Dora E.
Member: University Library Staff Association.

Peters, Charles M.
Member: American Society for Information Science.
Lectures: Gave Colloquium at University of California School

of Business on Professional Library Staff Motivation.
Travel: Visited Cornell University Library, Ithaca, New York;

University of Rochester Libraries, Rochester, New York;
Washington University Libraries, St. Louis, Missouri;
University of California Library, Berkeley.

Peters, Hilda D.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Phillips, Elsie A.
Offices Held: Arrangements Chairman for 1972 Conference,

Music Library Association.

Ploch, Richard A.

Member: Buildings Committee for College and University Libraries,
Committee on Bibliography and Index,and vIarniscript Curator's
Work Manual Sub-Committee (Manuscripts Committee), Association
of College and Research Libraries of the American Library
Association; Arizona State Historical Advisory Commission;
Executive Board, Arizona State Library Association.

Offices Held: Chairman, 1972 Conference Committee, Arizona State
Library Association; Consultant to Choice.

Attended: Midwinter Conference of the American Library Association,
Los Angeles, January 1971; Annual Conference of the American
Library Association, Dallas, June 1971; American Library
Association Rare Book Section Pre-Conference, Austin, June 1971;
Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix, March
1971; Arizona Historical Convention, Tucson, April 1971.
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Ploch, Richard A. (continued)

Lectures: Guest lecturer for class on History of Books and
Libraries and class on Seminar in Academic Librarianship,
School of Library Science.

Papers Presented: Rare Books and Special Collections, or Who
do we think we are anyway? presented to the Tucson Friends
of the Public Library, Tucson, 1970; The Training of Manuscript
Librarians: a subjective approach, presented to the American
Library Association Conference, Dallas, 1971.

Publications:
Reviews:

The Letters of the British Spy by William Wirt. The Reprint

Bulletin, vol. 16, no. 1 (January/February 1971), pp. 16-17.

Adventures of Captain Simon Suggs by Johnson J. Hooper.
The Reprint Bulletin, vol. 16, no. 1 (January/February
1971), p. 10.

Powell, Donald M.
Offices field: Chairman, By-Laws and Policy Committee, Arizona

State Library Association.
Attended: Institute on Problems in Academic Library Building

Construction, University of California at Los Angeles,
November 1970; Bi-Annual Conference of the Southwestern Library
Association, Fort Worth, November 1970; Arizona State Library
Association Conference, Phoenix, March 1971.

Visited: Libraries of the State Colleges at Fullerton, San
Fernando and Irvine, and University of Southern California.

Publications:
Article:

"Current Arizona Bibliography," Arizona Quarterly,
vol. 27 (Spring/Autumn 1971) pp. 53-58, 264-270.

Rednour, Frances W.
Travel: Visited Northern Arizona University Library, Flagstaff.

Richard, Harris M.
Member: Tucson Area Library Council
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.
Travel: Visited Navajo Community College Library, Many Farms.

Schaffer, Susan M.
Member: University Library Staff Association.

Seibert, Karen S.
Member: Arizona State Library Association; Southwestern Library

Association; 1972 Conference Committee, Arizona State Library
Association; University Library Staff Association; Faculty
Women's Club; Beta Phi Mu.

Offices Held: Chairman, 1972 Conference Registration Committee,
Arizona State Library Association.

Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,
March 1971.



Shepard, Patricia A.
Member: University Library Staff Association.

Siebecker, Dorothy F.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Smith, Elinore E.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Thayer, John E.
Lectures: Guest lecturer to Advanced Reference Class in School

of Library Science.

Trejo, Arnulfo D.
Member: American Library Association; Arizona State Library

Association; Southwestern Library Association; Association of
American Library Schools; Instituto Internacional de Literature
Iberoamericana; Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American
Library Materials; American Association of University Professors;
Beta Kappa Theta; Beta Phi Mu; Phi Delta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi;
Sigma Delta Pi.

Offices Held: Chairman, Subcommittee on Bibliographic Technology,
Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials;
Chairman, Ad Hoc Faculty and Staff Committee on Mexican
American Education, University of Arizona; Faculty Advisor
and Coordinator, "Chicano Week," University of Arizona,
3-7 May 1971.

Attended: Midwinter Meeting of the Seminar on the Acquisition
of Latin American Library Materials, Tucson, March 1971;
American Library Association Annual Conference, Dallas,
June 1971; Program Coordinator for "Mexican Librarianship--
Present and Future Goals," a program sponsored by the
International Relations Round Table of the American Library
Association, Annual Conference, Dallas, June 1971.

Lectures: "Chicano Spanish Vies for Recognition," a talk delivered
before the Southwestern Anthropological Association and the
Ethnological Society, Tucson, April 1971; "Greetings" to the
students of the Summer Program of the University Center for
English as a Second Language, June 1971.

Publications:
Reviews:

Barrio Boy by Ernesto Galarza. Library Journal (April 1971),

p. 1358.

Between Honesty and Hope: Documents from and about the
Church in Latin America, issued by the Peruvian Bishop's
Commission for Social Action. Library Journal (June 1971),

p. 2094.

La Causa: The California Grape Strike, by Paul Fusco and
George D. Horwitz. Library Journal (February 1971), p. 617.
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Trejo, Arnulfo D. (continued)

Publications:
Reviews:

Concordancias de las obras poeticas en castellano de
Garcilaso de la Vega, compiled by Edward Sarmiento.
Choice (May 1971), p. 344.

Mexico: A Short History by Sir Nicholas Cheetham.
Library Journal (June 1971), p. 1973.

Tucker, Mary B.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Turner, Patricia
Member: American Library Association; Arizona State Library

Association; Southwestern Library Association; Tucson Area
Library Council; Ad Hoc Committee and Reference and Public
Service Committee, Tucson Area Library Council; University
Library Services, Facilities and Systems Committee; University
Library Staff Association; Beta Phi Mu.

Valenzuela, Norma H.
Member: University Library Staff Association.

Wright, Phyllis L.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.



V. OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST

See IV.
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VI. PLANS AND RECOMMENDED POLICIES

A. and B. Physical Requirements, Building Plans, and Staff Needs

The continued growth of the University has increased old pressures

on the libraries, and has added some new ones. The addition to

the Science Library will accommodate the Oriental Library and

the Humanities collection minus the fine arts materials for a

few years. However, by the time a new, central library building

is occupied and the Oriental and Humanities collections can be

moved to it, we will need all of the area within the Science

Library building for the Science Library itself, and only at

that time will we obtain enough "breathing space" to enable us

to bring back onto the campus the nearly 50,000 volumes now

stored in the Sixth Street buildings.

Even the addition of what should be considered as the first unit

of a new, central library building will not solve all of our

space problems for staff, shelving, and other needed equipment,

services and facilities. When the new, central library is ready,

the Oriental and Humanities collections must be moved into it

as well as the Social Sciences materials, General Reference, Loan,

Reserve and Interlibrary Loan, the entire Technical Services

Division (Acquisitions, Cataloging and Serials departments),

Shipping and Receiving, Processing, and Binding. Even if there

were to be adequate room in the 150,000 square feet which we are

anticipating (and there will not be) we should not move the

"fine arts" materials (architecture, art, music, drama and speech)

to the new location because these would then be approximately

three times as far from the fine arts complex as they are now

from the Main Library.

A Fine Arts Divison Library in the fine arts area of the campus

has been contemplated for a number of years, and at one time

space had.been reserved tentatively for it near the present

Architecture building. However, looking at this project real-

istically, it does not appear likely that it could be erected

any sooner than two or three years at the earliest after the

completion of construction of a new, central library.

A further complication of the Fine Arts Library problem involves

the Music collection. Even though the latter consists only of

scores, recordings, tapes, and a basic collection of music

reference materials (materials by and about music and musicians

are in the Main Library) it is literally out of space, growing

with no space to expand, and has a disgracefully low seating

capacity (the "new quarters" constructed for it a few years

ago g.ave it only a very slight additional amount of space; among

other scanty increases, only six new reader stations were gained).

It is likely that most of the materials for the fine arts cur-

ricula will not only have to remain in the Main Library, but

that it will be necessary to remove the Music Collection in toto

to the Main Library building. The Fine Arts collection would

have to remain there until a Fine Arts Divsion Library in the

fine arts complex can be provided.
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Further, the Library will need to maintain other space in the
present Main Library in addition to the requirements for the
Fine Arts materials for some time to come. One item would be
adequate space for the graduate School of Library Science and
the Library Science Library if the school should be moved to
the Main Library building. While the School itself is not a
Library responsibility, the Library School Library is, and
adequate quarters somewhere within the University Library system
is a definite requirement. In addition, a large share of the
present stack shelving will have to be kept for the Library for
active storage, a storing and staging area for large, unprocessed
collections (e.g., Douglas collection, Forrest collection, etc.).
Also, it is not yet clear whether new construction will provide
adequately for all of the present activities in the Special Col-
lections Department.

In other areas, the University Library continues to be pinched,
a situation which is not new, but the pressures are building up
in spite of slowly rising library budget allocations in the past
seven years. Even though as noted in the table on page five
showing that the available funds for the acquisition of library
materials this past year was an increase over previous years in
the number of dollars allocated to the Library for purchase of
library materials (and it is above the amount estimated as
essential at this point in our Ten-Year Projection Plan), it is
largely the result of large special allocations made by Presi-
dent Harvill. Without these, we would not only be below our
Ten-Year Projection figures but also not much better off than
the previous year because of inflation and increased prices in all
types of materials--a situation which actually may leave us worse
off because of the large increases in funds needed merely to stay
even let alone add new important journal subscriptions, increase
our book funds, and to catch up on decades of backlogged binding
requirements.

We need extra immediate non-state funding in the neighborhood of
approximately $100,000 as a minimum in order to make up for the
difference between state-budgeted funds and that which has been
received previously from special grants, a large share of which
until recently has come on federal grants under the jurisdiction
of H.E.W. -U.S.O.E. (a source which for many libraries, including
ours, has dried up completely). Our slowing purchasing program
also is placing us in anunenviable position in relation to the
depth and scope of our collections vis-a-vis other major academic
libraries across the country, and is shoving us down among those
with which it is not so complimentary to be compared (or con-
trasted).

Staff size continues to be a problem. Even though space for
staff (and equipment and other facilities) is a problem now,
and will continue to be, the staff growth of the last 7 or 8
years, even though apparently reasonably generous, was so slow
in starting that we are some years behind in obtaining the
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necessary numbers of staff required to enable a library such as
ours to serve adequately the number of students and faculty
needing library staff services.

While we do not expect to receive all of the funding requested
for staff or other purposes, we do not pad our requests with
unneeded requests merely in hopes that the seemingly inevitable
cuts will leave us in excellent condition; apparently our justi-
fications for various categories of budget requests are not read
and weighed carefully or else they are not accepted as valid.
For example: our requests for badly needed positions in previous
years; our requests delineating our drastic needs for increased
wage allocations; and our requests for greatly increased travel
funds (which requests have ranged from about $6,000 to $10,000,
but which have been allowed at about $3,500 "because that is all
we used the year before"! We cannot use the needed extra funds
if they are not allocated, and we cannot anticipate approval
on very much extra because of planning requirements). Our needs
are pressing, as we agree that those of other major University
divisions are, but for an agency which has campus-wide responsi-
bilities, the servicing of which must be of consistently high
quality and growth, the Library system has been victimized for
far too many years up until recently with a policy (no doubt
unintentional but nonetheless harmful) of "benign neglect,"
"too little and too late" and "make-do." Even the comparative
apparent generosity of recent years will not make up quickly
for the previous decades of starvation. Massive infusions of
funds are required or the Library (and the University) likely
will sink back into mediocrity in comparison with those insti-
tutions with which it desires to be (and should be) compared.

C. Recommended Policy Changes

A report concerning university library management in general
and the University of Arizona Library in particular is planned
for the 1971/72 year. This will be directed to your attention
and should present a good comparison of our library situation as
compared to recommended practices in a number of important areas.

A major projection report covering various library budget cate-
gories, library holdings in fields pertinent to the University's
prôgrams, library facilities, equipment, space, and staff is
also planned for the near future but will not be started until
the report noted above is finished.

These two reports will help us to evaluate the advisability of
suggesting revisions in existing library, and appropriate
University, policies,

Basically, the funds available for library materials are far
too low for a university with 26,000 students and corresponding
numbers of faculty, and one which is committed to being a major
institution of graduate studies and research, to say nothing of
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one with hopes of attaining greatness in academic areas. Specifi-
cally, the library materials budget for some years passed should
have been over $1,000,000. While no argument is made against a
balanced athletic program, a university budget which provides
less money for library materials than it does for intercollegiate
athletics would appear to have its priorities out of order, and
this should be given the most serious consideration not only in
reviewing University Library needs for the future but in revising
current University policies as they relate to these matters.



VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable; See Section IV.
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APPENDIX A - i

BOOK RESOURCE STATISTICS
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*Corrected Figure
**Excludes Scores and Tapes
***Does not include Law and Medical Libraries
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BOOK

APPENDIX A - 1

RESOURCE STATISTICS

Added
1969/70 1970/71 Total

Bound Volumes 619,188* 57,083

Serial Parts
(Bound and Unbound) 18,913

75,996

Withdrawals -1,743

74,253

693,441

Government Documents 444,311

Depository 22,404

Non-Depository 9,408

31,812

476,123

Non-Bound Holdings 443,363

Microfilm Reels 3,405

Microfiche 50,867

Maps 4,703

58,975**

502,338

Phono Records 138 138

Total Cataloged Holdings 1,672,040

Uncataloged Microforms
HRAF and ERIC 118,173

TOTAL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY HOLDJNGS*** 1,790,213
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CATALOGING STATISTICS
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APPENDIX A - 2

CATALOGING STATISTICS

1970/71

Main Entries Made 37,566

Cards Added:

Original 155,265

Printed 215,702

Oriental Studies 11,822

Total Cards Added 382,792

Titles Volumes

Reclassifications 2,353 10,226

New Periodical Titles 800

Other New Serial Titles 1,140
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LIBRARY USE STATISTICS
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Building Use

Main Library Reserve 154,761 180,570

Science Division Reserve 12,606 14,922

Liberal Arts Reserve 47,220 44,413

Music Reserve 32,525 43,286

Instructional Materials Reserve 20,300 10,410

Special Collections 5,991 7,039

Map Collection 16,542 18,765

Total 289,945 319,405

TOTAL LOANS 659,313 728,244

APPENDIX A - 3

LIBRARY USE STATISTICS

1969/70 1970/71

Home Use

Main Loan Desk 236 ,76l 270,208

Science Loan Desk 66,070 76,961

Music Loan Desk 16,704 22, 298

Map Collection 4,023 4,086

Instructional Materials Collection 45,810 35,289

Total 369,368 408,839



APPENDIX A - 4

SPECIAL USE STATISTICS
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APPENDIX A - 4

SPECIAL USE STATISTICS

1969/70 1970/71

Reference Inquiries Answered:

General Reference 28,668 37,892

Humanities 9,873 6,611

Social Science 16,242 8,514

Documents 3,501 1,208

Science 14,682 13,367

Instructional Materials 986 1,281

Map Collection 3,095 4,140

Music Collection 2,051 3,441

Oriental Studies 1,000 2,040

80,098 78,494

Interlibrary Loans

Titles Borrowed 1,391 1,692

Titles Loaned 3,059 3,096

4,450 4,788

Photographic Services

Micro filming 22,000 feet 34,000 feet

Xerox Copies Produced 700,007 1,123,039



APPENDIX B

LIBRARY OFFICERS
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APPENDIX B

LIBRARY OFFICERS

University Librarian Robert K. Johnson

Associate University Librarian Donald M. Powell

Assistant Librarian for Public Services Lutie L. Higley

Acting Assistant Librarian for Branches
and Chief Science Librarian Robert W. Mautner

Assistant Librarian for Technical Services Charles M. Peters

Senior Reference Librarian Elizabeth C. Franklin

Interlibrary Loan Librarian John C. McKay

Head Loan Librarian Cecil Weilborn

Chief Humanities Librarian Patricia Turner

Chief Social Science Librarian John E. Thayer

Documents Librarian Melvin J. Sappington

Chief Special Collections Librarian Richard A. Ploch

Archivist Phyllis Ball

Curator, Western Americana Joseph F. Park

Instructional Materials Librarian Virginia Cassady

Senior Map Librarian Mary L. Blakeley

Senior Music Librarian Elsie A. Phillips

Oriental Studies Librarian John B. Liu

Chief Acquisitions Librarian Robert R. Poland

Chief Catalog Librarian Hans R. Bart

Chief Serials Librarian Elinore E. Smith
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UNIVERSITY FACULTY LIBRARY COMMITTEE
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APPENDIX C

UNIVERSITY FACULTY LIBRARY COMMITTEE

William D. Barnes, Professor of Secondary Education

James W. Barry, Librarian, Arizona Medical Center (ex officio)

Mike Brophy, Student Representative

Jack Emory Davis, Professor of Romance Languages

Robert K. Johnson, University Librarian, Chairman

W. F. McCaughey, Professor of Agricultural Biochemistry

Hollis K. Martin, Associate Professor of Management

James Perry, Professor of Systems Engineering

Albert L. Picchioni, Professor of Pharmacy

Donald M. Powell, Associate University Librarian (ex officio)

Robert M. Quinn, Professor of Art

Nan K. Schubel, Student Representative

Thomas Tormey, Associate Professor of Law, and Librarian, College of
Law (ex officio)

Salvatore V. Zagona, Professor of Psychology
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FOOTNOTES TO ARL ACADEMIC LIBRARY STATISTICS, l970_71*

45

Small increase in volumes held
results from exclusion of some
materials formerly counted.

Reduction results from recount
by volume in Law Library.

All figures as of March 31, 1970

Does not include 213,518
government documents.

Corrected fígure includes
documents, Law Library and
Medical Library.

Statistics include branch campus
libraries.

Statistics include main library,
its branches and Law Library.

Chicago

Colorado

(9-14) Do not include $70,102 in credits
from various sources or restricted
funds.

(l-3) Includes microforms as biblio-
graphic volumes.

(9,11-14) Includes expenditures based on
credits and expenditures on non-
library budgets.

Statistics include Denver and
Colorado Springs campuses and
medical centers.

Columbia (10) Expenditure for commercial
binding only.

(12) Includes approximately $50,000
for staff of Binding Department
and $68,076 in government funds
for Work-Study Program.

* Numbers in parentheses indicate columns in the statistical tabulation
to which footnotes refer.

Alabama (1)

(4)

Alberta

(1)

Arizona (1)

British Columbia

California, Davis



ARL Academic Library Statistics, 1970-71

Footnotes/P. 2

Connecticut

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa State

Johns Hopkins

Kansas

Kentucky

46

Statistics include all branch

and professional school libraries.

Does not include government funds

for Work-Study Program

Physical volume count incorrectly

designated as bibliographic count
in statistics for 1969-70.

Small increáse because Law Library

no longer included.

Large increase based on first

accurate piece count.

Does not include government funds

for Work-Study Program.

Does not include $16,676 in

automation costs not charged to

library.

Does not include building charges

of $1,478,672.

Statistics include Library of the

Health Sciences at the Medical

Center in Chicago.

Statistics are for the state

univèrsity system.

Statistics include reading room
and residence hail libraries.

(1) Figure is lower than for 1969-70

because documents are excluded

for the first time.

Statistics include Medical Center

in Kansas City.

(1) Reflects a reduction of 104,876

volumes to correct figures
reported in 1968-69 and 1969-70.

(12)

Cornell
(1)

Florida State
(1)

(4)

(12)

Georgetown
(14)

Harvard
(14)



ARL Academic Library Statistics, 1970-71
Footnotes/P. 3

McGill

47

Statistics include the McLennan
Library, the Redpath Library,
McDonald College Library and 18
other official campus libraries of
the McGill system.

Figure is for books and serials
only. Excluded are government
documents, pamphlets and such
other materials as theses, maps
and charts, scores, films, film
strips, slides, sound tapes, and
phonorecords.

Includes 392,152 items not pre-
viously reported.

Excludes slides, phonorecords,
photographs, and maps and plans.

Statistics include Dearborn Campus
Library. The Flint College Library
is excluded.

(1) Adjusted figure. Omitted are 29,297

volumes previously reported for
University elementary and high
schools.

(13) Includes $177,703 for data pro-
cessing in the University Library
and a nonrecurring expenditure of
$14,285 for pürchase of general
equipment for the University
Library. Does not include Busi-
ness Administration library and
Law Library.

Nebraska Statistics are for the City
Campus, Lincoln; East Campus,
Lincoln; and Medical Center
Campus, Omaha. Not included are
statistics for the University of
Nebraska at Omaha

(10) Commercial binding account only.

(1)

Maryland (4)

MIT (l-3)

Michigan



ARL Academic Library Statistics, 1970-71

Footnotes/P. 4

New York University

48

(1) Decline from figure for 1969-70
results from recalculation of
number of uncataloged volumes.

Northwestern Statistics are for both Evanston
and Chicago campuses.

(9) Includes gift of $175,000 for
purchase of 126,000 manuscripts.

Notre Dame Statistics do not include the
Law Library.

Oklahoma (l-3) Includes 5,947 volumes added by
inventory in the Law Library.

(4) Not available by physical count.
Count is by volumes which total
190,741. This figure not included
in column 1.

Oregon (12) Includes federal portion of
Work-Study Program.

Pennsylvania State

Purdue

Statistics include branch
campuses and Hershey Medical
Center.

Pittsburgh Statistics include four branch

campuses.

(5-8) Include audiovisual and automa-

tion staff.

(9) Includes audiovisual materials.

Includes audiovisual services and

automation.

Includes automation.

(l-3) Include volumes held and added

on Lafayette, Calumet, Indianapo-

lis and North Central campuses.

(4) Estimate for Lafayette campus

only.



ARL Academic Library Statistics, 1970-71
Footnotes/P. 5

Purdue (cont.) (5-8) Lafayette campus only.
Audiovisual Center Film Library
staff excluded.

(9-11) Includes sums spent by the
Lafayette campus library for the
three campuses mentioned above.

Includes sums transferred from
other 3 campuses to Lafayette
campus for technical processing
staff.

Includes money for supplies trans-
ferred from other campuses to
Lafayette campus.

Does not include Audiovisual Center
Film Library.

Regional campuses are becoming
independent operations. It is
expected that next year the
Lafayette campus will not acquire
and process materials for them.

Rice

Roches ter

Rutgers

49

(1) Includes government documents.

(2,3) Do not include government documents.

Statistics include River Campus
Libraries, Sibley Music Library and
Edward G. Miner (Medical) Library.

Statistics include branch and
campus libraries.

(4) Revised count. Cannot be used
to determine microforms added
between July 1, 1970, and June 30,
1971.

(10) An additional $26,022 owed for
binding in 1970-71 was held for
payment in 1971-72.

(12) Does not include approximately
$78,368 earned by Work-Study
assistants.



ARL Academic Library Statistics, 1970-71
Footnotes/P. 5

purdue (cont.) (5-8) Lafayette campus only.
Audiovisual Center Film Library
staff excluded.

(9-il) Includes sums spent by the
Lafayette campus library for the
three campuses mentioned above.

Includes sums transferred from
other 3 campuses to Lafayette
campus for technical processing
staff.

Includes money for supplies trans-
ferred from other campuses to
Lafayette campus.

Does not include Audiovisual Center
Film Library.

Regional campuses are becoming
independent operations. It is
expected that next year the
Lafayette campus will not acquire
and process materials for them.

Rice

Roches ter

Rutgers

49

(1) Includes government documents.

(2,3) Do not include government documents.

Statistics include River Campus
Libraries, Sibley Music Library and
Edward G. Miner (Medical) Library.

Statistics include branch and
campus libraries.

(4) Revised count. Cannot be used
to determine microforms added
between July 1, 1970, and June 30,
1971.

(10) An additional $26,022 owed for
binding in 1970-71 was held for
payment in 197 1-72.

(12) Does not include approximately
$78,368 earned by Work-Study
assis tan'ts.



ARL Academic Library Statistics, 1970-71
Footnotes/P. 6

St. Louis University

Southern California

Southern Illinois

SUNY-Buf falo

50

(1,4) Lower figures result from
excluding peripheral collections
with limited access.

Statistics include all branch
libraries and the Law and Medical
Libraries.

Figures for Carbondale campus
only. Prior statistics included
both Carbondale and Edwardsville
campuses.

(1) Includes fully cataloged micro-
forms. Combined bibliographic
and physical volume count.

Stanford Statistics include branch campus
libraries.

(1) Lower figure results from
exclusion of documents and cer-
tain manuscript collections.

(4) Large increase results from
inclusion of microforms throughout
library system.

Tennessee Statistics for Knoxville campus
only. This results in lower
figures than for previous years.

Texas Statistics include Main Library,
Law Library and LBJ School of
Public Affairs Library.

Texas All figures as of August 31, 1971.

Toronto With the exception of the Banting
and Best Medical Research Library,
all data include figures reported
by the Central University Library,
Scarborough College, Erindale Col-
lege, University of Victoria Col-
lege, University of St. Michael's
College, University of Trinity
College, Knox College, Wycliffe
College, Massey College, and all
the faculties, institutes, and
departments which administer sep-

arate library collections within
the University of Toronto.



ARL Academic Library Statistics, 1970-71
FootflOtcS/P. 7

Toronto (cont.)

51

(l-4) Include holdings of the follow-
ing associated institutions which
support university programs and
make their collections available
through the campus union catalog:
Royal Ontario Museum, Ontario
Institute for Studies in Educa-
tion, and the Clarke Institute
of Psychiatry.

(1) Includes 7,067 manuscript titles,
108,476 slides, 86,945 maps,
74,937 sound recordings, 656 films,
1,321 film strips, 117 broadsides,
37,508 aerialphotographs, 39,000
photographic reproductions, and
14,526 items of sheet music.

(2,3) Include only books, bound serials,
technical reports, pamphlets and
theses. Do not include manu-
script titles, slides and other
nonbook items listed above.

Tulane Statistics include all branch
campus libraries.

(3) Reflects reduction in holdings
count in two branch libraries.

Utah Statistics no longer include the
Medical and Law Libraries.

(9) Includes $305,849 of nonrecurring
gift funds.

Washington Statistics include Law Library
and Suzzallo system.

Washington University (St. Louis) Statistics include central, de-
partmental and school libraries.

Wisconsin Statistics are for Madison campus
only.
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Types of Microforms in Library
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1ibrary

Ree1s of
4icrofilm

Number of
Microcards

Number of Micro-
irint Sheets

Number of
Microfiches

Alabama 35,136 N/A N/A N/A
N/AAlberta 24,584 N/A N/A

Arizona 25,433 N,'A N/A N/A

Boston 15,377 N/A N/A N/A

jTitish Columbia 30,275 103,960 698,000 412,018

brown 14,526 41,018 68,943 91,204

a1ifornia (Berkeley) 126,288 139,979 103,340 277,683

a1ifornia (Davis) 16,441 133,946 262,229 180,312

iTfinia (L. A.) 62,453 N/A N/A N/A

iase Western Reserve 41,269 37,663 5,798 91,813

Chicago N/A N/A N/A N/A

Cincinnati 13,209 98,962 120,814 213,779

Colorado 24,091 37,299 146,700 456,947

Columbia 79,887 175,532 329,544 339,109

Connecticut 24,049 27,682 322,054 123,428

Cornell 57,115 53,722 602,788 246,985

Dartmouth 26,579 29,154 133,501 86,383

Duke 27,674 N,'A N,/A N/A

Florida 64,537 162,458 130,239 262,821

Florida State 38,334 232,261 265,060 194,364

Georgetown 8,076 N/A N,"A N/A
Georgia 57,194 96,410 295,052 163,677

Harvard 66,880 87,942 411,790 243,827

Howard 7,698 N,'A N/A 51,052

Illinois N/A N/A N/A N/A
Indiana 57,590 N/A N/A N/A
Iowa 43,916 58,441 129,127 331,267

Iowa State 13,916 4,005 122,057 220,805

Johns Hopkins 16,675 N/A N/A N/A
Joint University 16,450 84,969 170,267 214,375

Kansas 27,994 90,712 177,905 35,809

Kentucky 60,265 237,695 208,272 314,743

Louisiana State 58,995 N/A N/A N/A
McGill 14,438 N,'A N,'A N/A
Maryland 20,969 N/A N/A N/A
MIT 7,700 N/A N/A N/A

44,216 2,604 3,305 136,233

78,574 N/A N,'A N/A

)'llchigan State 27,509 N/A 172,125 N/A
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Types of Microforms in Library (continued)
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Library

'eels of
icrofiim

Number of
Microcards

Number of Micro-
print Sheets

Number of
Microfiches

Minnesota 63,415 99,518 241,057 241,248

Missouri 84,052 124,155 525,856 251,847
83,898 56,317

Nebraska 10,080 14,119

New York 24,900 349,990 25,400 476,200

North Carolina 48,754 N/A N/A N/A

Northwestern 19,436 1-28,693 158,700 120,619

Notre Dame 37,832 176,691 1,514 54,659

öhio State 38,799 36,842 332,522 348,330

oklahoma N/A N/A N/A N/A

State 15,822 66,00 173,512 192,035

oregon 26,596 59,784 207,860 83,041

PennsYlvaflia 39,100 121,620 360,000 291,897

Pennsylvania State 74,663 N/A 99,956 N/A

pittsburgh 29,752 N/A N/A N/A

'Princeton 44,871 65,433 255,881 45,579

Purdue N/A N/A N/A N/A

Rice 22,347 N/A N/A N'A

Rochester 20,000 166,000 552,000 191,000

Rutgers 39,339 67,680 513,556 134,631

St. Louis 33,887 68,259 0 82,541

Southern California 13,699 104,534 390,398 87,290

Southern Illinois N/A N/A N/A N/A

Stanford 46,282 N/A N/A N/A

SIJNY-Buffalo 24,901 220,786 386,275 311,513

Syracuse 27,002 215,610 742,127 484,494

Temple 26,358 57,667 43,075 122,235

Tennessee 22,047 N/A N,'A N/A

Texas 37,038 76,774 334,672 134,986

Texas MM 16,802 94,870 163,425 184,614

Toronto 40,471 48,532 452,993 184,890

Tulane N/A N/A N/A N/A
Utah 23,453 N/A N/A N/A

Virginia 29,719 125,251 161,841 568,731

Washjn.ton (Seattle) 48,263 N/A N/A N/A

Washington State 44,570 152,219 393,862 223,513

Washington U. (St. Louis) 17,920 110,759 154,802 190,097

)Vayne State 23,861 54,464 26,892 136,066

Wisco5jn 17,311 159,821 49,300 569,273

62,355 312,823 265,039 176,306
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Rank Order: Volumes in Library

j. Harvard 8,451,187 40. British Columbia 1,390,147
2. Yale 5,829,035 41. Wayne State 1,367,553

3. Illinois 4,808,795 42. Louisiana State 1,348,290

4. Michigan 4,312, 093 43. MIT 1,314,100
5. Columbia 4,241,130 44. Joint University 1,301,391

6. Toronto 4,018,187 45. Maryland 1,299,520

7. California (Berkeley) 4,009,595 46. Washington (St. Louis)l,293,425
8. Cornell 3,779,990 47. McGill 1,286,893
9. Stanford 3,584,123 48. SUNY- Buffalo 1,202,802

10. Minnesota 3,112,526 49. Case Western Reserve 1,184,210

11. Chicago 3,077,270 50. Rochester 1,179,000
12. Indiana 3,067,117 51. Utah 1,178,985
13. California (L. A.) 3,038,828 52. Oklahoma 1,158,596
14. Ohio State 2,539,716 53. Georgia 1,158,047
15. Texas 2,427,062 54. Cinc inna ti 1,156,971
16. Wisconsin 2,417,024 SS. Kentucky 1,153,774
17. Northwestern 2,374,913 56. Alberta 1,120,466
18. Pennsylvania 2,323,401 57. Oregon 1,104,320
19. Princeton 2,314,323 58. Nebraska 1,103,591
20. Duke 2,231,519 59. Purdue 1,100,603
21. New York University 2,111,570 60. Conne cti cut 1,072,616
22. Johns Hopkins 2,005,181 61. Tulane 1,071,638
23. Arizona 1,939,755-i. 62. Temple 1,055,893
24. Rutgers 1,916,039 63. Dartmouth 1,030,749
25. Washington 1,876,900 64. Tennessee 1,025,508
26. North Carolina 1,819,669 65. Notre Dame 1,016,254
27. Michigan State 1,759,942 66. Oklahoma State 1, 006, 228

28. Virginia 1,699,151 67. Massachusetts 1,003,610
29. Missouri 1,589,115 68. California (Davis) 909,422
30. Iowa 1,584,865 69. Florida State 879,073
31. Kansas 1,568,807 70. Alabama 866,253
32. Pittsburgh 1,551,109 71. Washington State 853,458
33. Pennsylvania State 1,550,310 72. St. Louis 843,454
34. Syracuse 1,548,733 73. Bos ton 831,519
35. Colorado 1,503,187 74. Iowa State 831,034
36. Florida 1,487,303 75. Texas MM 716,260
37. Southern California 1,452,590 76. Rice 713,778
38. Southern Illinois 1,403,535 77. Georgetown 669,619
39. Brown 1,390,186 78. Howard 598,423
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ARL ACADEMIC LIBRARY STATISTICS, 1970-1971

Rank Order: Volumes Added (Gross)

i. Indiana 314, 555 40. Washington University 95,968

2. Toronto 306,993 41. Pennsylvania 93,424

3. Harvard 210,274 42. Temple 91,861

4. Illinois 208,623 43. SUNY-Buffalo 91,020

5. Yale 200,788 44. Northwestern 89,046

6. Michigan 176,963 45. Georgia 84,429

7. California (Berkeley) 176,308 46. Virginia 83,258

8. Cornell 175,232 47. Nebraska 83,243

9. Stanford 173,721 48. Boston 80,049

io. Minnesota 171,324 49. Purdue 80,034

11. British Columbia 162,836 50. Washington (St. Louis) 78,415

12. Ohio State 158,255 51. Kentucky 76,140

13. Texas 157,682 52. Southern California 72,113

14. Alberta 144,979 53. Kansas 69,604

15. Columbia 138,874 54. Tennessee 69,562

16. Michigan State 136,823 55. Florida 67,127

17. Southern Illinois 136,626 56. Case Western Reserve 65,102

18. Rutgers 133,530 57. Rochester 62,000

19. Utah 130,801 58. Louisiana State 60,404

20. California (L. A.) 129,555 59. Oklahoma 59,396

21. Pittsburgh 129,269 60. Notre Daine 57,458

22. Chicago 128,822 61. Texas MM 56,815

23. Pennsylvania State 127,177 62. Iowa State 55,740

24. Princeton 121,356 63. Missouri 50,904

25. Wisconsin 118,194 64. Oregon 49,960

26. Massachusetts 113,225 65. Joint University 48,778

27. Arizona 112,049 66. Georgetown 47,683

28. McGill 110,361 67. Washington State 46,643

29. Maryland 109,530 68. Brown 45,892

30. Wayne State 107,047 69. Florida State 43,726

31. Syracuse 106,077 70. Oklahoma State 40,426

32. California (Davis) 104,952 71. Rice 40,156

33. Duke 104,442 72. Cincinnati 39,997

34. North Carolina 101,748 73. Alabama 36,354

35. Colorado 101,411 74. Tulane 36,220

36. New York University 101,200 75. Dartmouth 33,332

37. Connecticut 97,700 76. Johns Hopkins 28,092

38. MIT 97,000 77. St. Louis 23,374

39. Iowa University 96,540 78. Howard 23,216
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ARL ACADEMIC LIBRARY STATISTICS,

Rank Order: Total Staff (FTE)

1970-1971

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Toronto
Harvard
Michigan
Yale
Columbia
Pennsylvania State
California (Berkeley)

891

752

500
498
486
482
458

.40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.
46.

Michigan State
Florida
Purdue
Southern California
Washington (St. Louis)
Massachusetts
Colorado

193
189

188
187

187
181
181

8.

9.

10.

Cornell
Illinois
McGill

428
427
416

47.

48.

49.

Iowa
Kansas
Rochester

178
168

167

ii. Stanford 408 50. Kentucky 163

12. British Columbia 394 51. Nebraska 163

13. Alberta 389 52. Brown 160

14. New York University 380 53. Tennessee 159

is. California (L. A.) 366 54. Johns Hopkins 157

16. Indiana 337 55. Case Western Reserve 153

17. Washington 330 56. Missouri 149

18, Minnesota 323 57. Utah 142

19. Wisconsin 307 58. Iowa State 140

20. Ohio State 293 59. Connecticut 135

21. Pennsylvania 290 60. Joint University 131

22. Maryland 286 61. Florida State 130

23. Pittsburgh 283 62. Oregon 129

24. Princeton 280 63. Tulane 128

25. Chicago 273 64. Dartmouth 127

26. Texas 263 - 65. Arizona 122

27. SUNY-Buffalo 245 66. Cincinnati 120

28. North Carolina 231 67. Southern Illinois 119

29. Northwestern 226 68. Louisiana State 118

30. Duke 223 69. Notre Dame 117

31. MIT 220 70. Washington Státe 116

32. Virginia 219 71. Texas MM ill

33. Georgia 214 72. Oklahoma 109

34. Temple 212 73. St. Louis 88

35. California (Davis) 203 74. Alabama 86

36. Boston 198 75. Rice 86

37. Rutgers 197 76. Howard 84

38. Syracuse 195 77. Oklahoma State 81

39. Wayne State 194 78. Georgetown 77
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ARL ACADEMIC LIBRARY STATISTICS, 1970-1971

Rank Order: Total Expenditures for Books and Binding

1. Texas $3,661,277 40. Nebraska 1,007,544

2. Illinois 2,228,546 41. Michigan State 1,006,577

3. Harvard 2,104,997 42. SUNY-Buffalo 1,003,244

4. California (Berkeley) 2,029,788 43. Connecticut 988,935

5. Indiana 2,016,321 44. Washington (St. Louis) 981 ,629

6. Yale 1,999,330 45. Colorado 932,638

7. Alberta 1,851,670 46. McGill 921,906

8. Massachusetts 1,836,600 47. Pittsburgh 895,657

9. Pennsylvania State 1,832,968 48. Kentucky 876, 791

10. Toronto 1,832,870 49. Southern California 870,190

11. Michigan 1,770,817 50. Kansas 855,905

12. Stanford 1,748,784 V51. Arizona 820,098

13. Rutgers 1,639,531 52. Syracuse 819 743

14. California (L. A.) 1,639,258 53. Florida 803,344

15. Cornell 1,622,662 54. Utah 772,661

16. California (Davis) 1,594,572 55. Iowa State 712,526

17. Minnesota 1,564,857 56. Tennessee 702,300

18. Columbia 1,502,171 57. Washington State 694,356

19. Maryland 1,464,499 58. MIT 679,700

20. British Columbia 1,341,807 59. Rochester 660,000

21. Georgia 1,335,906 60. Oklahoma 615,691

22. Princeton 1,327,873 61. Joint University 600,206

23. Southern Illinois 1,300,246 62. Texas MM 580,544

24. Ohio State 1,290,213 63. Dartmouth 573,388

25. Washington 1,289,608 64. Johns Hopkins 551,168

26. Purdue 1,225,247 65. Georgetown 547,451

27. Wisconsin 1,222,662 66. Cincinnati .545,475

28. Chicago 1,216,303 67. Notre Dame 52, 087

29. Iowa 1,177,614 68. Tulane 504 609

30. Virginia 1,160,402 69. Brown 501 626

31. Duke 1,133,638 70. Louisiana State 481,965

32. Boston 1,123,095 71. Rice 478,190

33. New York University 1,118,420 72. Florida State 470,889

34. Temple 1,101,143 73. Oklahoma State 453,982

35, North Carolina 1,099,348 74. Oregon 444,737

36. Missouri 1,099,047 75. St. Louis 408,768

37. Wayne State 1,088,194 76. Case Western Reserve 395,059

38. Pennsylvania 1,061,906 77. Howard 385,566

39. Northwestern 1,044,995 78. Alabama 288,612



* Figure includes fringe benefits.
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ARL ACADEMIC LIBRARY STATISTICS, 1970-1971

Rank Order: Total Salaries and Wages

1,492,940
1,475,642
1,455,392
1,442,000
1,436,000
1,423,680
1,362,386
1,351,498
1,344,755
1,341 ,049

1,334,728
1,229,622
1,225,978
1,225,001
1,205,419
1,205,399
1,204,809
1,183,579
1,169,768
1,079,741
1,064,945
1,054,055
1,028,475
1,009,703
1,007,455

959,171
951 207
920, 844

901,337
859,611
824,444
793,486
763,064
727,028
716, 797

694,646
649,337
646,922
619,294

Harvard
California (Berkeley)
California (L. A.)
Michigan
Toronto
Stanford*

Yale
Columbia
Cornell
Illinois
Minnesota
Indiana
Pennsylvania State
Washington
British Columbia
Ohio State
Alberta
McGill
Wisconsin
Chicago
Maryland
Pennsylvania
New York University
Texas
Princeton*

SUNY-Buf falo
Pittsburgh
North Carolina
Wayne State
Rutgers
California (Davis)
Michigan State
Temple
Northwestern
Duke
Colorado
Virginia
Florida
Georgia

$5,555,983
4,542,167
4,349,906
4,232,434
3,980,564
3,884,349
3,855,987
3, 821, 84

3,549,074
3, 438, 476

3,234,446
3,214,839
2,974 , 777

2,779,786
2,584,069
2,474,259
2,411 ,97(

2,395, 860

2,387,024
2,350, 741

2,343,565
2,336,747
2,271,900
2, 185,298

2,157,360
2,136,000
2,025, 117

2,019,916
2,001,363
1,988,877
1,948,367
1,817,541
1,711,927
1,708,319
1,656,731
1,534,821
1,529,016
1,520,952
1,499, 790

\

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.
48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

Southern California
Iowa
Mas sachusetts
MIT
Rochester
Kansas
Purdue
Conne c ti cut

Southern Illinois
Kentucky
Washington (St. Louis)
Syracuse
Boston
Brown
Case Western Reserve
Johns Hopkins
Iowa State*
Nebraska
Oregon
Louisiana State
Florida State
Utah
Arizona*

Joint University
Missouri
Tennessee
Washington State
Tulane *

Cincinnati
Oklahoma*

Dartmouth
Texas A?1M
Notre Dame*
Georgetown
St. Louis
Howard
Rice
Oklahoma State
Alabama
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2,764,226
.

Harvard $8,718,848 40. Iowa

2. Yale 6,980, 819 41. Purdue 2,696,658

.
California (Berkeley) 6,866,760 42. Colorado 2,690,206

4. California (L. A.) 6,690,416 43. Washington (St. Louis) 2,677,496

5. Toronto 6,631,819 44. Florida 2,563,091

6. Michigan 6,462,253 45. Southern California 2,506,878

7. Stanford 6,276,833 46. Connecticut 2,500,014

8. Texas 5,993, 720 47. Kansas 2,481,888

9. Illinois 5,968,944 48. Boston 2,436,816

10. Columbia 5,636,173 49. Kentucky 2,355,487

ii. Cornell 5,633,958 50. Nebraska 2,344,543

12. Indiana 5,589,260 51. MIT 2,312,500

13. Pennsylvania State 5,140,533 52. Missouri 2, 286 , $72

14. Minnesota 4,979,645 53. Rochester 2,255,000

15. Alberta 4,763,447 54. Syracuse 2,251,759

16. British Columbia 4,408,663 55. Case Western Reserve 2,074,904

17. Washington 4,246,947 56. Iowa State 2,048,420

18. Maryland 4,068,426 57. Johns Hopkins 1.979,841

19. Ohio State 4,020,766 J58. Ari zona 1,944,173

20. Wisconsin 3,863,134 59. Ut ah 1,938,633

21. Chicago 3,849,454 60. Washington State 1,865,494

22. California (Davis) 3,787,754 61. Brown 1,848,128

23. Rutgers 3,753,853 62. Tennessee 1,783,708

24. Princeton 3,666,570 63. Dartmouth 1,781,345

25. Pennsylvania 3,620,508 64. Louisiana State 1,692,907

26. Wayne State 3,579,002 65. Oregon 1,684,797

27. New York University 3,553,320 66. Joint University 1,671,927

28. SUNY-Buffalo 3,470,274 67. Florida State 1,595,030

29. Massachusetts 3,459,192 68. Oklahoma 1,539,676

30. McGill 3,456, 873 69. Cincinnati 1,518,361

31. Pittsburgh 3,286,209 70. Tulane 1,518,084

32. North Carolina 3,230,314 71. Texas MM 1,487,490

33. Georgia 3,073,021 72. Georgetown 1,356,882

34. Michigan State 2,987,024 73. Notre Dame 1,353,065

35. Duke 2,956,099 74. St. Louis 1,255,659
36. Temple 2,945,417 75. Oklahoma State 1,202,563
37. Northwestern 2,940,172 76. Rice 1,195,054
38. Virginia 2,897,078 77. Howard 1,118,554
39. Southern Illinois 2,787,983 78. Alabama 951,391
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II. SUMMARY STATEMENTS

The Field HistoriantS efforts for the 1970-71 fiscal year have been, as

in the past, balanced to acquire as many donated collections as possible,

while cautiously purchasing valuablé western Americana, books and manuscript

material that will continue to mold the Western Collection which now

represents one of the finest west of the Mississippi.

Of continuing and singular importance is the public relation efforts of

the Field Historian, who has accepted dozens of invitations to speak

before every type of group imaginable. Through the combined efforts

of radio and television the Field Historian appeared 156 times talking

about the American West and the need for historic material to be placed

in the University of Arizona Library.

The Field Historian, under the direction of the University Librarian,

believes the fiscal year of 1970-71 has been successful.
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III. THE YEAR'S WORK OF THE FIELD HISTORIAN

The following report submitted by the Field Historian for the University

of Arizona Library includes the major activities for the fiscal year

1970-71. These activities have concentrated on the various fields the

Field Historian regards as necessary in collecting historical material

such as books, manuscripts, documents, letters, etc. In this regard,

the following efforts have been successfully carried out by the Field

Historian.

Historic material received from donors totals 24 donations, The Field

Historian also recommended to the University of Arizona Librarian the

purchase of outstanding collections acquired at minimal expense by the

University Library. In this respect material both donated and purchased
has added a new dimension to the Western Collection, now certainly the

equal of many renowned collections.

The Field Historian spoke to 19 groups off and on campus. These efforts

have been rewarding in creating a firm and positive reaction that has

enhanced the reputation of the University Library. Particularly

rewarding to the Field Historian have been his appearances and lectures
in various schools in the Tucson area. The Field Historian feels that
his appearances at Flowing Wells High School introducing the broader
aspects of our American heritage were enthusiastically received, In

December, 1970, the Field Historian was asked by Dr, Elliott Becken,
Superintendent of Amphitheater School, to serve as advisor to the
Amphitheater School District for their various historic projects,
namely the writing of the history of the Amphitheater School District.
The Field Historian has attended six meetings of the Amphitheater
School District History Committee, On June 18, 1971 the Field Historian
was notified by the chairman of the Amphitheater School District History
Committee that all collected material relating to the Amphitheater School
District would ultimately be placed in the Western Collection of the

University of Arizona Library.

The Field Historian personally donated, at his own expense, $537.35 worth
of books and historic souvenirs to donors and potential donors to the
University of Arizona Library.

The Field Historian, during the fiscal year 1970-71, wrote twelve historic

articles published in the Arizona Currents and the Field Historian was
also contacted frequently by writers, historians and high school students
for information and advice on term papers and historic articles written
about Arizona, The Field Historian has also written eleven historic
articles published in the Arizona Territorial,

3
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The Field Historian has appeared on television and radio during the fiscal
year 1970-71, 156 times as per his off campus reports to June 30, 1971.
The Field Historian feels these appearances have certainly created a favor-
able image for the University of Arizona Library and he also answered thou-
sands of questions through this medium concerning the American West. From
August 1962 to the present the Field Historian has contacted 2,500 people
on behalf of the University of Arizona Library.

The Field Historían, aware of the importance of outstanding fiction
material relating to the West, has acquired as gifts many outstanding
manuscripts from nationally known authors, adding another dimension to
the University of Arizona Library.

The Field Hístorian entertained in his office many outstanding people
interested in the endeavors of the University of Arizona Library. The

Field Historian also entertained at his home during the fiscal year
1970-71, 70 people on behalf of the University of Arizona Library.

The Field Historian is also reviewing books for the University of
Oklahoma Press, Norman, Oklahoma.

The Field Historian, in cooperation with the Mayor, the City Clerk and
the City Council chose the University of Arizona Library as the official
repository for the city records--originals and one copy of microfilm.
This is an especially important acquisition, the Field Historian feels,
as it goes hand in hand with the successful efforts in the past of having

Pima County records placed in the University Library. The Field

Historian wa asked by the City Council to serve on the committee to
select the birth date of Tucson, Arizona. The Field Historian has
also lectured at the Motorola Institute now housed at Oracle, Arizona.

During the fiscal year of 1970-71 the Field Historian traveled to San
Diego, South Laguna, Laguna Beach, Indio, Redlands, North Hollywood,
Riverside, Long Beach, Gardena, San Marino, Santa Barbara, San Pedro,
Chino, Pomona, San Dimas, Altadena, Burbank, Hollywood, Santa Monica,
Pasadena, Eagle Rock, Los Angeles, Sherman Oaks, Van Nuys, San Fernando
and Glendale, California. Several trips to Phoenix, Flagstaff,
Douglas, Yuma, Holbrook, Willcox, Sedona, Bisbee, Nogales, Globe, Prescott,
and Casa Grande, Arizona, as well as considerable traveling in the greater
Tucson area.

IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF THE FIELD HISTORIAN

Giichriese, John D.

Member: San Diego Historical Society, University Library Staff
Association, Missouri State Historical Society, Montana
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Historical Society, Tucson Corral of Westerners, Society of the
Smithsonian Institution, Arizona Historical Society, Denver Posse
of Westerners, Kansas City Westerners, Westerners Los Angeles
Corral, Western Historical Association, English Westerners,
Tucson Press Club, Board Member of the Saturday Morning Musical
Club, Board member of the Walter Chiles Cox Memorial Library
Foundation.

Public appearances: Radio programs: 52 appearances on KOPO Radio,
afternoon; 52 appearances on "The Land Called the West," KOPO
Radio. Television programs: 52 appearances on "Tucson Topics,
KOLD TV0 Lectures: 20 lectures to meetings of clubs and other
groups throughout the state.

Publications: 12 articles appearing in Arizona Currents; eleven
articles appearing in the Arizona Territorial.



V. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS (BIBLIOGRAPHY)

(Not applicable; See IV)
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VI. PLANS AND RECONNENDED POLICIES

(Not applicable)
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VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

(See Item IV)
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II. SUMMARY STATEMENT

Miss Patricia Turner became Chief Humanities Librarian on October 1.
Planning for the move to the Science Division was foremost in the thoughts
and activities of this department. The card catalog is usable, and much
credit goes to the staff for its preparation in addition to the answer-
ing of 6,611 reference inquiries. The areas of Athletic Coaching and
Broadcasting were strengthened. A Black Studies list was compiled for
distribution to the public. The staff was most active professionally.

Mr. James Babb supervised the transfer of photographic services to new
quarters in the Science Division. A large volume of microfilming work
was done for administrative units of the university. 1,123,039 Xerox
photocopies were made. A cooperative program for microfilming Arizona
newspapers is underway.

Mr. Wellborn reports that 270,208 books circulated at the main loan desk,
a 14 percent increase over the previous year. Preparations are going
forward for the automated charging system which has been so well received
at the Science Division. Space is critical. There is no more room in the
microfilm area for the public or for reading equipment. Private study
space for faculty members and graduate students is virtually non-existent.

Mr. Thayer and his staff shifted the reference collection in order to offer
more efficient service. 8,514 reference questions were answered, many of
which required extensive searching and instruction in the use of library
sources. Each section of Techniques in Educational Research received a
thorough lecture and tour. Hundreds of other students were offered group
instruction. The acquisition of ERIC microfiche has proved to be a boon
to research in education.

The documents staff answered 1,208 inquiries. More use than ever before
was made of this collection by citizens of the community. Holdings have
reached 494,270.

Miss Franklin recorded 38,020 reference questions for the General
Reference Department. The installation of a second telephone and the
assignment of an additional staff member to the information desk account
for this impressive figure. Librarians at this point serve the university
community by acting as a clearing house for information of a basic nature.
Orientation tours are coordinated through this department.

Dr. John McKay joined the staff as Interlibrary Loan Librarian on September
1. He reports a total of 4,788 transactions, a marked increase over last
year. TWX has improved both instate and out-of-state communication,
particularly in the location of needed materials.

Patron requests in Special Collections totaled 7,039, an increase of
fifteen percent. The Dallas Public Library borrowed two volumes for an
exhibit at the annual meeting of the Anierican Library Association. The

volume count of the collection reached 28,332. The University Library sub-
mitted fifteen entries for Dr. Robert B. Downs' American Library Resources.
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III. THE YEAR'S WORK OF THE PUBLIC SERVICES DIVISION

Effective individual service continued to be the objective of the Division.
This theme is reflected in the reference librarian's service to the fresh-
man and the research worker alike, through the medium of the divisional
plan which has been operational for eight years. A newcomer is assisted
by the General Reference Department on many occasions, or he is directed
to the more specialized services available in the Social Science Depart-
ment or the Humanities Department. An inquiry may take a few minutes or
hours. Sincere appreciation goes to a capable and willing staff, and to
a Library Administration which has consistently shown encouragement and
support.

Miss Franklin, Mr. Thayer and Miss Turner report a combined total of
54,353 reference inquiries answered during the fiscal year.

THE DEPARTMENTS

We were pleased to welcome Miss Patricia Turner as Chief Humanities
Librarian on October 1. Her previous experience as reference librarian
here and her later professional activities equip her admirably for the
challenge of department head status. This was an especially busy year
in that much planning for the move to the Science Division was carried on
simultaneously with the offering of reference service. Again, because
of fine leadership and cooperative staff effort, this department was
spectacularly effective. The new catalog is usable, and the arrival of
twelve catalog cases will make the actual transfer much less difficult.
6,611 reference queries were recorded. Acquisitions work received
concerted attention, particularly in the fields of Athletic Coaching
and Broadcasting whose faculty are planning advanced programs. More
orientation was given by this department than ever before. An excellent
bibliography in speech and language arts was prepared by the staff to
accompany the lecture. Miss Turner compiled a superb list entitled
The Subject is Blacks which was distributed to the Library's public.
In addition to these accomplishments, the staff contributed profession-
ally to local and state associations.

The Chief of Photocopy underscores the service performed for various
units of the university. The microfilming of official records provides
a convenient and permanent method of retention. 231 theses were micro-
filmed for scholarly purposes at the request of universities in this
country and abroad. The increase in the number of photocopies was
phenomenal. 1,123,039 copies were made. We are pleased to report that
a long-range cooperative program for microfilming Arizona newspapers is
underway. This is a project which has long been needed. At long last
the department is operating in new quarters in the Science Division.
Its staff is to be commended for having worked under almost impossible
conditions in the basement of the Main Library. The Library is for-
tunate to have a technical staff capable of performing excellent work
which extends into the university community and provides a time-saving
service for the immediate library patron.
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Mr. Wellborn reports that the Main Loan Desk circulated 270,208 books
during the fiscal year, which represents a 14 percent increase over the
previous year. The Reserve Book Room statistics, 180,570, revealed an
increase of 17 percent, and Liberal Arts Reserve decreased about 6 percent
in its circulation figure of 44,413. This volume of transactions
points up the urgent need for an automated system so that our patrons
can be spared the tedious task of manual charging. Space continues to
be the most critical problem of the department. When the storage project
became a reality last fall, the entire stack area was reorganized.
Almost every staff member assisted in shifting books, department heads
included. As a result of this cooperation, the job was completed with
a minimum of disturbance to the public. Because of the crowded condi-
tion in the stack, much time was required on the part of the Loan
Department staff in directing patrons to proper locations. The micro-

film area is in desperate straits. The Library is acquiring more
material in microform, and yet there is no space for additional reading
equipment.

The shifting of books to tcreateu more space is the theme of the report
of the Chief Social Science Department. In addition to his administra-
tive duties as department head, Mr. Thayer assumed responsibility for
the reorganization of the stack after books were removed to storage.
Materials in his own area were shifted completely in order to provide
more efficient reference service. 8,514 reference questions were answer-
ed. It should be kept in mind that most of these inquiries require
expertise in one or more branches of the social sciences, and much time
for research. Hundreds of students received orientation lectures and
tours on a formal basis as requested by the professors. Instruction is
given four times a year to all sections of Education 390, Techniques
in Educational Research. The use of ERIC microfiche grows dramatically
as students discover a new medium of publication, untapping unusual
research resources.

1,208 reference inquiries were answered by the documents librarians.
It should be stressed that each question involves teaching the use of
bibliographic tools as well as leading the way to the specific answer.
The number of federal documents in the collection is estimated 494,270,
and the community at large made heavy use of the reference service, over
and above our own student body.

Miss Elizabeth Franklin reports that 38,020 reference questions were
answered by the department. Two telephone extensions and two librarians
on duty at almost all times account for the impressive figure. Since

the telephone number of this department is listed in the local directory,
the staff serves the university as a whole in addition to its other
functions. Orientation tours for the Library are coordinated through
this section. The Senior Reference Librarian supervises the brief
training of students in the Graduate School of Library Science at the
information desk. The staff constantly augments the strong collection
of basic reference sources, and instructs students in their use. Lack

of shelf space and reader stations continues to be a most serious problem
in our valiant attempt to offer effective reference service. Dr. Bruce
Parsil joined the staff on July 1, 1970.
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Dr. John McKay was appointed Interlibrary Loan Librarian on September 1.
His excellent background in linguistics and teaching has been invaluable

in this work. A total of 4,788 transactions were handled by this section,
a substantial increase over the previous year, falling chiefly in the

areas of borrowing for our patrons, and photocopy. Slowness continues

to be a major problem, and a more equitable system of charges for photo-

copy should be effected. We can expect an increase in activity as the

intrastate network activity begins to function. Mrs. Susan Spaulding
replaced Mrs. Damron on March 15 as the assistant in Interlibrary Loans.

Patron requests in the Special Collections Department increased by 15
percent, for a total of 7,039. Seven excellent exhibits were arranged
in the departmental area, and the Dallas Public Library borrowed two
volumes for showing at the annual meeting of the American Library Asso-

ciation. Mr. Ploch reports that the volume count of the collection has

reached 28,332. The Lewis W. Douglas papers continued to receive
concentrated attention, and the target date for completion is September

1, 1971. 1,300 photographs were organized. Arizona manuscripts were

reclassified into a numerical series, and a similar reorganization
is projected for non-Arizona manuscripts. The Chief Special Collections
Librarian prepared a report for Dr. Robert B. Downs of the University of
Illinois in his work on the second decennial census of American Library
Resources. The University Library reported fifteen entries. The Curator

of Western Americana continued to add to the collection through system-
atic searching of bibliographies, particularly The Spanish Southwest.

STORAGE

It was hoped that the new quarters in the Science Division would become
a reality early enough so that storage would be unnecessary, but it be-

came apparent approximately two years ago that the Main Library was out

of space completely. In order to keep books off the floor, literally,
40,000 volumes were transferred to facilities adjacent to the campus

last fall. Books are arranged in call number order, and daily messenger
service is offered so that a patron waits no longer than 24 hours for
delivery. A record by call number of books in storage is maintained at
the Loan Desk so that the location of a given title can be determined in
a matter of seconds. Thus far, few volumes have been requested. The

entire staff cooperated in this project, and is to be commended for its

performance. While the additional space in the Science Division is most
welcome, it will not fulfill the Libraryts long-range needs. Only a new

building can accommodate the services needed for a large academic
community.

ORIENTATION

In addition to the numerous lectures and tours described by the chiefs
of the departments, two new programs were inaugurated. Counselors of the

New Start Program requested tours for 100 students last summer, and for
180 during June, 1971. These were carried out in small groups directed
by several of our reference librarians, and we consider it a most worth-

while service. Last summer the university staged its first pre-orientation
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session for incoming freshmen, and the Library was pleased to be a part

of it. The Assistant Librarian for Public Services spoke to the 28
student counselors in advance, who did the actual touring. We are looking

forward to a similar project later this summer.

TEACHING

The Library's research techniques course, 289, was not offered in the fall,
but six students enrolled in the spring. The Assistant Librarian was
asked to participate in a Master's examination for one of her former
students, Mrs. Shirley Portouw, whose field is Home Economics. Mrs. Higley
spoke to Dr. Lansberg's class in Library Buildings, a course offered in
the Graduate School of Library Science. She also conducted a orientation
tour for new faculty members in the College of Education, and spoke to
the Winter School participants concerning Library services.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE

The School was fortunate to have as Professor in Residence during the
spring term Dr. Lawrence Clark Powell, who also spent a great deal of
time in the University Library, and we were delighted to learn that he
will return next spring. His superb lecture entitled "Dark Spring,
Bright Spring" will long be remembered. Staff members were also invited
to other colloquia presented by Dr. Robert Hayes, Mr. Eric Bromberg, and
Mr. Colton Storm. The library science collection was inaugurated this
year in the College of Education, with Mrs. Elaine Hegstrom in charge.
This concentration of resources will aid the faculty immeasurably in
its teaching, and objective of accreditation. The public services
staff continued to assist the School by offering occasional lectures
and bibliographical assistance. The Assistant Librarian continued to
serve as the liaison person for the University Library. Our sincere
congratulations go to the first class of graduates.

CAMPUS LIBRARY COUNCIL

For the first time in its history, the University Library established a
council for the purpose of receiving comments from its public with the
goal of improving service. The group serves in an advisory capacity to
the University Librarian, and is composed of students, faculty members
and librarians. Mrs. Mary McWhorter is serving as chairman, and we are
confident that this innovation will serve as a useful medium of communica-
tion.

SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY

The University has long had a reputation for serving the larger commun-
ity, and the Library is no exception. The staff of the Interlibrary
Loan Section is now working with the group Books for the Blind of
Arizona by mailing out books in Braille to other centers in the country,
and maintaining records. Local volunteer members spend countless hours
preparing this material and tape recording especially for blind university
students.
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The Humanities reference librarians solved a Dickens riddle for an

elderly Tucson resident, Mr. Samuel R. T. Very.

The Social Science staff compiled a model reference library list for

Mr. Carl Safley, now a Scottsdale resident and former university pro-

fessor.

Several reference librarians assisted Mrs. William S. Vaughan in

revising her juvenile book on Japan.

Mr. Carroll D. Carruth of Arizona Western College was grateful for

material made available to him in the Special Collections Department.

He has been commissioned to compose a special musical drama for the

1972 Garces Fine Arts Festival in Yuma. Mr. Carruth was referred to

the University Library by Dr. Frances Gilimor.

Mrs. Dorothy Gaines of the Arizona Daily Star was assisted efficient-

ly by the General Reference Department in an urgent search for bio-

graphical materials.

VISITORS

Each year the Library is honored to have a number of visitors who

spend a few days with us, or an entire winter in the case of a Visiting

Scholar. Last fall the staff began to prepare for the arrival of

Dr. Lawrence Clark Powell as Professor in Residence in the Graduate

School of Library Science by acquiring certain materials for his seminar.

The local Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa and the Department of Philosoply

sponsored the visit of Dr. Charles Frankel of Columbia University.

Dr. Clark Spence, University of Illinois, and Mrs. Spence spent many hours

in the Library on their respective avenues of research. Mr. Robert S.

Patterson who is Special Collections Librarian at the University of

Texas requested a tour. Mr. Richard M. Dougherty, Professor of Library

Science at Syracuse interviewed several staff members concerning the

development of campus-based information programs. It was a pleasure

to have Dr. W. Alexander Boyd, former Dean of Antioch College, as a

Visiting Scholar, a service which the Library extends on the recommenda-

tion of the Graduate College. Since Mr. and Mrs. John Creasey are now

residents of Tucson, we hope that they will take advantage of their

special borrowing privilege.

INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION

A pilot project of mutual borrowing among the state's three university

libraries was carried out, whereby students were permitted to request books

in person upon proper identification. It is recommended that the policy

be adopted on a permanent basis. The university libraries are also

studying aspects of cooperative planning so that major acquisitions

will not be duplicated unnecessarily. This type of coordination should

work to the advantage of students and faculty members.
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COMMITTEES AND ASSOCIATIONS

The Assistant Librarian for Public Services continued to serve on a

number of working committees: Serials Committee, Chairman; Storage

Commi-ttee, Chairman; Curriculum Committee, Graduate School of Library

Science; Liaison Staff Member with Foreign Student Adviser; University

Faculty Club, Board of Directors; Collection Development Committee:

Mrs. Higley retained membership in the American Library Association

and Arizona State Library Association, and the university chapters of

Phi Kappa Phi and Phi Beta Kappa, serving as secretary of the latter

for the fifth year.

8



IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY

Higley, Lutie L.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March, 1971.
Member: Information Science Committee, Arizona State Library Asso-

ciation
Coordinator: Tucson Seminar, Information Science Committee, Tucson,

November, 1970.

For activities of public service librarians, see departmental reports.

For bibliography, see reports of Interlibrary Loan Librarian and Chief
Special Collections Librarian.
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V. 'OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST

Not applicable: see Section IV

lo



VI. PLANS AND RECOMMENDED POLICIES

A new central building is urgently needed if we are to maintain the present

level of operation, and to offer additional services which are available

in other research libraries.

A formal program of orientation is recommended, when financially feasible,

through educational television. A series of lectures could be presented

at an appropriate hour, with publicity. The Library has the staff to

accomplish this project, and all public service librarians would under-

write the need for it.

11



VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable: see IV.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
OFFICE OF ThE LIBRARIAN

6 July 1971

Dr. Robert K. Johnson, Librarian

University of Arizona

Campus

Dear Dr. Johnson:

It is my pleasure to transmit the Annual Report of the Public

Services Division for the fiscal year 1970/71.

Once again may I express to you and Mr. Powell my sincere

appreciation for your administrative support, and I am grateful

for an exceptional staff.

Respectfully submitted,

Li-1: jm

Lutie Higley
Assistant Librarian for

Public Services
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I. SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS

Number of Reference Questions, 1970/71
Function of Department
Orientation Activities
Cooperation with School of Library Science
Staff Duties
Graduate Students
Additions to Collection
Lack of Seating and Work Space in Department
Need for Binding - Recommendation
Notable Activities of Library Staff Members
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II. SUMMARY STATEMENT

The General Reference Department answered 37,892 inquiries in 1970/71
as compared with the 28,688 questions asked in 1969/70. The Department
serves as a source of information to the University community, neighbor-
Ing libraries and those persons in the surrounding area who need various
campus facilities; acts as a guide to other departments of the Library
and the University for questioners who need material for a survey or a
paper; assists the user who needs help in finding and using research and
reference tools; participates in the Library orientation of faculty,
students and such special groups as the English Language Institute.

The Department works closely with such groups as the English Language
Institute. Students are brought to the Library as part of their orien-
tation; a staff member takes them through the building, explaining the
work of each department and pointing out various indexes and bibliog-
raphic tools which they will need in their studies. Individual atten-
tion is given each student when he comes in to work on his specific pro-
ject. Similar tours are given throughout the year for faculty, students
new to the campus, and many other groups.

The School of Library Science again asked us to allow students in the
Advanced Reference classes to spend some hours in the Department, obser-
ving its activities and receiving some practical experience at the in-
formation desk.

The Department staff continues to engage in many activities, as well as
give service at the information desk.

Our graduate student assistants have contributed a great deal to the
efficient handling of the year's work. Miss Soller has accepted a posi-
tion at The Claremont Colleges Library as a cataloger in their Asian
Studies collection; Mr. Lien enters the University of Minnesota Graduate
School of Library Science in the fall, and was awarded their H.W. Wilson
Fellowship for 1971/72.

The General Reference collection continues to grow rapidly-;among the
most notable additions were The New York Times Thesaurus of Descrip-
tors, The Alternative Press Tex, and Dissertation Abstracts Interna-
tional Retrospective Index, Volumes I-XXIX.

Lack of shelf and seating space in the Department continues to be criti-
cal; some seating space was lost due to the expansion of the card catalog
and books now ori the shelf must be shifted whenever we receive new
volumes. There is no privacy for the staff when they are trying to work
on their specific projects and tasks demanding concentration must be taken
to another part of the Library if they are to be accomplished in a reason-
able length of time.

The need for binding is obvious; many volumes of indexes which receive
heavy use will have to be replaced if they are not rebound in the very
near future. We recommend a concentrated effort in this direction
during the coming year.
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III THE YEAR 'S WORK OF THE GENERAL REFERENCE IJF,PARTMENT

The increasing use of the General Reference Department by faculty, stu-

dents and off-campus library patrons is again emphasized by the number

of questions answered in the 1970/71 academic year: 37,892 inquiries as

compared with the 28,688 asked in 1969/70. Such statistics do not in-

elude purely directional questions or the omnipresent 'When are you

open?", nor do they indicate the amount of time spent in searching for

some of the answers. The current figure does, however, show that the

Department is continuing to fulfill its main functions: (1) to serve as

a source of information to the University community, neighboring libraries

and those persons in the surrounding area who need various campus facili-

ties; (2) to act as a guide to other departments of the Library and the

University, directing questioners to the proper sources of information and

material needed to write a paper, complete a survey or compile a bibliog-

raphy; (3) to assist the Library patron who needs help in finding and

using various reference and research tools; (b) to participate in formal

and informal library orientation programs for faculty, students, special

groups and individuals.

While all these departmental functions are important, orientation is

one of our most interesting activities. Groups such as education
seminars, freshman English classes, high school students enrolled in

the Life Science program, or members of institutes being held on campus
are brought to the Library by their instructors or leaders. A staff

member takes the group through the building, explaining the work of the
various departments and their relation to the rest of the Library,
pointing out various bibliographic and reference tools which they will
find helpful in the future, with particular attention to such basic aids
as the card catalogue and the visible periodical index. When members

of such groups come in to work on individual assignments, the Library
staff tries to be as helpful as possible, suggesting specific sources
of information, and teaching them how to use such publications as the
Library of Congress printed catalogs or the various newspaper indexes.
The tours for the English Language Institute and the New Start groups
have been particularly absorbing; we are also delighted to find that an
increasing number of new faculty and students, as well as visitors to
the campus, come in to ask for individual tours through the building.

The School of Library Science again asked us to allow students in the
Advanced Reference classes to spend a few hours in the Department,
observing some of its activities and receiving some practical experience
at the information desk. We found them intelligent and eager to learn
as much as possible in the short time they spent with us.

The Department staff continues to be busy, both at the General Reference
information desk and on individual projects.

Miss E1iabeth Franklin serves as Senior Reference librarian. She
supervises the General Reference Department staff and area, issues
Special Borrower's cards to non-students having a serious need to use
the University Library facilities, helps in the training and orientation
of new staff members, as well as other groups, assists in Interlibrary



Loan when needed, and performs such other duties as are assigned by the
Chief of the Department. In November, 1970, she spoke to one of the
classes in Reference Service taught in the University of Arizona School
of Library Science, discussing with the students some of the most fre-
quently asked questions, the various kinds of reference tools most com-
monly used in all types of libraries, and a few of the problems which
inevitably arise in this branch of library service.

Mr. Clinton Colby, Library Assistant, serves at the information desk and
is responsible for indexing the Arizona Daily Star, a valuable reference
tool for those needing information about the City of Tucson and the State
of Arizona. In addition, he compiles the annual Checklist of Theses and
Dissertations Accepted for Higher Degrees by the University and is in
charge of supplying xeroxed copies of articles requested through Interli-
brary Loan by other universities and organizations.

Mrs. Bonnie Hintzman, Library Assistant, also serves at the information
desk; she assists Mr. Colby with the Arizona Daily Star index. A former
teacher, she is very helpful to the students, especially those using the
Library for the first time.

Mr. Bruce Parsil, Library Clerk, takes his share of hours at the irifor-
mation desk and is responsible for maintaining the visible periodical
index. His knowledge of classical languages and his previous teaching
experience have been very useful to both the Library staff and thestudents.

The Department has been especially fortunate in its graduate student assis-
tants this year; their dependability, sense of responsibility in performing
their dutie, and good judgement have contributed a great deal toward the
efficient handling of the volume of work accomplished during this period.
Miss Cynthia Soller, who will receive her degree from the University of
Arizona School of Library Science in August, 1971, will join the staff of
The Claremont Colleges Library in September as a cataloger in their Asian
Studies Collection. Mr. Dennis Lien will also leave us in the fall; he
has been accepted by the University of Minnesota Graduate School of Library
Science, which also awarded him their H. W. Wilson Fellowship for 1971/72.
We wish them both well in their future activities.

Among the most imporatant additions to the Genèral Reference collection
this year were:

The New York Times Biographical Edition; a compilation of current
biographical information of general interest(New York Times, January 1,

1970- ). In looseleaf format, this weekly service provides profiles of
persons, living and dead, which have appeared in the newspaper.

The Alternative Press Index (Northfield, Minn., Radical Research
Centerar1eton College, July-December 1969- ). Self-described as
"an Index to publications which amplify the Cry for Social Change and
Social Justice", this group examines and indexes some 80 periodicals
in the field.



(3) Dissertation Abstracts International Retrospective Index,

Volumes I-XXIX. Ann Arbor, Mich., Xerox University Microfilms, 1970.
Covering the period from 1938 to July 1969, this is a keyword index
using the words of the titles as descriptors. The first eight volumes

of the index cover broad subject fields; the ninth volume is an author
index.

Other notable additions were The New York Times Thesaurus of Descrip-
tors; a guide for organizing,ta1oguing, indexing and searching col-
1ections of inmation on currént events. 2d ed. 7The New Yor1
Times, 1970); The Intermountain Union List of Serials. 2d ed.

(Tempe, Arizona, Arizona State Library Association, 1970), a two-volume
work containing over 20,000 titles, more than double the number of en-
tries in the first edition, published in 1969. Early volumes of the

New York Times Book Review were also received; our collection now be-
gins with 1917.

The lack of space in the Department has grori more critical each year.
The expansion of the card catalog has caused us to lose badly needed
seating space; only by constantly shifting books now on the shelves can
we house new additions to the collection, and this solution to the prob-
lem cannot continue much longer. The staff have no privacy when try-
ing to work on their specific projects and any task requiring some de-
gree of concentration must be taken to another part of the Library if
it is to be finished in a reasonable length of time. We can only hope
that some relief will be given us in the near future.

The need for binding has been obvious for some time; volumes of indexes
which receive heavy use (e.g. Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature,
Book Review Digest, The !ew York Times Index) are rapidly disintegrating
to the point where they fli soon have to be replaced, unless they are
rebound very soon. We recommend that some concentrated effort in this
direction be made early in the coming year.
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IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MFJBS INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY

Franklin, Elizabeth

Member: Tucson Area Library Council (TALC)

Hintzman, Bonnie

Secretary, lofA Library Staff Association

Parsil, Bruce

Member: lofA Library Committee on Services, Facilities and Systems



V. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable: See IV



VI. PLANS AND RECOMMENDED POLICIES

See Section III. THE YEAR'S WORK OF THE GENERAL REFERENCE DEPARTMENT.



VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not app1icab1e See IV.
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iJ. dUfAdY IT I iEnENT

interi ibrry Loan traffic has cant nued to grow, hut mostly in photocopy

requests aid norrowing of b000 fr:Tr other institutions.

Interliorary Loan service s have bean unofficially extenuen Lo all grcatu-

ate students regaratess of whether they arc WorKing on their thesis/

dissertation or not.

The slowness of interidLbrary loan remains a major proolehi, steinniing es-

pecially from too many requests having to ne sent to the sane large li-

oraries. A more flexible oayment system netween lioraries is needed.

It has hacoiie easier to compare photocopy rates of di fieoerJ. institutions

after a questionnaire was sent out.

The use o1 Ta.i has been tentatively extended to non-rush requests in cer-

tain cases.

The library was one of twelve universities in the country chosen to par-

ticipate in an in-depth study of Interlibrary Loan casts.

rJypflg work has been reduced by the introduction of new Interlibrary he-

quest Forms.
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111. 'fiIi Yi1\1 3 1 )a li' i.i\ TrILli 3ixtY LuN

This year has seen a continued growth i n intcnlloraì'y Loan business as

showr in Une accompanying sU nUi sties. The s;rowth however is in sorrOw-

h OU ho )K5 and htocopy traffic. Is of' Jurie 1, norrowing (including

ph )U )C )p.y) was twenty per cent asove t e crevions year, whereas tending

(including nhotcoøy) was only two per cent abve Le previous year.

iLece et ol photocopy from other institutions, with an increase of thirty

per cent over test year, as ri sen more than borrowing of booKs. Lenuiip,

of' u)oS has actually declined (t'curtecni per cent) aria t e total of lenu

int cas risen only ay virhne si nIe sxLeeni per cent increase in pketo-

copy uoolied t other institutions.

The naj r development of' the year has seen tee extensi )n )f Ïnterliorar,y

Lean services to .at1 rauuate stuacrits. Althouh the offacial policy

remains that Intertiorary Loan is available only to coctoral caniUaUes
and graduate stcaents wordng on their NA thesis, we have in practice

uropped t is reouirenenU since Feoruary. e have not, however, been

swanipea wihh reouests. This may oc parUly secause many grauuate snuaents

are unaware of the extenceu service, out quiUe aefinitely the time factor

irwoiveu in lrter'liorar'y Loan has been an effective screen. When t e

student is told that it usually taaes at least three wees for the re-

questea material to arrive, he will often not oother' to fili out a re-

quest (reflecting the general transiency of' the first-year grausate stu-

cent's neenis).

lt is unfertunate that slowness shoula ce the means ay whIch we screen n'e--

quests. The main source of delay appear's to ce the processing at large

libraries. The tine for ohotocopy requests to our epository lioranies

is scicm less t-an three weems. lt is possiole that quicKer service
could sometimes be ootained from smaller licraries when these have the

material needed, but the difficulty in payment has prevented us from ex-

ploring this possibility. Perhaps a system of' reciprocal photocopying a-

greenerits aetween us ar.a such lioraries is needed. However it is diffi-

cult to determine whether any one library would have enough material to

maae reciprocation worthwhile. He have in fact ceoe offered reciprocal
photocopy by one or two universities comparaste in size to our own, e.g.

University of Utah. Over tee perid November to March service from such
libraries as t e University of Utah, Texes Technological University,
University of Texas at El Pas,) has ceen faster than tat from our aeposit

liöraries (New Yorc Puuiic Lisrary excepted). See Taole V. However,

since very few photocopy requests were sent to the smaller lioraries

during this period (compere te number of orders filled cy each library

as given in the secnd column of Table V), one cannot place too much

weight on the evictence. The payment situation could be alleviated if we

could mae a reciprocal agreement with the lioraries listen in the taoLe

to pay each other only once or twice a year rather than for each inctivid-

ual order.

Another factor that coiìbributes to tne delay of' interliorary Loan is the

nurnucr of cases when we must apply to several libraries aefore we can

find one that can seim us the materiaL nec-ucd. Although the services of'

the liotiographical Center in Denver have elirninatea much of the hit ana

3
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iisn r :ueatinq of earLier Limes, there arc Lil many reasons why a li-

brary lisbed as owning a nook or perio(LLcat cannot suply ib vhen neeaeQ.

in an attcrLpL Lo jhorten Lhis hunting perioa , IL was aecluem to oroauen

the usc ofT iX L induce Lhe seraLng of non-rush requests. Since the

effect i. veuess of this woutu depenci on how otner libraries trcatecx our TSX

requests, we sent out a questionnaire (see Attachment i) to selected li-

orcrles with liL which we use frequently. It would presurecioly 0e wOrth-

ThiLe li send non-rush fA requests onty when there is a choice of li-

erarios for a parbicular request. The trole lies iot so much wiLh the

o Lowness ol' a request when sent ay mail to a sinule library as wiLh the

cumulative effecb of a reruest oeing sent oacK and forth to several lo-

ca Lions ay ira Li. lt is still to:) soon to evaluate the effectiveress of

Lois change in olicy. Dut of eleven libraries questioned so far, four

have checed the first box.

The proolern li anLLcinating photocopy cuts and choosing the least ex

pensive supplier (where a choice is possible) has been somewhat alleviat-

ed uy sendin<' out to a large number of institutions our policy together

with a blank an which the other university can send us t°eir )Wfl policy.

On the oasis of the replies, lt was oossile t) draw up a table ranicing

institutions according to their photocopy rates.

The establishment this year at ChAIN (Channelled Ariz)na Inf,rmation Net-

work) should increase te cemarids olaceci an our InteriLorary Lan service

from instate to a point woere U e need for extra staff will oec orne criti-

cal. There is fa be a puo]Jcity caspaign thrùhout t: e state Lo encour-

age citizens to make use of the network. Furthermore the retworc provicces

for the trEnsuittal of reference questions as well as 000kS. cioquests

will be screened uy the Tucson Duche Library ara the Liorary Extension

Service in Phoenix oefore coming to us.

Intcrllirary Loans has eccone the shipping agent for SoO3 For Ihe t3linU

of Arizona. So far one shipment has ceon sent out for this organization.

In April the section participated in a nationwide study of acaciernic inter-

library loan conducted by destat Research Incorporated of iìOcKViile, Fary-

land. The purpose of the study is ta ascertain the cost of interlibrary
loan and make recoirierivatloris for changing the present system. Eighty

institutions were sampled and out of these eighty twelve were chosen for

in-depth study, the University of Arizona being one of the twelve. For

two weeas anyboccy involved in interlibrary loon (aoout fourteen people in

various departments) had to keep a log of the time he spent ori interil-

brary loan woric. In addition lags were kept of the time and people in-
volved in handling each request received or sent out during that period.
Various shortcomings in the study oecame evident to those of us who had

to fill out the logs. For inslince, no allowance was made ftr time spent

on recue:ts w°ich after research were found ta be for material in the li-

orary. Ais Une rate of ork recorded was slower than one's actual speed
Oecause procedures lad t) be reordered ix order Un conform to the layout

of the logs. No allowance was made for reuests far photocopy estimates
when the photocopy was not actually sent.

A large amount of typing has been eliminated from Interliorary Loan work



by the introduction of new Interlibrary Request forms (UAL #19 and 20).

The new forms, modelled after those in use in the University of Cali-
f ornia libraries, serve both as the patrons original request and as the
authr-file copy for requests in process and completed requests. In
auuition, a detachable portion of the form is used to notify- the patron

of the arrival of reauested material. Previously, athiitional cards had

to be typed up for our file ana for notification of the patron.

The Procedure Manual for Interlibrary Loan of 197 has oeen thoroughly
revised ana brought up to date.



TABLE I

INTEiLIi3idY IJJAN AIWUAL REPORT

July 1, 1970 - June 30, 1971

33 RAB NED

Book and Microflirn Requests 897

Photocopy Requests 795

TOTAL 1q92

Cancelled Requests TOTAL 128

LOANED

Books 1340

Photocopy 1753

Extension 3

TOTAL 3O9

COMBINED TOTAL 4788

Unfilled Requests 1q31

r.
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TAI3LE III

TVJX REQLEST.3 AIW !31B. CkfJThI E1'EkJiALS

Outgoing TWX requests

Arizona State University 181

Bib. Center 198

Other 37

TOTAL 4l

Total inc3ming IWX requests lO9

Total referrals from Bib. Center 245



TA3LE IV

Jji.EÏGN (k)U1TìÏbL IEUJ.:31Ï1(J iI'T1LILDLADJ LOAGS

Australia - 18

Canada - 93

Denmark - i

East Germany - 2

England - 2

Japan - 3

Iex1co - 4

New Zealand - i

Ehodesia - i

South Africa - 8

Sweden - 2

Switzerland - i

West Germany -

9
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J. V. AGIL V IlIlii )ï id iILi3AniY t)Ah STAFF

1runro Ellen
Gomier: Arizona itate Library Association; University Liorary SLaff

As SOC ja L i o ri.

ConumLtLees: dookworm' s Digest Committee; Continuing Projects Com-

mittee of the Liurary Staff Association.

HcT, John C.
Renoer: iuricari Liorary Association; Arizona State Liorary Associ-

ation; Linguistic Society of America; University Liorary Staff As-

so ciation.

Committees: Services, Facilities and Systems Committee; CHAIN (Chan-

nelled Arizona Information Network) Study Conmiìttee; Committee on

Reference and Public Service of the Tucson Area Library Council.

Publication: Review of Erhard Agricola 's Syntaktische Eehraeutig-

keit (Polysyntaatizitat) hei der Analyse des Deutsben und ries

Englischen, Lange 47: 219-228 (March, 1971).



y. ìyi :tu AG'iiVITIE JF LI3rrY TiFF I idit ÏNCLUuI1L JILïJGLPFIY

OL a licable: See IV
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V L. AhCOJLhLJJA1J ili 1CJhh

Axtra staff wi t be needed to cope with new state-wIde network. bith fur-

ther nispersal of the iiorary ahead, this cxhra staff should be used to

coced un delivery of Ïnteriibrary Loan material from branch libraries.

The iiUrry houILd relax its restriction on lenainp, University of Arizona

dissertatiOns to other universities. University licrefilmo is too slow

in rsviox1g servace and an increasing number of universities are recog-

nizng this fact by lending dissertations even though they are availaule

from University 1IicrofiIns. he should start by lenuing to those urliver-

sities which will lend us their ova dissertations.

Vie shonld endeavor to estaolish annual or sell-annual paenent agreements

for photocopy with such intermediate-size libraries as the University of

Utah, Texas Technological University and the University of OKlahoma. 1f

these libraries will not accept deposit accounts, we should consiaer re-

ciprocal agreements.

1:3



Vil. fl .3LÏO(iIJì'}IY

Not appiicaole ee 1V
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Attachment i

Interiiorary Loans
University f Arizna Liorar
Tucson, rizona 85721

Dear Interli. orary Lo.n Lior..rian

e are interested in sundìng more non-rush requests uy T/X, but
are a;are that sorne lionnes prefer to receive and answer such
requts by rail e wuld b g-ateful if you would indiy in
dicate your attitude on this mitten by checdng the appropriate
bax blo and returning this questionnaire to us0

)u polIcy is that corresponding to the first bai: oeiow

ours sincerely

C fly!
Pohn C
Interliorary L5an Liorarian

;e are azLenaoie to receiving nonrush requests by Mt( and
will reply by TX if material' is not available0

e are aoienauic to receiving nonrush '1X requests but will.
reply by mail if material is not a'ailable

iequests should be sent to us by mail unless they are RUSH0

1e do not wisi to receive any Intenlibrary Loan iequests by
TiIX

15
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SUIt4ARY HIGHLIGHTS

The past year
The Card Catalog
Reference Service
Significant Acquisitions
Library Orientation
Exhibits
A Look Ahead

page 4
page 4
page 4
page 5
page 5
page 6
page 6
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II. SULLRY STATEdENT

For the iluannities Department this has been a year of providing the
usual reader services and in the hackpround and foreground carrying out
major projects necessary for the move to new quarters in a new location.
Shifting of the collection in the department and the stacks has been one
of sevecal efforts to provide host service to students and faculty.

A major project has been the making of the Humanities card catalog.
Twelve catalog cabinets arrived in December and the General Reference
and Social Science Staffs assisted in the initial card sorting.
Commcndatiufls to Miss Karen Seibert and Miss Lois Olsrud who are
contributing much to the making of the catalog.

Humanities Department recorded a total of 6611 reference queries with
tlìe peak months October, March and April. The average number of
questions answered per month was 550. Materials and information were
added to the Art Vertical File, the Play Index and the Index of Poets.

In addition to the overall ordering of books in the subject area of
Humanities, certain subjects received concerted ordering to strengthen
our holdings. This was especially true for the subjects of Athletic
Coaching and Broadcasting. We have continued to add Science Fiction
titles to the collection.
Library orientation tours nere given to Ncw Start" students;
Foreign Studente and some Freshman English Classes by the staff. Mrs.

dean and Mr. Barton prepared a bibliography of materials in speech and

language arts and went to Dr. Davis' class, Introduction to Graduate
Study in Speech) to talk abt the works listed . Faculty members in
Drama, English,and Library Science were assisted in preparation of
bibliographies or talks were nade to their classes.

The staff prepared a selected short bibliography of books about Blacks
in the library and Mrs. Fernald made a bulletin board to make students
aware of the list and the other materials on Blacks in the collection.

Many attractive and interesting bulletin board exhibits have been made
during the year by Mrs. Fernald. To judge by the rapid disappearance
of books placed on a tabla near the bulletin boards the most popular
hìave been those on Bob Dylan, Rock and popular music, and Science Fiction.

In the year ahead comes the move to new quarters and continued work
on the catalog with all effort being made to give continuity of service.

3
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There have been times this year when the Humanities Staff has felt
in common with the whole library staff) that it was running an Alice

and Red Queen Race. The participants of our race being shelf space and

the growing book collection. Unlike Alice and the Red Queen we have

managed to find ourselves a little ahead. After the "big" storage

project and the subsequent shift of books in the stacks we had more

shelves. These fast disappeared so window sills and ledgeabove the
shelves were used. Many multiple volume editions of works were put in

these locations. 1.ecentiy shelf space was used on the third tier for

the overflow "B" books. We have managed. This is only one of several

small accomplishments that has made this an interesting year. It has

been a year of providing the usual service and in the background and
foreground, carrying out major projects necessary for move to new location.
One major project has been the work done ori the catalog.

The arrival of twelve catalog cabinets and two shelf list cabinets in
December signaled the catalog as a physical reality. Mr. Bart and Mrs.

Cordova helped us irplanning the organization of the catalog. It was

decided to establish a complete shelf list record and to file as many
author cards as possible. We were assisted in the necessary card sorting
by the General Reference and Social Science Staffs. Well over one
hundred boxes of catalog cards have been sorted and shelf listed and many
authors cards have been filed. The filing of these cards and those received
weekly from the Catalog Department has meant that the catalog, though not
nearly complete, is usable. All the staff has worked on this project,hut
special commendation is due Miss Karen Seibert who has ably planned the
routines for working on the catalog and Miss Lois Olsrud who has willingly
acccptcd the job as "catalog troubleshooter".

REFERENCE SERVICE

Additional professional staff has meant that often reference service is
provided at the desks in the Fine Arts Section and at the scheduled
information desk in main reading room. Reorganization of subject materials
in June 1971 willcall for two scheduled information desks until the
Humanities Department moves to new quarters. It is hoped that this will
permit Mr. Barton to both establish a reference service record and to
obtain some perspective and pattern of Fine Arts reference service.

David Kaser, in his annual report as director of Cornell University
Libraries 1969-1970, corments on the reporting of the total queries
answered by reference librarians. He states that the hard questions
of significance and quality remain unanswered". We also ask these
questions but just as does Mr. Kaser we wish to report reference
assistance statistics. A total of 6611 reference questions were recorded.
Peak service months were October, March and April with a monthly average
of 550 reference questions. A much used departmental reference tool is
the play index which was started by Mrs. Iligley and is now maintained by
Mrs. James. Approximately 815 cards were added this year. Considerable
new material was added to the Art Vertical File and to the Index on Poets.
Among the several reference questions answered by mail were those to
Mr. Richard David Ramsey of ilarding College, Searcy, Arkansas. lIr. Ramsey

asked our assistance in his bibliography of Edmund Wilson. It has been
reìtly published and added to the collection.



SIGNIFICANT ACQUISiTIONS

We looked forward to the publication of Mr. Ramsey's bibliography since

the library is acquiring an in-depth circulating collection of this
author's work. Several addtional Edthund \v'ilson books were added to the
collection as well as works by Carl Carmer, Paul L. Dunbar, and Conrad
Aiken. We are also acquiring in-depth circulating collections of the
works of the last namedwriters.

Another area of concerted acquisition is Science Fiction titles. A small
circulating collection will now complement and suppleraent the one in
Special Collections. The Catalog Department agreed to classify these
circulating books in the established Special Collections number, PZ 2001.
The ordering of new titles iS cooperative with Miss Seibert working with
the Special Collections Staff and The Acquisitions Department. Articles
on the significance of Science Fiction and its academic status have appear-
ed in recent issues of American Libraries , Library Journal, and Time
Magazine.

Additional areas of concerted acquisitions resulted from examination
of our holdings in support of new study courses. We checked our collection
for new study programs in Speech and Hearing Sciences, Broadcasting,
Athletic Coaching, and Sacred Music. 0f these the weakest were Athletic
Coaching and Broadcasting. WE submitted titles of books and journals to
Dr. Fred Roby in the sports and other activities related to coaching. This
subject area is considerably strengthened. Broadcasting titles have been
acquired and the Serials Committee approved for subscription two journals
relating specifically of Sacred Music.

Many new journals were added to suject areas in the Humanities. Several
were new folklore journals.

At Dr. Johnson's request we ordered and have received some of the
bautiful illustrated editions of the Folio Society of England. The
Library has acquired over the years the illustrated editions of the
Heritage Club which is a comparable American publisher.

LIBRARY ORIENTATION

Library Orientation talks and tours have been given to "New
Students, Foreign Students, and some Freshman English Classes. Mrs.
Bean and Hr. Barton prepared a " Selected Bibliography in Speech and
Language Arts. They visited Dr. Davis1 classes and spoke to them about
the library and also some of the reference materials listed in the
bibliography. Dr. William A. Lang of the Drama Department asked for a
tour of the library alid talk on theatre reference materials for his stu-
dents in the course , IntrodUction to Graduate Study in Drama. Mrs. Bean
assisted Dr. Trejo in the preparation of the bibliography fär English 182,
Hexican-American Literature. Miss Turner assisted him in preparation of
of bibliography for Library Science course on library service to minority
groups. Miss Turner visited this class and spoke with them about her
experience as a librarian and specifically abotit the work and services
of the Countee Cullen Library and Schomburg Collection in Harlem.

The staff prepared aselected bibliography titled !The Subject is Blacks'1.
Mrs. Fernald made a bulletin board to make students aware of the list
and other materials on Blacks in the library.

5



EXHIBITS

The bulletin boards made by Mrs. Gail Fernaid arL really exhibits. She

designed ( there.is no better word) bulletin boards on such subjects as

Beethoven, Isaac Singer, Science Fiction, Bob Dylan, Rock and Popular Music,

Stravinsky, Poets, and many others. The most popular ( judged by bow often

we had to find additional books to place on table near the bulletin board)

were those on Science Fiction, Bob Dylan , and Pock and Popular lusic.

A LOOK AHEAD

Within this next year he Humanities DeparLment will move to new quarters

and a new location. We will have to make a special effort with the
assistance of the entie Lihrày Staff, to make the move as effortless

as possible. Hr. Gilbert HcConville of the Science Division is assisting

us in planning the move.

Ma will continue to work on the card catalog. itles and added entries

have yet to be typed for most of the books in Dewey Classification and for

many of the books in Library of Congress Classitication. Mrs. Marilyn

Castile, who was making photocopies of catalog cards, resigned in December.

Miss Jerry Mangan was appòinted to this position in January. Gary Combs,

a senior student assistant has also assisted in the preparation of cards.

We hope in the year ahead to prepare subject bibliographies to assist
students in becoming familiar with reference sources in their major
fields and perhaps we ca again pre;ent reviews of new books in the

Folio.
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IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIi:S OF LIBRARY STAFF MENI3ERS

ßarto Paul D.

Member: American Library Association;Special Libraries
Association; American Association of University Professors;
American Society for Aesth-tics; American Guild of Organists;
Tucson Area Library Council, Garcuita Sigma Delta; University
Library Staff Association.

Offices Held: Treasurer, University Library Staff Association.
Attended: National Convention , Special Libraries Association,

San Francisco, June 1971; merican Guild of Organists
Regional Conference , Phoenix, 1970.

dean, Gladys J.
i.Leraber: Arizona State Library Association; Southwestern Library

Association; University Library Staff Association; Sigma
Tau Delta;Alpha Lambda Phi.

Completed: First year Russian Course, University of Arizona.
Office held: Editor of the Arizona State Library Association

Newsletter.

James, Dorothy A.

Member: University Library Staff Association; Theta Alpha Plu.

hianan, Jerry A.
Member: American Library Association; Arizona State Library

Association ( Member of the By-Laws and 1972 Conference
Committees) Southwestern Library Association; Tucson

Arca Library Council ( Ad Hoc Committee); University of
Arizona Library Council.

Olsrud, Lois

Member: American Library Association; Arizona State Library
Assocoatiori; Southwestern Library Association; Tucson
Area Library Council; University Library Staff Association
( Member of Social Committee); University Faculty Jomen1s
Club; Delta Kappa Gamma.

Offices Held: Secretary, Arizona State Library Association.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association, Phoenix, April

1971.

Seibert, Karen S.

Member: Arizona State Library Association; ( Member ASLA
1972 Conference Committee); Southwestern Library
Association; University Library Staff Association;
Faculty women's Club; Beta Phi Mu.

Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference
in Phoenix, April 1971

Office Held: Chairman of 1972 ASLA Conference Registration
Committee.

Turner, Patricia

Member: American Library Association; Arizona State Library
Association; Southwestern Library Association; Tucson
Area Library Council ( Ad Hoc Committee and the Reference
and Public Service Committee); University Library Staff

Association; Beta Phi lu.
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V. NOL\iLE ACTIVJTIES OF LI BRAWl' STAFF 1LMBERS INCLUDiNG BIBLI OGRAPILy

Not applicable: See IV
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I. SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS

Summary Statement
The Yearts Work of the Loan Department
Notable Activities of Staff Members
Plans and Recommended Policies

Page 3

Pages 4 and 5
Page 6

Page 8



I ï . SIi1MARY STATE1EN1

Forty thousand volumes were moved to an off-campus storage, requiring

daily trips to this location. A number of student assistants were
outstanding in their performance of duty and assumed responsibility

usually taken by full-time staff.

Crowded stack conditions greatly increased the job of staff searching

materials that patrons were unable to locate.

There was a fourteen per cent increase over 1969-70 of books loaned

at the Main Loan Desk and a seventeen per cent increase at the Reserve

Book Room desk.

3



Ill. TUE YEAR'S WORK OF THE LOAN DEPARTMENT

Dr. L. C. Powell once remarked that the circulation department was the
heart of a library system and anyone who has ever had the opportunity
of working in the book lending area of a library will readily agree
with Dr. Powell. For, it is to this station that the library patron
wishing to borrow hooks must come and through this area's machinery
flow the steady stream of books leaving and returning to the library.
Thus, the Loan Department has the most frequent contact with the
greatest number of Library users of any department in the system.

Because of this strategic relationship with the Library's public, the
departmental staff should be composed of individuals who enjoy working
with people and have an interest in public service. I wish to commend
the student staff especially for performing outstandingly in the public
relations area. Several of our graduate students and upperclassmen have
shown an exceptional ability and interest in the work of the department
and the Library. I give special mention to Roy Cajero and Mike Carmean
for their assistance during the storage move this past fall, to Paul
Bisnette, Kevin Oleksy and Charlotte Smith for their cooperation in
the work in the general stack during the long absence of the Stack
Supervisor, and to Sue Cline, Tad Graham and Tom Stanley for their
willingness and maturity in assisting the patrons at the Loan Desk.
Without the help of these able students, it would have been most dif-
ficult to operate the department.

During the fall semester approximately 40,000 volumes were moved from
the Main Library into an off-campus facility to partially allow for the
expansion of the book collection during the current year. After these
books were out of the building, the entire Library staff assisted in
the rearrangement to provide needed space in areas of anticipated growth.
A daily courier service was established to bring books from and return
books to the off-campus facility. During the operation of this service,
the requests for material in this facility have fluctuated from as
high as thirty-eight to as low as one per day. As the academic year
advanced, fewer books have been requested as an indication that the
books removed were for the most part wisely chosen. And, although
40,000 books seemed to be a great nuiaber at the time we were in the
process of moving, at the end of the spring semester, there was not
enough room for all of the books returned to the stack.

Our stack Supervisor, Gertrude Moerman, has been absent much of the
spring semester because of an injury last year and has been on medical
leave since mid-April when she underwent extensive surgery. At best,
she will not be able to return to work before mid-August or early
September. Her guiding hand has been sorely missed and I a deeply
grateful for the patience and understanding of the Library Administration
during the semester as the work load increased beyond the capacity of
the departmental personnel to keep pace.

As space limitation necessitated the fragmentation of the general stack
collection, the job of searching for books and magazines that patrons
were unable to locate became a full-time job and it became imperative

4
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that the stack personnel spend more and more time guiding patrons to the

physical location of material. In addition to this problem, many more

requests were made for materials locked on the sixth tier. The use

of material on the various micro-forms seems to have increased a hundred-

fold with the corresponding increase in man hours allotted for this

service.

Loan was busy during the past year as the following statistics reveal

1969-70 1970-71

Main Loan Desk 236,761 270,208

Reserve Books 154,333 180,570

Liberal Arts 47,220 44,413

Totals 438,314 495,191

The above statistics indicate an increase of about 14 per cent at the

Main Loan Desk. They show an increase of 17 per cent in the Reserve

Book Room. And they express a decrease of about 6 per cent in the
Liberal Arts Reserve Reading Room.



IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITiES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS, INCLUI)INC BI BLIOGRAPIIY

There were no new staff activities for Loan Department personnel
for 1970/71.
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V. OTI1IiR ITEMS QJ7 INTEREST

Sec IV.
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VT. PLANS AND RECOvIENDED POLICIES

I would suggest a program of selection and training for the paging staff
that would be more extensive and thorough than the present program.
This might include a qualifying test given by the University Testing
Bureau as we once did. It might also include one or two sessions of
an hour or so at the beginning of the fall and spring semester at which

their function and relationship to the rest of the Library could be

stressed. These sessions might include speakers invited from other
areas of Library activity and if possible someone representing the
Library Administration. Later this could be followed by questioning
on specifics of their particular job. This would, I believe, under-
score the importance of the work of the student pages to the entire
system.

8



VII BIBLIOGRAPhY

See Section IV.
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I StMA}Y IC;ÌULI(;fl'S

The Fifth Annual Report of the Department of Photographic Ser-
vices including the Photocopy Service Section and the Photo Lab shows

the following outstanding examples of work completed during the fiscal

year 1970-1971: The following was done by the Photographic Lab: Fe

the Rcgistrar's Office 21,000 matriculation records were filmed, an
increase of 10,000 records over fiscal year 1069_1970. Also for that
office 6500 feet of microfilm was processed, an increase of 3200 feet
over fiscal year 1969-1970. A total of 231 thesôs were microfilmed for

colleges and universi ti es around the world. Agai n this year the 9X9

inch aerial photos of the Indian reservations in the state showed a
marked increase, as over 600 were reproduced.

The most outstanding statistical fact of the fiscal year 1970-
1971 is the increase in copies produced by the Photocopy Services
Section. A total of 1,123,039 Xerox copies were macle, showing an
increase of 423,032 over last year. This figure makes us by far the
largest producers of Xerox copies in the South rest.

In May, 1971 a program was started in cooperation with the
State Department of Library and Archives, and the Arizona Historical
Society to microfilm all Arizona Newspapers. The San Manuel Miner
1953 to 1970 will be the first paper to be done.

During the fiscal year 1970-1971 the Photo Lab moved from Room 2
in the Main Library to Rooms 115-119 in the Science Division of the
Library and after only a short delay cas back in full service0



II. S!N\AJY STAT1MINTS

The Photo Lab produced a total of 34,000 feet of microfilm

during fiscal year 1970_1971, an increase of 12,300 feet over the

previ mis year. Create r produc ti on was facili ta ted when it was pos

sibe to locate l,oth cameras in the same arca. This would in some

cases allow a single operator to run both cameras at once. Again

this year, as in the past, the Student tealth Service and the Office

of the Registrar took up most of our feet.

The goal of 1,000,000 Xerox copies was reached during the first

week in May. This is a remarkable achievement, especially when the

department has only two Xerox machines. The reliability of the Xerox

36001 is quite amazing, and the cffort put out by the staf1 is more

amazing still. A total of 1,123,039 copies were produced which is an

increase of 423,032 over last year. This increase almost surpasses

the entire year's output of fiscal year 1965-1966 which was 511,926

copies.

The Photo Lab dark room was again busy copying photographs

from out of the past and placing them in the Special Collections

Department of the Library. Over 00 aerial photographs were copied

for various mining companies in and out of the state. A photo index

has been started by this department so that ready reference is

quickly available to our customers.



111 TI1 YIAP' S '.ORK OÍ TIT1 P(!'OTAPI1IC IRVTCES PP:\R'I'hNT

This year the department spent most of its time updating arid

fi)ming records for many campus departments. The Student Health Ser-

vice was able to dispose of 20 boxes of records stored ori ten rolis
of microfi 1m. These records on fi 1m can be broucht back to paper

copy with the USC of our reader pri ntcr at any time they have the

need for them.

The Photocopy Section was swamped from morning to night filling

the needs of students, faculty and staff. Hundreds of Inter Library

Loan requests were filled, as were mail order requests from around

the world. I must take toy hat off to thcm for a job well done.

Physica.l Plant again this year kept up its filming of building

plans and maintenance records. This project will go on for at least

two more years just to clean out the backlog. Then we will start on

the current records. It is estimated that some 100,000 feet of film

will be used.
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PHOTOCOPY S FRV TC}S S ICTJON STATT STTCAL RFT'ORTS

July 1, 1970 - - June 30, 1971

Number of Campus Departmental Accounts- 387

Number of Campus Dept. 1.L.L. Accounts- 129

Total Number of Copies Run During the
Month of-

Net Amount o Money Deposited 1969-1970 S52,697.49

Net Amount of Money Deposited 1970-971 56,237.26

5

Fiscal Year 1969-1970 Fiscal Year

July 1969 31,352 July 1970

1970-1971

55,823

Aug. " 72,415 Aug. " 80,151

Sept. " 54,039 Sept. " 6,6H
Oct. " 41,329 Oct. " 100,271

Nov. " 47,481 Nov. " 98,653

Dec. " 53,786 Dec. " 102,793

Jan.. 1970 34,703 Jan. 1971 98,041

Feb. " 34,268 Feb. " 100,164

March " 52,269 March " 120,498

April " 98,974 Apri 1 tt 116 074

May 111,484 May 1l5,57
June " 67,867 June " 65,966

700,007 1, 123 , 039 TOTAL



IV. NOTARLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS

See annual report of the Chief, Photocopy Services to the
Assistant Librarian for Public Services for the 1969-1970 year.

o



V. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable; see Section IV
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VI. PLANS AND RECOM1ENDEI) POLTCTES

Construction is almost completed in the new area in the Science
Division of the Library for the Photocopy Service Section and as
soon as the tile is clown they will move from their present location.
This will put all our services in one area and will be of great aid
to our customers.

At this time we have placed a coin-operated copying machine in
the Science Division of the Library. We ar hoping that in the
future more machines can be added, allowing for service at all times
the library is open and freeing our Xerox machines for more depart-
mental work.

8



VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable; see Section IV.

Respectfully submitted

James B. Babb
Chief, Photocopy Services
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I. SUMMARY IIIGIILIGIITS

Shifting of books, both within and without the
Department took time and energy 5

Statistics are not always the librarian's best friend.. . 6

Graduate School assisted in search for material on
alcoholism 6

Need to search for new titles in anthropology revealed 6

Theft of reference materials proves distressing 7

Orientation sessions occupy staff at beginning of each
new session or semester 7

Non-book materials added to reference collection 7

Routines essential in getting the work done 7



11 . SU!iMA1Y STATEMENI'

Once again the year was marked by the shifting of books, whether
in the Library's stack arca or within the department. While much

time and effort were required, the expenditure was worthwhile in
that no shi fting among the circulating books was needed after
December.

A complete rearrangement of the reference collection was begun
during the Spring Semester and finished only after the Semester
was ended. Serial publications, of which there are many, were
reclassified. With the exception of bibliographies, this placed
the bulk of the collection in the Library of Congress Classification.
For the convenience of all, these were relocated nearer the Social
Science reference desk.

Statistics failed to support the contention of the staff that
there had been equally as many reference questions to cope with
as during the previous years. The total approximated half the
1969/70 figure.

The term library service was practiced building-wide, thus extend-
ing reference service to patrons beyond the limits of the Social
Science Reading Room. Aid beyond the physical limits of the
Department was also extended to other agencies of the Library.

A project of considerable proportions was involved in our response
to the Graduate School's request for an investigation into the
Library's holdings in the field of alcoholism. The results were
gratifying in that the search revealed that our collection boasted
a great majority of recommended titles.

The fact that more time must be spent in searching for new titles
in the field of anthropology was revealed by our attempt to compile
a comprehensive bibliography on the American Indian. Trade publica-

tions the Library receives automatically; it is the work published
by college departments or minor publishers that we must make an
effort to obtain.

While the use of ERIC microfiche was up one-third, the HRAF fiche
was used hardly at all. Additional readers added greatly to the
convenient use of microfiche.

The lose of entire segments of loose-leaf services proved distressing.

Orientation sessions were attended by more students than ever. In

addition, students in graduate seminars sought instruction in more
efficient ways to use the Library. Not all students capable of
work at the graduate level have mastered library skills.

Another aspect of non-book materials was added to the reference
collection in the form of cards received on a continuously updating
basis.



Rout:inc functions of the staff Urought variety and sameness. It

is the latter, however, which keeps the work of the Department
functioning smoothly.
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IiI . TIlE YEAR' S WORK OF TIlE SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

The Soci il Sci ence reference staff welcomed two new members this

year. Their orientation, important as it was, had to be worked
in around attempts to alleviate the critical shortage of shelving
for hooks in the Library's stack area. Approximately 40,000 volumes

were placed in storage after selection by total staff. A rearrange-

ment of materials in the stack area was then possible, and ultimate-

ly resulted in the move of classifications J, K and L from the

Social Science Reading Room to the book stack. We were fortunate in

that the remaining shelving allotted for the classes D, E and F in
the circulating collection proved adequate for the continuing growth
of history books. No major shifts were necessary in this lot after

December. It was still necessary to store long sets of books on the
6th Tier, however.

During the Spring Semester the reference collection came in for its
share of attention. Through the cooperation of the Serials Department,

a major reclassification of serial publications from Dewey to L. C.

was begun. Progress was steady. Lack of shelving on which to place
books temporarily or even to relocate reclassified books proved to be
a hindrance. But Miss Virginia Rice was equal to the requirements
of her job as supervisor. When minor shifts were no longer possible,
she had all remaining reference books placed on study tables until
the process could be completed. Because backfiles, an essential
aspect of the Department's research collection, are extensive, the
task was a mammoth one. Thousands of volumes were involved. These

backfiles, once removed from the book stack and reclassified, had to
be stored on the 6th Tier. While the reference collection still has
books in two classifications, the greater number are now classed in
L. C. These have been relocated on the shelves nearest the reference
desk for the sake of convenience.

To maintain the history portion of the Library's circulating collec-
tion of books classified in L. C., including constant shelving and
filing of cards in its shelflist, took considerable amounts of staff
and clerical time. We look forward to the day when this material can
be housed in the stack area and the staff can turn its energies and
talents toward an ever-improving reference service.

While this aspiration is sincere, reference staff ofttimes had to
interpret service in a larger sense; that of giving help needed -
no matter where. As conditions in the book stack were chaotic at
times, much reference staff time was spent this year in assisting
faculty as well as students in locating material within the stack.
We will all feel happier - and hope to be more effective - when a
more logical arrangement of materials is achieved in the stacks.

In addition to assistance to patrons, aid was given to Technical
Services by staff who placed master cards in thousands of circu-
lating books. As noted, the Circulation Department benefitted
from the physical energy expended when countless hundreds of books
were shifted from one point in the stacks to another.
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Even so, the Social Science staff found time to perform its primary

task, that of giving reference service. It was the impression of

those of us who had served in the Department in 1969/70 that we had

been equally as busy this year, and yet we cannot prove it. Statistics

suggest that we were involved with slightly more than half the number

of reference questions totalled for the preceding year. Staff hours

spent in working at other than reference duties may offer a partial

solution. Or it may be that we simply were not as assiduous in

tallying statistics. In any event, we can come forth with no "neat"

justification for the drop in numbers.

This year the Graduate School requested an analysis of the Library's

holdings in the field of alcoholism to determine if book strengths

were sufficient to support a graduate program in rehabiliation work

with the alcoholic. Mrs. Edith Ferrell compared our holdings with

bibliographies of recommended works and found that the University

Library had already acquired most of the major reference sources

listed. Our collection, including Government Documents, was found to

be especially strong in recent publications. More technical aspects

of the subject were discovered to be available in the Science Division

of the Library. While few journals are devoted exclusively to the

problem of alcoholism, the Library currently subscribes to most

containing articles cited in the indexes. Purchase of books and

additional journals was recommended where appropriate.

Efforts toward a bibliography on the American Indian revealed that

the staff needs to spend more time in searching the literature for

newly published books in anthropology. While the Abel Plan assures

the Library of receiving the output of the major trade publishing

houses, it has caused us to miss several significant titles published

by small firms or academic series other than university press series.

The real fault is ours, however. We became aware, also, of the need

for the Library to purchase more than a single copy of the more

important works in anthropology if we are to adequately support the

reading program of one of the University's outstanding schools.

Use of ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) microfiche,

referred to in last year's report as "phenomenal," increased almost

one-third. This material in a relatively new format has readily been

accepted by students and faculty working in the area of education. The

purchase of two additional microfiche readers for use near the depart-

ment made consultation of these materials easier for all concerned.

Total use, by title, was 3,770. Difficulties encountered in securing

from the publishers ERIC fiche issued for the months of July and August,

1970, made this figure lower than would otherwise have been the case.

The use of HRAF (Human Relations Area Files) amounted to but 213, and

was disappointing in the light of both the cost and the value of this

tool.



While it must unfortunately he expected that some reference
materials will be stolen each year, it was especially disturbing
to find the entire contents of certain loose-leaf services
removed from their binders. This material cannot be replaced as
simply as a stolen book. If it can be supplied by the publisher
at all, the text must be reconstructed page by page in order that
the tool present the most current information. Our holdings are
too great to permit us to place all loose-leaf services at the
Social Science Reference Desk, or even to place them on Reserve.

Staff participated in 41 orientation sessions, involving more than
500 students. As usual, the majority were enrolled in Education 3Q
however, subject areas also treated ranged from Child Development
to Urban Planning. It is interesting to note that faculty members
not making use of our orientation services heretofore asked us to
provide an introduction to the Library for the benefit of graduate
students in history and sociology. They found these students lack-
ing in a knowledge of the basic skills needed for effective use of
a library. This makes one wonder if the only students to master
research techniques are those pursuing graduate degrees. It certain-

ly makes a librarian question the oft-stated boast of educators that
students entering universities today are far superior to those en-
rolled a generation earlier. These young people are obviously not
superior in knowledge of library skills.

For years we have helped students make use of microfilm. Two years
ago we introduced microfiche into the Department. During this year
we added two other non-book items to our reference collection. They

are: Deadline Data on World Affairs, a current events service kept
up to date by supplementary cards, and Guide to Federal Assistance
for Education, a listing of all federal programs in effect among the
50 states kept current with revisions. It is sad to report that
entire segments of the first service were stolen.

Miss Rice and Mr. Thayer were asked to participate in the English
Language Institute. The experience was doubly helpful in that it
provided foreign students not only with information about the
University Library, but presented them with "faces" to which they
might relate when actually using the Library.

For a second time the Department was asked to supervise the work of
a graduate student from the School of Library Service at the University
of Washington. Mr. Greg Henrikson spent two weeks with us as part
of his school's Directed Field Work Program. An able and amiable
young man, the staff found it a treat to work with him.

We were equally willing to cooperate with advance reference students
at our own Graduate School of Library Science. Unfortunately oniy
two students felt they could take the time, and they came to us very
late in Spring Semester. The volume of activity at the reference
desk had then slowed to a point where it was not possible for us to
give them a taste of life at a busy service desk nor to provide us
with insight into their professional potential. Perhaps in future
years the Dean might be persuaded to allow these students to come
to the Department earlier in the Semester.
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Miss Virginia Rice continued the ofttimes trying responsibility of
arranging weekly desk schedules. She also was responsible for
training student assistant', preparing time cards, and supervising
the departmental shelflist. As noted, she also serve as overseer
(and shifter) for the relocation of the reference collection. She

is to be commended for her determination.

Mrs. Edith Ferrell, while new, demonstrated a quiet understanding of
student needs and revealed standards of professional librarianship
of the highest. Her flexibility, her intellectual curiosity, and
her need for constructive occupation made her an asset. In the area
of community relations she proved to be a good representative of the
Library in giving the Tucson Consumer Council first-rate advice in
settin up a simple, yet logical vertical file system.

Miss Dawn Wilson continued to give service beyond the clerical range.
Her basic function of supporting our myriads of loose-leaf services
and displaying selected current journals, went on as before. Her

calm attitude, her willingness to learn, made her a good reference
librarian. It might be added that she served without complaint when
asked to regularly man the desk in General Reference one night each
week. All staff are not so good-natured when asked to work in an
area other than their own.

The Chief Social Science Librarian, Mr. Thayer, had the dubious honor
of presiding over the demise of the Arizona Librarian, official journal
of the Arizona State Library Association for thirty years. He served
as the last editor of this publication. He served as a member of the
University's Faculty Elections Committee for an unheard of fourth year.
Term for this appointment is usually three years. As in the past two
years, he coordinated the exhibits shown within the building, and was
asked to serve as a clearing agent for publicity for all exhibits
planned in all Library buildings.

Mr. Thayer gives special thanks to Mrs. Higley, to Dr. Johnson and
Mr. Powell for support given to him through a trying period in his
professional life.

THE YEARS WORK OF THE DOCUMENTS SECTION

Statistics kept by the Documents Section, like those of the Social
Science Department, are roughly half what the staff felt they should
be. Circulation figures, 1,247, never previously reported, suggest
that consistent use through overnight borrowing is made by graduate
students and faculty.

Figures aside, students and others did consult the wealth of facts
and figures released by agencies of our Federal Government. Inasmuch
as the success of the principle of an enlightened electorate depends
upon the right of all citizens to read all released governmental
reports, it was particularly gratifying to the staff to observe this

8



principle in action. Accountants, attorneys and just plain
citizens consulted the collection this year. Ecological balance
was on their minds, as it was the concern of citizens elsewhere.
Concern with air Pollution, and the possible role played by
utilities in fouling the desert air, led to an examination of
studies done by the government. Even the right of the local
utility company to raise its rates to consumers was challenged by
private citizens who examined rates charged by other companies of
a similar sort and size and presented their findings before a

public hearing.

During the year an estimate was made of the total documents
collection at the request of the University Librarian. The figure

of 280,811 based on an earlier estimate plus actual count made
since 1950, was felt by those of us who have shelved documents and
worked with them in various capacities through the years to be low.
However, short of an actual physical count of the total collection,
this figure must suffice. The total will hereafter be incorporated
as a part of the statistical report from the Documents Section.

So outstanding are several important series acquired during this
year, they have been appended to this report.

Miss Mary Riordan offered invaluable service as the one staff mem-
ber carried over from the preceding year. Fier knowledge of routines

made possible a smooth transition from one supervisor to another.
Her ability to recall documents used earlier made her a superior
assistant when needed. It is good to be able to report that Miss
Riordaii, who plans to become a professional librarian, has hopes of
one day becoming a documents librarian.

Mrs. Armenette Christie, who became a second clerk in July, was the
first to hold this newly established position. Her primary function
was to check items of incoming mail into the collection. However,

when staff were busy or otherwise unavailable, she did not hesitate
to try and locate material needed by patrons.

Miss Riordan and Mrs. Christie manifested a professional attitude
toward their work and a willingness to give their best effort. The

success of service within the Section this year in due in large
measure to them.

Because the work performed is wholly professional, it is again
recommended that the position of Reference Assistant now occupied
by Miss Riordan be upgraded to Reference Librarian.

9



Signifi cant New Titles

The year saw the acquisition of the following important microfilm
editions:

The Annals of Congress, ist - 18th Session, 1789-1824
Register of Debates, 18th - 25th Session, 1824-1837
Congressional Globe, 23rd - 42nd Session, 1833-1873

This material comprises the only official narrative of the United
States legislative branch during the years covered, and marks the
first time the University Library has had a complete file of this
information so essential for students of American history and
government. These sets, with our holdings of the Congressional
Record, now give us a complete record of legislative activities from
1789 to the present.

Congressional Committee Hearings, 41st - 73rd Congress, 1869-
1935.

The hearings, in microfiche, have heretofore been available only
in the U. S. Senate Library in Washington, and present the deliber-
ations of the House and Senate on all matters coming before their
several committees. The Documents Collection had held very few
hearings dating before 1935.

U. S. Serial Set, 40th Cong. - 46th Cong., 1867 - 1879.

This microcard edition in some instances duplicates material we
have had in hard copy form. However, time has weakened casings
and paper has become brittle. Their use had thus become limited.
Our policy of continued acquisition of Serial Sets in microcard
edition ensures our ultimately having complete holdings of Senate
and House Documents and Reports.

The long heralded Decennial Cumulated Personal Author Index (to the
Monthly Catalog) arrived. While author entries are those already
established in the Monthly Catalog, having this index can save time
in the future.

E xh i it s

Exhibits prepared during the 1970-71 year included:

Rounce and Coffin Club: Western Book Exhibition

SALALM: South American-Latin American Library Materials

AAUP: American Association of University Presses

Religion in Life Week

International Forum: West Germany

Maps Collection Exhibit

Mcxi can- Amen cans
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TV. NOTA1LE ACTI VITI ES OF LI BRARY STAFF MEMBERS

No new activities for 1970/71.
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V. OThER ITEMS OF INTEREST

Not applicable; sec Section IV.
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\JJ PLANS ANI.) RECOMMENDED PO LiC I ES

Plans were made during the year to relocate the Government Documents
Section, making that function somewhat closer to the area where its vast
collection is stored. Plans include the purchase of a microfilm
reader to be used in conjunction with newly acquired material on film.
Once this physical move has been made, the reference staff will be
housed in the area vacated by Government Documents. It is hoped
that this will make for a quieter reference area for students after
telephones arid typewriters have been removed. The relocation of
circulating books in the stack area will allow for an increase of
shelving for reference materials. For the first time since it came
into being, the Social Science Reading Room will concentrate wholiy
on reference service.
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VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable; sec Section IV.
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Appendix I

Social Science and Documents Statistical Report

15

July 1, 1970 June 30, 1971

SOCiAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 1969/70

Reference Questions 16,674

ERIC Microfiche use 2,484

HRAF Micorfiche use

DOCUMENTS SECTION

Reference Questions 3,501

Items Circulated

Items Received

1971

1970/71

8,514

3,770

213

1,208

1,247

22,404

14,895

2,306

10,946

9,408

Depository 25,732

AEC Microfiche 16,861

JPRS Microfiche 4,124

NASA 1,650

Non-Depository 9,906

58,273

Estimated Number of Documents on Hand July 30,

49,959

494,270
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II. SUd:L\RY STA'i.'LENT

Iu1)iic: Services Pat ron recpicsts increased over tisc:a.1 (9/70
by 1048 requests or 15 per ceilt. A new atron request card was
iflit±tCl in Scptcmbcr

Sv '. n exhibitions vcrc prDrrd this fiscal year . The
department loaned two () titics ta the I)alias Public Library
exhibit uTile Spanish Southwcst '' !'hc exhibit was prepared for
the Amer ican Libr ry ASSOC iat ion tacet ii

The book colieclions Lrew by (O volumes brinng the total
VO1I1i1C count to 28,332. rflle current catalogtn arrcarae stands
at 8820.

Th Archivist cent inued work on the Lewis W. Douglas Papers
throughout the year In actctit ion, almost 1300 photographs were
processed. The Arizona manuscripts were reclassified into a
numerical series. The backlog of unprocessed manuscripts was
inventoried and slaud at 800 linear feet. excluding the hubbell
Trading 1ost Papers which were dcositcd in the Special Collections
Department and constitute 400-500 linear feet of material.

The Curator of Western AmerIcana continued work on screening
the stacks for source and fragile material suitable for the
Western Collections. Promotion of projects to expand the
research potent ial of the Western Collection was emihsiaed this
year. Wagner 's Snanisid Southwest, l52-l794 was searched
against the library holdings

In October 1970 the Science Fiction Collection was established
in the rare book collection. The research potential of the
collection will increase as it grows in strength. A report for
the second decennial. census of American Library Resources was
prepared.

More than 100 notable acquisitions of books and manuscripts
were made during this fiscal year.

Mr. ßverett Johnson was promoted to Library Assistant Messr s.
McLachilan and Robinson joined the staff as Library Clerks,
Mr. Clinton Colby joined the staff as Manuscripts Indexer. The
department professional staff continued to be active in various
profess ional endeavors.

Various recommendations are made concerning tle Archives
and Western Americana Sections as well as the department as a
whole. Some specific plans for the work of the Department have
been sketched out such as reclassifying the non-Arizona
manuscripts, systematic searching of standard western and Spanish
southwestern bibliographies and a closer relationship with the
Special Library Collect ions Committee.



i ji i w YEAR'S o rgj SPECIAL C0L1.Ec'T IONS DEPARTMENJ'

Public Services

By type o.f patron (Sept. 70-June 71)
Undergraduate 1486

Graduate Student 1333

Pacuity/Stafr 626

Special Borrower 590
4035

Due to certain changes made in the reporting of statistics
a direct correlation octwecn fiscal b970 and fiscal 70-71

is not oossible. Many o. the new statistics were made possible
with the inaugaration of a new patron request card i'a September
l7O. Next year's annual report will benefit by this year's

changes.
The staff of the department answered nearly 200 enquiries

by mail. They were oi varied complexity and account tor 1/4

of 1 man year.

By month
June 357 332

July 347 368

August 624 407

September 362 507

October 594 589

November 608 521

December 406 569

january 544 714

February 473 736

March 506 779

April 503 826

May 648 691

5991 7039

Patron requests
Total

By collection

jy.-Mv
1969/10

je-My
1970/71

5634 7039

Arizona Collection 4227 4304

Rare Book Collection 933 1012

Science Fiction 233

cstern & Campbell Coils. 462 572

Holme 12 19

Vertical File 174

Photo 185

Az Mss. 383

Other Mss. 75



The departieiri. continues to get its share oi (listinguished
guests, This year it was our pleasure to visit with:

Lawrence Clark Powell - Malibu, California
william 11. Carlson - LiOraran U of A, 1937-1942
Richard li. 1)illon - Sutro Library, Sari Francisco
P. A. Pritchard - Univ. of Calif. Santa Barbara Assistant

Head, Reference Dcartrnent , Library
R. J. Kreyche - U of A Philosophy Department
Rani R. Cisneros - Sub-secretario Gral, de la Universidad (IC

Panai i
John and Jeanne Creasey - author of mysteries anci his wife
Robert S. Patterson-University of Texas Special Collections
Dorothy h. Sevart - New York, N. Y.

Also three university classes werc given tours and one high
school history club from Sunnysice.

This year the deportment. was avíe to prepare Seven
exhivitons. It is expected that this stepped up program will
be cont inued.

William Wordsworth Diccaterniial - 'cordsworth' s English
Lakes, April - September 1970

Paolo Salen - The City in the Image of Man - Arcology,
October November 1970

Arizona Christmas - Winter in Arizona
December 1970

Latn American Rare Books: Hispanoameirica - Mexico
January - February 197?

William Morris - the Kclmscott Press
March - April 1971

Cinco de Mayo.,. and after
May 1971

Richard A. Harvill: president of the U of A 1951-1971
20 years of yesterdays: or, the trimming of the wick of
the lamp in he desert. June 1971.

The particular success of the William Morris and Cinco che
Mayo exhibits can in large measure be attributed to the excellent
art decoration by Ross McLachìan.

Miss Ball's exhibit honoring President hlarvill is a
masterful piece of work, showing in a concise way the many facets
of a man and the span ol his tenure. It is a labor of love afld
a happy tribute to a man much admired.

It was a great honor to he invited to participate in the
Dallas Pib1ic Library exhibit "The 5pa:iisii Southwest." This
exhibit was prepared in honor of the American Library Associat ion
Conference, 1971 held in Dallas, Texas. We were able to loan:

Nuilez Cabeza de Vaca, Alvar. La relacion comentarios in
Valladolid, 1555.

Villa-Sedar y Sanchez, Joseph. Teatro Americano Descnipti6n
General dc los Reynas, Provincias de la Nueva-Espada... Mexico,
1746.
Both of these titles arc extrencly important to the history of
the Southwest and we can be proud to have them among our holdings



Technical Services

Ca ta log ing

Titles Vols
Added Added

Arizona Collect ion
Books 260

Serials 52 103

Theses & Biss. 454

restern Collections
WC Acquisitions 948

WC Cataloged 546

Rare Book Collection ---- 297

Total cataloged Vols* 660

*800k figures are down considerably this year duc to
problems in Special Collections cataloging. It is expected
that the full-time Special Collections cataloger who will
begin this fiscal 71-72 will bring cataloging figures back into
their normal position.

Total Voltuîies

Arizona Collection
Books 6348

Seria is

Titles 3218

Current 953

Bound vois 3153

Pamphlets 472
Theses & Diss. 5905

15878

Western Collections 4790
Rare Book Collection 7664

Total 28,332

This above figure of 28,332 represents only cataloged
volumes. It is worth while to mention the approximate cataloging
arrearage which awaits the Special Collections Cataloger.

Western Collection 6000

Rare Book Collection 1000

Science Notion Coli. 1700

Arizona Collection 120

8820

An arrearage of this size represents 3 man years of cataloging
labor. With a current acquisition rate of more than 2000 titles
per year, it will take eight man years to become current.



Arcl'i.vcs and Manuscripts

Most of the yearts tinic and energy was spert nn hc final

)rocessin: of t1e Lewis W. Douglas Papers. 133 document boxes

( 66 linear foet) were coìp1eted, l,rirìgin the total, after two

years o cç>nccnlrated r1 to 233boxes (147 linear feet)

hope lo have this collection coipietcd by September 1971.

A collect ioi of approximately l2d)() photographs , received

in 1964, of Indians, early ranch and cattle scenes in Arizona,

Montana, and California was finally sorted, ident ificci, and added
to our photograph collection.

The Library's Arizona manuscripts were re-classified from

a subject arrangement to a numerical serial arrangement,
making more efficient use of our shelf-space and greater case in

adding to our collections in the future. It was a tedious,

complicated 3ob, requiring the pulling, recopying, and re-filing

of thousands of cards, and the remarking and shifting of 450 linear

feet of material, but it was a worthwhile project.
Our backlog of unprocessed manuscripts material has been

inventoried, and ari alphabetical tile compiled giving pertinent

data and storage location.
After twelve years of negotiations with the National Parks

Board, it was decided to deposit the papers of the Hubbell
Trading post with the University Library, Special Collect ions

Department. This most important manuscript collection will
occupy some 400-500 linear feet of shelf space, the largest

collect ián in the department.
The arrearage in manuscript processing is overwhelming.

The addition of the above collection to our existing 800 linear
feet of measured manuscripts to be processed brings the total
arrearage to 1300 linear feet and represents more than Li man

years of work,
Preliminary conversations were held by the Archivist and

the Chief Special Collections Librarian with the University Direc-

tor of Admissions at his request concerning an archives program.
Other preliminary contact was established between the Chief
Special Collections Librarian and the Dean's Office of the College
of Education concerning an archives program.

Western Americana

The curator handled fourteen requests of informat ion and

copy work, five of which related to documentation in the Archivo

Uist6rico dc Sonora, at Hermosillo, small segements of hich are

available on microfilm in the University Library and the
Arizona Pioneers Historical Soc icty.

The work of screening the Main Stacks for scarce and fragile
items for future transfer to the Western Collect ion has cant inued,
While the location and purchasing of scarce and long out of print
materials has been temporarily suspended because of budget
limitations, the collection has acquired several rare and highly

imt)ortant it ems this year.
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Active promotion of projects to expand the research poi ont ial
and use of the Western Collection has received spcciil emphasis
this year , Dart icul any wi1c respect to expiorat ion of avenues

over which the collect ion can coiiplement research in other
fields riot directly concerned with traditjonai Western history,
such as minority proue st udies, inPormat ion retrieval in mt in
Americana, anl even tree-ring research, where it has been found
that the Western Collection can cueply useful corroborative
historical data.

Wagner 's Spanish Southwest, 1542-1794 was searched against the
library holdings. It was found that of the 243 titles there
listed the University Library has later editions of 19 titles
and the original editions of 24 titles.

Rare Book Collection

It October 1970 the Science Fiction collection was
established in the department. Science Fiction as a literary
form is becoming more and niore respected among literary
scholars and social historians alike. As we cont inne to build
on its current strength, it will become of more importance to
the University. The initial c;ollcction numbered about 1500
books and 83 runs of serial titles. We have placed subscriptions
for the 5 most important periodicals and have added some 200
titles to the collection. Although the collection is almost
entirely uncatalobed, ii is available to the patrons by means of
a "bibliographic trailt' in the Special Collections Department
card catalog.

The Chief Special Collections Librarian prepared, at the
request of the University Librarian a report for Dean Robert
Downs (Univ. of Illinois) second clecerinal census of American
Library Resources. Fifteen entries were reported io this census.

The Chief Special Collections Librarian was able to spend
four days in New York City on a buying trip between Christman
and New Year's. It cannot be over emphasized that continued
personal contact with antiquarian book dealers is essential to
any continuing retrospective buying program. This trip was
successful in that we netted several items for our growing Byron
collection and a few items in the area of history of science.

Notable Acquisitions

Books
Byron, George Gordon No1 Byron, 6th Baron. The department was

able to add a spectacular 42 titles to our growing Byron
collection. This author collection is quickly becoming one
of the strengths of the department.

Dubuisson, Paul U. Lettres critiques et politiques sur les
colonies et le commerce des villes maritimes de France.
Geneva, 1785.
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Garcia, 7rancisco. Istoria della conversione alla nostra Santa
Fede deli.' Isole Mariane (lette prima dc'ladroni... Naples, 1680.

Hemingway, Ernest Islands in the stream. Scribner 's, New

York, 1970.

Mickey, William. The constitution of the United States of
America, with an alphabetical analysis... 7th ed. Philadelphia,

1854.
Sylvester Moury's copy, signed by him; presented to Mowey
by H. II. McCoun, C0Tissary General, in April 1657.
Gift of Mr. Larry D. Lewis.

Johnson, Samuel. A dictionary of the English language... London,
W. Strahan, 1755.
The first edition, first issue. 2 vols.

Gift of Mr. W. J. Holliday.

Kansas. Adjutant General's Office. Military history of Kansas
regiments uuring the war for the supressiori of the Great

Rebellion. Leavenworth: W. S. Burke, 1870.

Kirchner, Athanas ins4 La Chine illustree de plusieurs monuments
tant sacre que profanes, et de quantities de recherches dc la
nature el dc l'art. Amsterdam, 1070.

Kruich, Joseph Wood, A Krutch omnibus. New York, Morrow, 1970.

Liot, W B. Panama, Nicaragua, arid Tehuantepec. London:

S iinpkin, 1849.

Livermore, Ahiel Abbot. The war with Mexico reviewed. Boston:

American Peace Society, 1850.

Manillon, Jean. De re diplomatica libri sex4.. Naples, 1789.

McGroar ty, John Steven. California of the South. 5 vols.

Chicago: Clarke, 1933.

Marshall, William Isaac. Acquisition of Oregon and the long
suppressed evidence about Marcus Whitman. 2 vols. Seattle:

Lawman and Hanford, 1911.

Marryat, Fredrick. 14 litles were added to Special Coiiectons
including Jacob Faithful. 2nd ed. London, 1831. Peter

Simple, 4th ed. London, 1830. Percival Keene. ist ed.

London, 1842. 011a I'oclri.cla. ist ed. London, 1840.

Morris, William. The Earthly paradise. Hammcrsmith, Kelmscott
Press, 1896-1897.
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Morris, William. The story of Sigt'rd the Volsung and the Fail

of the Ni blungS. I-Iamnersmith, Ke inscoti Press, 1898.

Morr is , Wil i jam. The wood beyond the world. Hammersmi th,

KeìmSc.Ott Press, 18)4,

Mowry, Sylvester. Arizona and Sonora. 3rd ed. New York,

Harper, 1864.
Author' s prcscntat ion copy to General Duell, 1885.

Gif of Mr. Larry D. Lewis.

Munch, Edward. Edward Munch etchingS, by Sigurd Willoch. Oslo,

1950,

Nu?icz Cabeza de Vaca Alvar. La relacion y commentarios...

Valladolid, 1555.

Nunez de Guznan, Fernando. Refranes o proverbios... Macir Id,

lbl9.

Oid, Robert Orchard. Colorado: United States, America. Its

History Geography, and Mining. London: British & Colorado

Mining Bureau, 1869.

Polidori, John William. The Vampyrc; a talc. London, 1819.

porter, Charles T. Review of the Mexican War, embracing the

causes of the war , the responsibility of its commencement,

the purposes of the American Government in its nroseciltlOn,

its penefits and its evils. Auburn, N.Y.: Alden & ParsonS,

1849.

RayisonduS de Sabunde. Teologia naturalis. Strassburg, Falch,

1496.

Rogers, A. N. Communication relative to the location of the U. P.

R. R. across the Rocky Mountain through Colorado Territory.

Centrai City Colo.?: Collier & Hall, 1867.

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel. Sonnets and lyrical poems. Hammersmith,

KeJmscott Press, 1894.

Roy, Dean Francis A. h55 volumes of hooi;s and periodicals plus

the academic notebooks, cards, thesis, etc.

Gift of Mrs. Francis A. Roy.

Russell, Charles M. The C. M. R. book. Text by John Willard.

Seattle: Superior PublicationS, 1970.

Saint-Victor, Jacques Benjamin Maximilien Bins, de. Lettres sur

les etats-uniS d'AneriqUe, ecritcs en 1832 et 1833... Paris,

1835.



Santa Catalina Stock Raising Co., TucSon. Prospectus of...

TUCSOn, 1883.

Shiels, Archibald WilJ..ianison. San juan Islands: The Cronstadt

of t he Pacific. Juneau, A J a ska: ErpirePr ini Ing Company

1938.

Swinhurne, Algernon Char les Brecht lieus . London, 1876.

Swinburiìc, Algcrnon Charles. Poems and ballads; Second series.
London, l87S

Swinhurne, Algernon Charles. Poems and hallads; third series.
London, 1889.

Swinburne, Char les Algcrron. The Sisters. London, 1892.

Tennyson, Alfred Lord. Tiresias. London, 1885. Plus seven others.

Weber, Charles W. The gold mines of the Gila. New York:

Dewitt & Davenport, Pubs., 1849.

Whit ericad, William. Creusa, Qucen of Athens. London, 1754.

Yavapai County, Arizona, Great register of the county. Prescott,

Ariz., 1882.

Zapata, Emiliano. Plan de Ayala (broadside) n.p,, 1911.

Archives and Manuscripts

Adams, Ramon F. Six guns and saddle leather. Typescript with
correct loris Gift of Dr Ramon F. Adams.

Akers, Thomas j. Manuscript diary. Oct. 8, 1861 to Dec. b,
1865. 2 vols.

Burkalew, Oscar, attributed to. Manuscript notebook of his
financial transactions. 1 vol.

Gift of Mr. Larry D. Lewis.

Pickrell, Mr;. Charles U. Collection of books and manuscripts.
4 cartons of books; 1. carton arid 4 file drawers of manuscripts
and 1 box of maps. Gift of Mrs. Charles U. Pickrell.

Press of the Territorian. Typescripts and manuscripts relating
to publications of the press. Gift of Ms.. Phil Cooke, Press
of the Territorian.

Richmond, John O. D. Two boxes of material relating to Mr.
Richmond's tenure on the City of Tucson Planning and
Zoning Comiiission. Gift of Mr. John O. C. Richmond.
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Shiff, Howard A. Additional material relating to Mr. Shift's
activities as Chairman of the City of Tucson Planning
and Zoning Commiss ion. Gift of Mr Howard A. Shiff.

Photographs

University of Ar zona. 428 photographs of views of the University.
Gift of Mr. R. M. liess.

Aclrainistrat ive Services

Mr. Everett Johnson was promoted from Special Collections
Library Clerk to Special Collections Library Assistant.

Mr. Ross McLacIiian was transfered froii Serials Department
to Specia Collections Department as Library Clerk.

On June 1, 1971 Mr. Clinton Colby transfered from his
position of Reference Library Assistant in the Reference
Department to the position of Manuscripts Indexer.

Mr william Robinson was added to the Special Collect ions
Department staff as a Library Clerk on June 1, 1971.

IV. NOTABLE ACrIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING

BIBLIRAPHY

Ball, Phyllis, Archivist
Attended: President liarvill portrait presentation

luncheon and ceremonies.
Library Science Colloquium - Storm Bindery

Lectures: Two visiting groups re. Special Collections
resources.

Johnson, Everett J., Library Assistant
Member: University Library Staff Association
Office held: Chairman, Continuing projects committee
Meetings attended: Library Science Colloquium - Library

automation.

McLaciiìan, Ross ., Library Clerk
Member: University Library Staff Association

Arizona State Library Association
Services, Facilities, and Systems Committee
University Library Planning Committee
Library Staff Quarters Committee

Meetings attended: Library Staff Association - RAI? raps
with LC1'
Library Science Colloquium - American Library
Assoc iat ion; S torn Bindery

Degree earned: Master of Arts - history (16th century
Enlightened Despot ism and Soviet Foreign Policy, 1918-138)

9
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Park, Joseph, Curator of Western Americana

Attended: Arizona State Historical Convention (Tucson)

Meetings attended: Library Science Colloquium - Storm Bindery

['loch, Richard A., Chief Special Collect ions Librar ian

Member: Buildings Committee for College and University

Libraries (American Library Association)

Committee on Bibliography and Indexes (American

Library Associat ion)
Manuscript Cura tor 's Work Manual. Sub-coinmil. tee

(Manuscripts Committee, ALA)

Consultant tO Choice
Ar izona State Historical Advisory Commission

Arizona State Library Associai ion, Executive Board

Arizona State Library Association 1972 Conference

Commit tee, Chairman
Tucson Area Library Council

Meetings attended: Arizona State Library Association

Conference (Phoenix)
Arizona Historical Convent ion (Tucson)

American Library Associat ion Midwinter Conference

(Los Angeles)
American Library Association Conference (DaLlas)

Rare Book Section pre-.Conference (Austin)

Library Science Colloquium * Stoni Bindery

Library Science Colloquium - American Library Assoc.

Lectures: Library Science 392 - history of Books and Libraries

Library Science 399 Seminar i:: Academic Li brarianship

Staff Association - RAP raps with LUI'

Papors presented: Rare Books and Special Collections, or

Who do we think we are anyway? presented to the

Tucson Friends of the Public Library, Tucson, 1970

The Training of Manuscript Librarians: a subjective

approach. presented to the American Library

Association, Dallas, 1971.

Book reviews: Review of The Letters of the British Spy

by William Wirt. University of North Carolina Press,

1970. The Reprint Bulletin, vol. 16, #1 (Jan.-

Feb. 1971) pp. 16-17.
Review of Adventures of Captain Simon Suggs by

Johnson J. Hooper. University ot North Carolina

Press, 1970. The Reprint Bulletin, vol. 16, #1

(Jan.-Feb. 1971) p. lO.

V. OTHER ITiMS 0F INTEREST

Not applicable: see IV



VI. PLANS ¡N]) RECCMN[ENI)AT IONS

Archi.ves Section
upon tiic completion of the Douglas Papers we will begin work

on i he accumulated manuscript backlog past 3 years. Sorne

collections arc already oartially processed and should move
forward easily, others are small and uncomplicated. We will
proceed with the re-classi-I ical ion of our present non-Arizona
manuscripts. A long overdue project is the cataloging of anout
two linear feet of Arizona pamphlet material -- minor in size but
often of tremendous value to our patrons. We will finish the
arrangement of Mr McKale 's athlet je photographs, and work on
accurate dating of our DA historical pictures.

The records of the Detroit Copper Mining Co. contain
some very long documents which are virtually impossible to USC
because of their size. Microtiltuing would solve this proolern.
Investigation into the cost of filming should be made and a
filming schedule established.

Western Americana Section
The proof of a research collection's contributiOil to

scholarship is found in the prefatory pages of resulting
puniicatiofls. The most productive step toward this end would be
the resumptlofl of our rnicrofii.ming project in the Archivo Uistrico
de Sonora, for only thronh the acquisition of new primary
source materials on the ArizonaSonora zone will we be able to
stimulate product ive research arid writing in this area, Toard
promoting support for resumption of the project, as well
as enconvaging st udent research in the few segments of microfilm
now at hand, it has been suggested to the University Librarian
that an endeavor be made to organize a seminar program directed
toward student involvement in research, writing and publication
of articles, documentary compilations and short monographs relative
to the social history of minority groups in the Far Southwest.

A program for the systematic searching of standard
Western Americana bibliographies against library holdings will
be established in order to determine the actual strengths and
weaknesses of tile Western Collections.

The Department
It is strongly recomrciended that more use be made of

teîiophone and cable ordering for antiquarian materials. If we
arc to develop research collections for our scholars, i-t is
necessary to act quickly when a desirable item cornes on the
market. Use of telephone and cable often provide the necessary
edge to beat out the competition.

Investigations into the cost of installing ultro-violet ray
filter shield will ie made. Ultro-violet lights arc detrimental
to books and book bindings, filters over florescent bulbs
(high in ultro violet emissions) will help to preserve the
materials for future scholars.

lj
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lt is recommended that when the supplies budget is allocated
the recognition be made of the totally inadequate supplies
budget for Special Collections, fiscal 70-71 ($300.00).
Supplies for the proper processing and storage of manuscripts
for a normal year alone comes to nearly $450.00, Add to this
the annual supplies needed for the hook collections and one
is speaking in terms of $700-$800 per annum. It is hoped that
a more realistic supplies hudget can he provided.

lt is hoped that a close working relationship between the
I)epartment and the Special Library Collections Committee can
be established so that together we may evaluate and expand
old collecting policies and develop new ones of collecting
which would he for the bett erment of the entire University
cOrliriunity,

Because of the expatsiou of collections and the increase
of work loads, it has become desirable to analyze the work
assignments and job descriptions of the personnel of the
department. It is hoped that this will be accomplished in
consultat ion with the proper administrative author ity dur ing
fiscal 71-72.
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t of the yç T s t inc and cnery nao spent on t lie fina .1. preces s Ing of
t ìe 1 cwis b. Douí;las iapers , 133 document bce'cs ( 66 linear feet) were
CØOpJCI cd , br ing i ng the total, a ft er t wo yea rs of concentrated wer k t o
288 boxes (147 linear feet) , be hope to have th is collect ion compJ.ctcd
b' Scptcribei: i97J.

A collection of approximately 1290 pitogranlie, received in 1964, of
jndLa!Is , early ranch and cat t le scenes in Arizona , Montana , and Ca lifer nia

was finafly sorted, ident ifi cd, usci added t O our phutogra ph collection

The Library ' s Ar iona manuscripts were ruc lass ified from a subj cot
arrangement Lo a numerical serial arrangement , making riere cfiic lent uro

of our sllelfslace and greater ease in adding to our collections in t he
future It was a ted ions, complicated job, requiring t lic pulling, re-
copying, and re_filing of thousands of cards , and t he remarking and
shifting of 450 lineai: feet of material r but ve led it was a wortlmnlii .1 e
project

Our backlog of unprocessed manuscript material has been inventoried, and
an alphabet leal file complcd giving pertinent data and storage location.

I continued to supervise the elcct ion and processing of all materials
for the Ar izona Coflcot i0fl prepared pilot ogiaplis and nii.sce lancous it ens

for our vert ical files, assisted in seferenoc quest ions bot h in CLï(11
and by corrcapon(iencc talked to two visit i.ng groups about SpeciaJ
Collect ions resources and put up an ch.ibit honor ing Prerifcnt larvi 11

Ve added 260 hOCIcO to the AS zona Collection, 1G3 bOund serial voJ unes
454 UA theses and diusertations and started rccci ving 52 new serial
publicat ions



i II '1'1I1 YFAR 'S )RK 01 TH1 ARCHVJST

aj()r 1IOCSS31][ thi ; Cu1 ÌS in 1969/70 , as (-:oiìccnt t-a-t (d on th Leuis

v. . 1)ougi:s '1er , a niicrìi i col i cct ion oiiSiSt i1)[ of ¡ intcc1 , type--

scr i pt and hoi ogr ph nia C1 ia i; , as ve J i as p1otöra piis nc1 C iippins
cover ing five generat ions of the Douglas farii.ly. At the end of June 190
we had completed the process i ng of 155 document boxes of this material,

cover inc 81 linear fcc t This year we finished 133 adciit ona1 bOXeS

bringin the total to 288 boxc in 147 linear feet0 Approximately 15
linear feet remains to bc processed in o boxes, a task Thicli it is hoped
will be complet ed by S apt esther 1971, a long with t he coaìpii.at ion and

typing of a detailed iuvcntory Various members of Speci a! Collect ions

have assiSi cd iii t he preliminary sort ing and arrangement in t he early

part o.f the year, but 95 of my time has been spci on its final process.ing.

lt has gone slowly, partly because of interrunt ions and involvcmen in

other necessary work within the Department, and partly because the
inU)ortance auJ scooc of the collection demanded special treatment. bhcn
the collection was received it had been rou,hlv arranged by type of
material -- file folders of typescript and holograph letters, with
clippings, photographs, and printed materials, regardless of subject,
grouped together. For the convenience of future users of this collection,
and ìn consideration of the variety of Mr. Douglas's interests and
activities, we have rcgrouped the material on a subject-basis within
time-spans, Vast assortments of iewspa ncr clippings have cit liar been

pasted or Xeroxcd (to cut down on the hulk) -- a tineconsuning job,
but one which we feel will prove of great value t o the reseacler , for

they reveal cent emporary attitudes of the press on al i phases of the
1)ouglas fanily and Lewis Douglas in particular

ì'Iost impressive aUdit inn to our photogre ph fi) es were t he apprcxn tely
l29O photographs ei Indians, early ranch and cait le scenes in Ai' izoria
Montana, and) California, received from Ma . Don Pcrceval in 1964 and
finally sorted, identified, and processed for filing. Many of these
pìctures were taken by such well-known persons as Dane Coolidge and
Maynard Dixon from 19CC) through the 19d0's , depict i ng Indian tribes,
ranching activities, and landscapes that have long since vanished or
changed,

An important accomnlishi:ìcnt of the year was the rc..classification and
re-arrangement of the Library's rlanuscr Ipt materia is dealing with Ar irene

Proposed by tir. Ploch, who felt thai a serial arrangement would allow
us greater utilization of our "spacc...problcm" and alleviate the constant
shilting required by the previous subject arrangement, this project was
completed in about 4 months under my supervision. Members of the Spcce i
Collections staff pulled ali cards from its catalog and the main pubLic
catalog, new serial numSers were assigned with a manuscript designation,
new cards reproduced by the Catalog Department and re-filed in t,oth
catalog,s, As of June 1971, we have 2o3 Arizona manuscript collections
(i.e0, titles) covering 15() linear feet. Stili to be re-classified are
tiiC manuscri pts in our ''-ed'' and \estern Cell oct ions - hopcfully to be
cclii eyed in t lie coming year,
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A special hoe'pi ng' roject might also he P1flticdG Ail un-
proc (' 5Cl I5(flUSC 1) p t 3ìm cr a i W S nvcI o r i cd and an a ipha hei ica i fi le
(by nane ol dcwor or collect o)l) coiupi lcd, tiailcal ing size of collect ion,
dal e of recci , subject matt ce, and whores tored in various Special
Collect ciì'irÛn; Sai 1 ifts and/or purchases were located together,
large 1c range-ntocc;S in5 coli ect ionS C C lcgatc(i to more distant

STOragc spots. he can flOW rctrìevc iuusìiate3y any coliecti On without

long , i nvoiVccl searches , dependent solely on ¡ICIiOÏY All new it ccis
rece iveci arc now briefly recorded for our fi les before storage, pending

pCOCCSS ng

As in the past , I continued i o supervi se the seien ion and l:occsJrd
of all pr liuted ruai cv ials (both books and serial 1cìblicat ions) for the
Arizona Collection a received through gift or purchase by the Acquisitions

and Scia is Departments Ï also appra íscd ail UA theses and di 'scrtations
for Arizona and related topics, indicat ing for the cataiogcrs which ones
should have full s cts of cards made for the Spec ial Collect ions cat a log
and often suisgesi. ing soccific subject..hcadings . i also cont inucd t he
responsihil uy of contribut Ing newspaper clippings to our Library Scrap.-
book, and ircpareJ pliai ographs and miscellaneous items for our vert ical
files.
I either answered directly, o suoplied informai ion for, a number of

correspondence inqui.ri es about our resources , and assisi cd Juenevcr
requested with reference quest Laus from our patrons I discussed

appropriate Special Collections iiateria is with two visit i ng croups:
a CA drama. class (tirana 300: Intod to Graduai e S tucly) in October , sed

the History Club of Sunuyidc High School in November, (.uitc a bit of
tine was snenc with t he cdi ï or of the 107? DRSIìRT, helping him select

early CA photographs and acivis i ng him on the text of iba' special i6-.a ge

hstor ical sect inn of that publication.

In observance of 1rusicbont Richard hlcrv lt s ret i rcnent ai t i end of
June i9'/i , i put up a retrospect ive exhibit about bin, us i ng photogra pbs

and jnateriais from Special Collection files,

A pleasant surprise of the year \JSS icarni ng that the Faculty boncui 5
Club had established a new "interest Group" --- "to collect histor ical
data and momentoes of student , faculty, and faculty family life at CA ."
Ve hope t lue gro:p will flourish and perhaps be a prcvouslyuntappc
source of interest ing and valuable contributions,



i coot i nuco t o uainLn. .0 si. a t ist las on a J y jos of ma t ci: i a is a dde( to
the Ar ia oua Coli ect i on , arid r cport t lic foliowiu{;

Added to i ho ARI /0NA COLLLCi'TCN, 1970/71:

e >] 260

Scrais (p io.cals, aimusi scoorts, sones)

New titles 52

Bound vo.i

* danuscr ints (segritc titles or "collect ions") O

Linear fçet O

Pamphlets (cataloged by S/C for its calalog only).. O

Records i

Theses & dissertations 454

llook figures are do\Ti cons idarably t hi S y car beca iSOC of O iffic nit íes
i.n the Cata log Dept Apgroaiisatciy 120 volumes ait cataloing
the ias,cst back.-iog we Lave Lad for usiny years

** \hi1C 133 o:cs ( 66 linear feet ) ei' L0\. l)ongaas pa pens were complot cd
during 1970/71 t]ay ara not l.istcO here at L1i o t iiic Loca use íi,uìres
on this table represent full urûce sd rat eri a io.

AR1ZC:iA COILCCTI(N Stat i st las as of J uly 1, 1971:

Books 634

Serials (periodicals, annual reports, series)

Senaraic titles 32J.S

Currently received , 953

Bound vols0 3153

C** Manuscripts (separate t i.t les or "collections'') . . 263

Linear feet 450

Pamphlets 472

Records 4

Thacs & cl isoertat bm; 5905

*Ak This figure rcflccts a c;iiange in t he stat Ist i.cs as of July 3-, 1970
since, for vas i cus reasons , sourie m;uniscr.ipLs have not yet been
re-proc es sed i ut O t ho new ''acri ai nr rangement''
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Ï jo i nod no new organi7at ions in J anna ry, at t lie invitation of V ice-

presideni Mary in Johnsoii, I at tenJe1, in my ca acity as Archivist , t

luncheon and cor cuoluics for t lc cOt al. i on of t lì secia 1iycom.ai SS ioneLi

portrait of President Ilarvili to the University by tuO Corucli Club0

V0 Sec IV

Vl P1JNS 1Nl) lUCOMMENI)ED POLI CIES

Upon the compi.et ion of t lic i)ou,1as Papers , I hope to begin urh on the
accumuJated manuscript bac]zlo of the past 3 years. Solle collections are

already partially processed aoci shou.l(1 move fo r u.ard easily, others are
sria 11 and uncoisplicat cd I would hope , also , to prcecd .ith tue re-

classificau ion of nor Oresci non-Arzona nalunscr u pts Aìetler inug

overdue projccl i s the cata logi iì of abani tuo Juncar feci of r i.zOna

pa11u].ct plater ia :i --. miiior in s izo bUt oft co of trcìejsous va lue to our
pal roiis e 1in'ild also fiuiSb i. be vr angonailt of :Lc 1c} a le ' s athlet *c
phot graphs , and u:cn: k ou aca ura to dai. ing of our PA hist or ica i pictures

One word more0 I t will. be observed ii t be prccceding report ol t ho year 's

ct ivit ies that most of ny t inc has been spent on bar would hardly be
t crmcd "Univers il. y Archives in the literal ini. erpo ata t ion of my t it J e

University materia Is naturally tradt i.onally, and properly fail witnin
the scope of the Ar izona Collect ion, and it is in that. connect ion t hai. I

am involved in their acquis i t ion and prOcessi ng But i luave no author ity,
as the Archivist, over their use or phoi.orcprodvt ion (most notably

mannscr ipt s and photographs) iLtnuscn 3 pi. processi ng in all arcas has

dominat ecl both) my boni: s and my ot er est fer 10 year s , a od it :otild seen
I hai, a more appropri.at e ilt le for le ver k do might be "Manosee ipt

Lih'ai Ian'' or ''Manuscr i.1,t Cura to At the saric t uïc , I hast Cii to say

t hat Ï in no '.'ay (tes ir e to relinquish my Jung-str uding res ponsibi liti es

in the Arizona Ca3lcc( icH --- a truly dist i.ngushrd a nu import aol segment

of Out' Library 's resources to whic1 i. am utterly devoted and OH which,
I might add, Ï hava worked for over 20 years. I do feel, however, that
my present tit le, for t he work li do, iS mis leading to Iii-a public and the
cnt ire University community including the Library.

Vili See iV

C,
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II. SUNNPRY STATEMENT

Organized in the spring of 1965, the Western Collection has at present

a total of 4,790 catalocd titles in its holdings and an uncataloged

backlog of 5,934 items ESce graph, Sec. III, p. 4]. As reflected in our
present total of cataloged and backloged items, the number of acquisi-
tions have increased considerably this year, the input being 94 items,

over 479 during fiscal 1969/70, while cataloging progress has declined

from a total of 799 items, in 1969/70, to 546 at the close of the present

year [See Sec. III B, p. 3].

The total circulation of Western Collection items in the Special Collec-

tions reading room reached 572, a welcome incrèase over the past two
years [See Sec. III C]. With respect to reference inquiries from cor-

respondents off campus, the curator handled fourteen requests for infor-
mation and copy work, five of which related to documentation in the
Archivo llist6rico de Sonora, at Hermosillo, small segments of which are
available on microfilm in the University Library and the Arizona Pioneers
Historical Society [See Sec. III D].

The work of screening the Main Stacks for scarce and fragile items for
future transfer to the Western Collection has continued. While the loca-
tion and purchasing of scarce and long out of print materials has been
temporarily suspended because of budget limitations, the collection has
acquired several rare nd highly important items this year [See Sec.

III A & E].

Active promotion of projects to expand the research potential and use
of the Western Collection has received special emphasis this year, par-
tien arly with respect to exploration of avenues over which the coli cc-
tien can complement research in other fields not directly concerned with
traditiOnal Western history, such as minority group studies, informa-
tion retrieval in Latin Americana, and even tree-ring research, where
it has been found that the Western Collection can supply useful cor-
roborative historical data. [See Sec. IV B].

With respect to future plans, it is suggested here that an effort be
made to promote publications resulting from student research in the
hitherto unused Sonoran documentation, soon to be available on micro-
filin, with the hope that this will attract better local support toward
the resumption of our rnicrofilming project at the Archivo Histérico
de Sonora, at Hermosillo0 [See Sec. Sec. IV e].
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III. THE YEAR'S WORK OF THE WESTERN AMERICANA SECTION

A. Acquisitions

The acquisitions of the Western Collection have increased considerably
during fiscal 1970/71. Despite a substantial reduction in the purchas-
ing budget, this year's input has risen to 948 items, as compared. to
479 during the previous year, generated largely through automatic book
ordering (Abel) and substantial purchases from Arizona book dealers
(Guidon and Overland). See cumulative cataloging progress and backlog
figures on graph, p. 4.

Although the compilation and placing of want lists with book searching
agencies has been temporarily discontinued, it is hoped that this year's
budget will permit the resumption of this phase of the accuisitions pro-
gram on a limited scope confined to out of print items relating to the
Far Southwest and Northwest Mexico.

B. Cataloging Progress

During this fiscal year, 546 titles were cataloged into the Western Col-
lection, bringing the total to 4,790. Although the cataloging rate has
dropped considerably by comparison to that of fiscal 1969/70, there is
reason to expect a fair increase in the coming year. The annual input
of cataloged items over the past six years is as follows:

Annual Cataloging Input
Titles 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71
1500
1250 1151

1074
1000 7 v. 78
750 -//7.\- - 575 546

3

Virtually all cataloging work has been directed toward reducing our back-
log of items which represent first copies to the University Library hold-
ings. At present, the backlog contains 2,865 first copy items öf this
category. An additional 3,069 items are second copies to the Library but
first copies to the Western Collection. The figures are as follows:

Uncataloged ist & 2nd Cop Items Presently in Western Coiiectthn
Cataloged Present Cataloged Present Uncat.
1970/71 Holdings Backlog

*Abolit 200 adds to lIA Lib, holdings have been cataloged into the
Western Collection over the past six years, plus an estimated 100 items
which were purchased in two copies, the 2nd cop. going to the Main Stacks.

ist cops to UA Library: 546 4190 2865
*Adds (2nd cop. to UAL): 300 est. 3O69

Total 546 4790 5934
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C. Circulation

Room use of Western Collection holdings has increased slightly over last
year's circulation, but is still far below that for fiscal 1967-68, when
considerable emphasis was given to western historians, novelists and the
bibliography of the trans-Mississippi West in the departmental seminars.
The perspective of the collection's circulation over the past four years
is as follows:

1967/68 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71
Requc sta 748 465 462 572

D. Reference Inquiries

Correspondence requests for historical information have increased. 0f
fourteen forwarded on to the curator for handling, nine involved reference
to Western manuscripts and published materials, either in the Western Col-
lection, Arizona Collection or the Starred Collection, and one involved
photo duplication of Western drawings in magazines shelved in the Main
Stacks.

The other four reference inquiries, it is interesting to note, related
to Sonoran documentation on microfilm here and in the Arizona Pioneers'
Historical Society. Three were from Ph. D. and master's degree candi-
dates enrolled at California universities and colleges, where work on
Arizona-Sonora topics is now increasing in the cfterrnath of departmental
reorganizations designed to accelerate their progress in Mexican-Amer can
studies, one of the requests being accompanied by a requisition to pur-
chase copies of several rolls of microfila from the Sonoran archival
series at the Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society. The fourth request,
from Dr. Henry P. Beers, Horth American history bibliographer, also
involved information on the number and availability of the rolls of
microfilm relating to Sonorari documentation, here and at the Society.

Although the above reference inquiries represent only a portion of the
total handled by the Special Collections Department, they are illuminat-
ing in respect to insight into current research trends, as well as
rewarding in terms of the interest reflected by the correspondents. It
was gratifying to note the citation given the Western Collection in
Andrew Wallace's recent work, The Imaae of Arizona (UnIV. of ijew Mex-
ico Press, 1971) for our efforts in locating and copying drawings by
Remington and other western artists in the Outing magazine.

E. Backtrack Projects

Screening in the l'fain Stacks has continued, the present focus being on
singling out items relative to the Far Southwest and Northwest Mexico
on the basis of scarcity and condition for future transfer to the
Western Collection. Few transfers have been initiated this year, how-
ever, because of the heavy work load in the Cataloging Department.
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F. Distinguished Acquisitions

Among the more notable ncquisit.5ons received by the Western Collection
are a group of eighty-eight brand books published in Midwestern and
Far Western states, which were transferred from the Field Historiants
office last summer for processing into the collection. The volume count
of this acquisition is included in the 1970/71 backlog, but cataloging
work on them has been postponed pending the manufacture of protective
slip cases for these items, most of which date from the letter nine-
teenth century, some being listed as exceedingly rare.

Special mention should. also be made here of the cataloging of three
complete sets of Hubert H. J3ancroft's Works (39 vols.) into the
Library holdings late this fiscal year. One set of the first edition
was placed in the Western Collection, as well as a reprint edition,
which will be shelved in the Special Collections reading room for
reference purposes. A second set of the reprint edition has been
cataloged for the Social Sciences Library, with the recommendation
that the remmants of the old first edition in the Nain Stacks be
withdrawn, but for volumes relating to the history of Mexico, the
Far Southwest and Clifomnia, which were recataloged into their res-
pective areas. The purchase of the two reprint sets (recently remaindered
at the price of 225. ea.) was particularly fortunate because the paper
in the first edition has reached the stage of rapid suiphide deteriora-
tion, thus making it inadvisable to attempt to maintain the set formerly
in the Main Stacks through the purchase of first edition copies to
replace those which have become unserviceable.

Other distinguished acquisitions during fiscal 1970/71 are as follo'is:

Kansas. Adjutant Generalt s Office.
l4ilitery History of Kansas Rosirnents During the War
for the Sur pression of the Greet Rebellion. Leaven-
worth: W. S. Burke, 1870.

Liot, W. B.
Panama, Nicaragua, end Tehuantepec. London: Simphin,
1849.

Livermore, Abiel Abbot,
The War with Mexico Reviewed. Boston: American Peace
Society, 1850.

I4cGronrty, John Steven.
California of the South. 5 vols. Chicago: Clarke,
1933.

Marshall, William Isaac.
Acquisition of Oregon and the Loig Suppressed Evi-
dence about Marcus Whitman. 2 vols. Seattle: Lamìan
and Hanford, 1911.
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Old, Hobert Orchard.
Colorado: United States, America. Its History, Ceo-
jrnphy, and Mining. London: British & Colorado Min-

ing Bureau, 1869.

Porter, Charles T.
jeview of the Nexican 1Jar, Embrncing the Causes of
the War, the Resìpnsibiiity of its Commencement,
the Purposes of the American Government in its Pro-
secution, its Benefits and. its Evils. Auburn, N. Y.:

Alden & Parsons, 1849.

Rogers, k. N.
Communication Relative to the Location of the U. P.

R. . across the Rockr Mountain through Colorado
Territory. Central City IColo. ?]: Collier & Hall,

1867.

Russell, Charles M.
The C. M. R. Book. Text by John Willard. Seattle:
Superior Publications, 1970.

Shiels, Archibald Williamson.
Sn Junn Islands: The Cronstadt of the Pacific.
Juneau, Alaska: Fpire Printing Company, 1938.

Webber, Charles W.
The Gold Minos of the CiJa. New York: Dewitt &
Davenport, Pubs., 1849.

IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES 0F THE WSSTERN AIllRICANA SECTION

A. Staff Activities and Associations

Park, Joseph F.
Member, Arizona State Library Association
Member, Phi Alpha Theta
Attended, Arizona State Historical Cónvention, Tucson,
Apr. 29 - May 1, 1971.

B. Supporting Activities

Efforts to promote support in acquiring new primary documentation sources
and to broaden the contribution of the Western Collection in other fields
of research have continued this year. Although we failed to secure appro-
val of a grant proposal to the National Endowment for the Humanities for

support in continuing rnicrof liming work in the Archivo Hist6rico de Sonora,
at Hermosillo (see report of the curator, 1969/70), new approaches toward
resumption of the inicroflirning project on a scope and cost level within
the reach of locn.l support are now being explored.

7



Incidental discussions with persons who employ historical methods or
chronological dota in research on the University campus have proven very
productive with regard to insight into many oreos where the Western Col-
lection can make useful contributions. On one occasion, last December,
a query on the part of the curator to Dr. Harold C. Fritta, Laboratory
of Tree-Ring Research, regarding possible corelations between long-term
variations in seasonal rainfall and sustained shifts between nomadic and
sedentary ways of life among indigenous peoples of the Southwest, led to
a fruitful discussion of documentary sources, such as the journals of
voyages, overland expeditions and the military "hydrographie reports,'t
which will prove useful in corroborating tree-ring data within the
recent time spans. The discussion culminated in an invitation to the
curator to participate in the future annual Paleoeco].ogr Workshops as
a representative of the field of documented history.

Similar endeavors have led to participation in planning meetings relative
to the improvement of communication between the canpus and the Mexican-
American community at large, in several sessions of the Latin American
Bibliography Committee (Dr. Arnulfo Trejo, Chairman) of the Border
States Consortium for Latin America, and discussions with the organizers
of the Community of Scholars program now being planned to begin this
summer, which may produce several cooperative projects toward reseà'ch
and writing of the history of the Chinese, Papo gos and Mexican-American
peoples in southern Arizona, using the Sonoran documentation as the
core in primary source materials.

C. Plans nnd Recommended Policies

The proof of a research contribution to scholarship is
found in the prefatory pages of resulting publications. The most pro-
ductive step toward this end uould be the resumption of our microfilm-
ing project in the Archivo Hist6rico de Sonora, for only through the
acquisition of new primary source materials on the Arizona-Sonora zone
will we he able to stimulate productive research and writing in this
area. Toward promoting support for resumption of the project, as well
as encouraging student research in the few segments of microfilm now
at hand, it has been suggested to the University Librarian that an
endeavor be made to organize a seminar program directed toward stu-
dent involvement in research, writing and publication of articles,
documentary compilations and short monographs relative to the social
history of minority groups in the Far Southwest, based largely upon
the documentation from the Sonoran archives.
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Lt * SUMMARY STATEMENT

The Library's Branches are composed of four specialized collections: In-

structional Materials, Library Science, Maps, Music, and Oriental Studies;

and one divisional library (Science).

Collectively, these libraries house over 780,000 items in a variety of

forms, such as: sheet music, roll maps, microfiche, audio-visual materials,

etc., besides the customary books and periodicals. Collectively, they an-

swered almost 2,OOO reference questions and circulated 180,000 items. And

one and all shared the same problems of too few staff and too little shelf

space. Science, at least, has enough reader space, but the rest of the

branches operate in cramped quarters, with too few reader stations and tables

crowded one upon the other.

On a more positive note, all but one of these imita have collections that

are adequate at the very least and one, Maps, approaches excellence. Li-

brary Science, barely a month old, needs much more of everything; but time

will take care of that.
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III. THE YEAR'S WORK OF TRE BRANCHIES

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS COLLECTION - A number of improvements were made which

promoted efficiency, reduced errors and red tape, and. generally enabled pa-

trons to use and check out the materials more easily: the Demco Charging ma-

chine was in use for the full year; procedures for charging out materials

were streamlined; book pockets with call numbers were added to many books; a

large number of titles were renoved from Reserve and placed on special tables;

and a coin-operated photocopy machine was installed. These latter two im-

provements actually helped reduce circulation; for materials which formerly

had to be checked out of the Reserve collection now could be simply picked

off a table, and books which students previously had to check out so they

could be copied elsewhere can now be copied in the room.

Late in the year, a small number of materials were transferred to the new

Library Science Collection; there may be some additional transferring back

and forth as the needs of the two collections and the Main Library are re-

evaluated.

1MO answered more reference questions
gain of approximately thirty percent
balances the decrease in circulation.
crease of about seven percent.

this year than ever before, 1,281, a
- interestingly, this almost exactly
Its holdings rose to 31,711, an in-

3

The newly-created College of Education-Library Committee has already done

much to improve communications and harnize relations between the College

and the Library. It has enabled us to understand better each other's prob-

lens and needs and provided a fine medium for the discussion and solution

of problems.

LIBRARY SCIENCE COT,TJCTI0N - So new is this branch, one can scarcely do

more than announce its existence and provide some background. In 1970,

President Harvill approved its establishment and allocated funds for

materials. Mrs. Elaine Hegstrom was hired in 1971, on a half-time basis,

to head the library. Following lengthy and amicable discussions between

the Library and the Library Science Department, it was decided that LSC

would receive those materials which fall into certain areas of the Li-

brary of Congress's "Z" classification. Accordingly, about 1,000 volumes

of library-related serials and periodicals have been transferred to LSC.

At present there is little more shelf space available, but when the sec-

ond range is added a number of monographs and perhaps more serials will

be housed here.

This branch actually opened in mid-.Jime. Its hours are rather modest,

8:00 A.M. to L:OO P.M., Monday through Friday, but hopefully, they will

be extended when the Fall Term begins.



Lt

MAP COLLECTION - At the end of this busy and productive year, the Map

Room can look back with satisfaction and ahead with hope. Its staff is

being aunented through the addition of another librarian and its badly

crarniiied quarters have been somewhat expanded - Maps was recently per-

mitted to take over an adjacent room when the Photographic Services unit

moved to Science. Miss Blakeley will be able fully to utilize the space

this coming year. In addition, the library will receive some cases for

its burgeoning collection, one is being moved over frOEn Science and one

or two more will be purchased.

The staff answered Lt,lLtO reference questions and circulated 22,8l maps;

that is, a third more questions were answered and ten percent more items

were checked out this year. The collection itself grew by five percent

to the 106,800 mark.

MUSIC COLLECTION - There was more of everything in Music this year. Over

3,LtOO reference questions were answered; a gain of 61 percent; circulation

was up thirty-three percent to 6,OOO; and by adding 6800 items (sheet
music, records, tapes, etc.) total holdings rose to 7,OOO. Facilities

were increased too, since four new carrels were placed in the listening

room. Siiificantly greater depth was obtained in the field of ethnolog-
ical music, particularly that of Oceania and Latin America.

The Music Collection "made" the newspapers. An article about Miss Phillips

and the J.ibrar»s collection of historical sheet music apparently caught

the eye of many a reader. It was responsible for several inquiries and
greater business, and it brought in gifts of about 2,00 pieces of sheet

music.

The growing collection and heavier demands on the staff are not unalloyed

assets. The need for space is acute; the needs for more staff and larger
funds for materials, though not quite so serious, are still most pressing.

ORIEI'TAL ST1IES COTTCTION - While our collection is no match for the

great libraries such as those at Harvard and Berkeley, it is non-the-less

worthy of respect. For it compares with or surpasses such libraries as
Illinois, Ohio State, Pittsburg and several others of the second rank.

It is all the more remarkable then, that so much is accomplished with the

small staff available. Of course, a part of the story is that much is not
accomplished; time is lost or wasted by patrons searching for materials
still uncataloged or temporarily gone astray because the 0.3. personnel

had no time to locate and/or reshelve them. AU the Arabic materials are

presently unavailable; and virtually all the Asian language materials,
except those in Chinese and Japanese, lie uncataloged - these amount to

fully 20,000 volumes, a quarter of our holdings.



Of all the branches, Orientai Studies' plight is the most severe. Mr.

Liu's staff should be trebled, his space quadrupled. Happily, he wifl

get most, if not all, of the space he needs, for his library Lfl move

into the Science Addition later this year; also, an Arabic cataloger

will be added to the Catalog Department in the near future. But the

additional staff he needs to man the reference desk and catalog th oth-

er O.S. literature is not yet on the horizon.

The collection has grown to over 80,000 volumes, though as noted much of
it is still uncataloged; a gain of almost nine percent. Nr. Liu esti-
mates his staff answered about 2,000 quezions, an increase of twenty-
f ive percent; and the number of titles caaloged was fifty percent great-

er. In addition to their other tasks, Nr. Liu and Mrs. McThorter taught
classes respectively, in Chinese and Japanese Bibliography.

THE SCIENCE DIVISION - Despite a succession of problems of greater or
lesser severity, steaing either from the construction work or the com-
plexities of automation, Science seemed to thrive this year. Circulation

was up 16 percent to 92,000, the collection passed the half-million mark,

and our reference work almost equalled the second highest total in our

history. In addition, we handled forty percent more Interlibrary Loan
requests than last year. The Photographic Services unit was welcomed to
our library in June, thus enabling our patrons to benefit more easily
from its work; and a coinperated copying machine was installed recently,
so our users can now get copy at any hour we are open.

Science's holdings in the History of Science were considerably auented,
and we notably strengthened our collections in Optical Sciences, Ornithol-
ogy and in the general area of Biological Sciences. No fields wore neglect-

ed and we extended our runs of two major generai science journals into the
early nineteenth century.

The library completed one project, brought a second to near completion,
and undertook a third during the year. The catalog cards for our Reserve
Books now have plastic jackets to show where they are located; a similar
project for our Reference Room books and serials is now almost completed;
lastly, we are in the process of sepaxting our author and title cards from
the subject cards prior to dividing our catalog. This later task was under-
taken both to simplify the card catalog and to conform to the Main Library' s

practice.

s



IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES

Not applicable: See the Annual Reports of the individual branches
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V. OTHJi ITS OF INTEREST

Not applicable: See Section IV of the Annual Reports of the individual

branches
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VI. PLANS AND RECONNENDED POLICIES

Not applicable: See the Annual Reports of the University Librarian and
of the individual branches
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VII. BTRLIOGAFHY

Not applicable: See Section IV of the Annual Reports of the individual
branches
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II. SUM[IPJ?X STATEMENT

The Instructional Materials Collection serves, primarily, the growing
College of Education and the School of Library Science. 2,275 items were

added. to the collection during the 1970/71 fiscal year; approximately
1,281 reference questions were answered; library orientation was given for
twenty-seven classes; however, circulation statistics have shom a decrease
of approximately twenty-nine percent over last year.

Major projects for the year have included (1) adding pockets to all of the
juvenile trade books, and (2) cataloging and processing most of the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica Depository Collection.

A new committee to improve communication between the College of Education
and the Instructional Materials Collection was established. A coin-

operated photocopy machine has been installed, which receives heavy usage
by both students and faculty. And a new Demco charging machine has been
purchased, bringing about a faster and more efficient process for circu-
lating materials.

2



III. TIlE YEARS WORK OF TilE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS COLTRCTION

C irculat ion

One of the most noticeable improvements in method of circulation was added
to the 1MO at the end. of March 1971 with the purchase of a Demco charging
machine. This machine is used. to take an impression from the University of
Arizona plastic identification card, so patrons no longer need unte out as
much information, thereby considerably shortening the amount of time required
to check materials out. Moreover, this savings in time has enabled. the 1MO
to initiate a renewal system, but (due to a shortage in staff) it cannot
always be in operation.

The circulation figures show an overall drop this year of approximately
twenty-nine percent from 1969/70. This decrease is due in part to fewer
hours in which the 1MO is open, and in part to improved methods of circu-
lating reserve materials. 1MO was open an average of 71-1/2 hours per week
during the 1969/70 fiscal year, but this average was cut by 10-1/2 hours
for the 1970/71 year. The decrease in reserve circulation corresponds with
the placing of quite a number of materials on special tables where students
can have access to high-frequency usage items without having to fill out
reserve slips. This program, which was begun late in the 1969/70 year and
expanded in 1970/71, has encouraged students to make greater use of the
available material because of the corresponding decrease in red tape; un-
fortunately, however, actual figures for this usage cannot be tallied, as
staff are freed entirely from handling these materials.

As larger numbers of audio-visual materials were added to the 1MO (more
information will be found under the heading OTHER STATISTICS) from the Ency-
clopaedia Britannica Depository Collection, a marked increase in AV material
circulation was noted- - demonstrating concretely that a need for these
materials is obviously present, and that we are gradually becoming better
able to fulfill this need.

Projects

The book pocketing project was initiated to facilitate handling, to reduce
the loss of book cards, and to end complaints from patrons who were charged
with books which they had already returned. Previously, book cards had to
be tucked between the pages of trade books, resulting in the loss of quite a
number of cards. And in turn, this resulted in the patrons ill will for
having to wait until new cards could be trped--often a wait of 20-25 minutes
during busy periods (owing to a shortage of staff).

It was decided, additionally, that putting the cull number on each pocket
would speed. up the discharging of books and cut down on errors. This,

plus a second check of cards and pockets after books have been checked in,
has evidently been of some help, since no trade books were found with

3
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incorrect cards at inventory this year. Moreover, there have been no
complaints from patrons in recent months that they were charged with over-
due books which were found to be on the shelf with the wrong cards in them.

The call numbers were trped on the pockets with a primary tewriter, from
the shelf list, then pasted into the backs of the books. Most of this work
was done during the intercessions and vacation periods; consequently, it
was an all year project involving many student assistant hours, but a project
made worthwhile by the overall gain.

With the arrival of a new Library Assistant in the middle of August, the
cataloging and processing of the Encyclopaedia Britannica Depository Col-
lection was begun. This basic collection contains about 1,800 items of
audio-visual material, with supplementary material coming each year. Much
of this material has been cataloged this year.

An important development during this period was the establishment of the
Library Acquisition Committee by Dean Paulsen of the College of Education,
consisting of faculty representatives from the various departments within
the College of Education, the Assistant Librarian in Charge of Branches,
and the IMC Librarian. The establishing of this committee has opened and
fostered better communication between the College and the IMC; it has
enabled the various departments within the College to understand other
departments requirements in library services; it has advised the C on
procedural changes; and finally, it has studied. the problem of allocating
Ímds for IMC materials among the many areas of request, particularly on
expensive iteima. Thus far, the committee seems to be very effective.

Patrons often ask for books by grade or age level. Many bibliographies do
list materials in this way; therefore, this year, all of the bibliographies
in the flC were checked and those which listed books by grade or age were
listed in elementary and secondary bibliographies for the patronst use.
These two bibliographies of bibliographies provide the call number and
location of each bibliography as well as the grade levels covered. Patrons
have found these very useftl in locating materials they need.

Other Statistics

The tally shows that at least 1,281 reference questions were asked by IMC
patrons during the 1970/71 fiscal year, an increase of about thirLy percent
over the previous year. This figure is probably inaccurate, however, since
many questions are not tallied during peak rush periods.

Ten tours of the IMC were conducted for classes and special groups, such
as the Junior League and the Campus Library Council, this year. In addition,
seventeen class lectures and tours were given by the librarian and her as-
sestant, each consisting of a 30-40 minute lecture and demonstration, plus a
10-15 minute tour.
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One of the projects described above (ie., the pasting of pockets in all
juvenile trade books) has revealed somewhat of a disparity between figures
reported last year and what actually seems to be the case this year.
Because the call numbers of all juvenile trade books were typed on pockets
from the shelf list, it was possible to obtain a fair]r accurate count of
these books by counting the boxes of pockets typed. The total was 10,989,
which is 1,483 less than the total entered in the 1969/70 report. This dis-
crepancy has not been fully accounted for, but the most probable explanation
is an extended period of double counting.

After the new total was established in October, 585 books were added and
sixty-nine withdrawn, making an actual gain of 516 juvenile trade books.
The largest percentage of increase occurred in the audio-visual materials.
This part of the collection has grown from 5,819 to 6,969, a gain of about
19.4 percent. And since much of the new AV material received this year is
not yet cataloged, it is not yet counted.

The August 1970 inventory showed a loss of 267 items which have been missing
for two years. The June 1971 inventory showed a loss of 161 items. An
estimate of materials missing for the first time in the 1971 inventory is

273.

The coin-operated photocopy machine installed in the 1MO this year is used
heavi1r by library patrons and other University personnel in the Education
Building. Although servicing the machine takes some time, this is offset
by the elimination of making out slips to permit materials to be taken to the
Science Division for photocopying and, hopefully, by decreasing mutilation
and pilfering.

Because of the many requests, particularly from graduate students, the IMC
has begun saving one of each out-of-print textbook. Previously, only Nine-
teenth Century and older texts had been collected; however, more recent texts
are needed for various types of historical studies. These out-of-print texts
are kept separately from current texts, so undergraduates evaluating materials
for their own use will not be confased.



IV. NOTABIM ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MSNBERS INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPI-IÏ

Vi r mia L
New membership: Tucson Audio-Visun.1 Association.

Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

March 1971.

Perry, Dora E.
New membership: University Library Staff Association.

Valenzuela, Norma
New membership: University Library Staff Association.
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V. NOTABT ACTIVIT 1S OF LIBRARY STAFF MBERS CLUDflG BIBLIOGRAPIIY

Not applicable: See TV
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VI. PLANS AiD RECOMMENDED POLICTES

In our present state of flux--establishing the Library Science Collection,
staff changes, uncertain hours--no definite plans can be anticipated.

Additional money for wages, so that hours can be increased again, is the
maj or recommendation.
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VII. BIBLIOGRAPEIY

Not applicable: See 1V
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ThISTRUCTIONAL WLLERIALS COLlECTION

Circulation Count

lo

1969/70 1970/71

Building use 20,300 10,410

Home 45,610 35,289

Audio-Visual equipment 990 1,322

Audio-Visual materials 2,072 2,889

Total circulation count 69,172 49,910

Reference questions 986 1,281



BSTRUCTI0NAL MATkRIALS COLlECTION

11

Materials Count - Non-literature Materials

1970/711969/70

Art Prints 556 556

Bulletins 190 190

Cataloging Collection 213 213

Classroom Magazines 37 37

Curriculum Guides 1,106 1,158

Dictionaries (roJies) 59 59

Encyclopedias (volumes) 209 209

Filmstrips 1,259 2,253

Kits 16 19

Maps 56 56

Paperback Collection 562 638

Pictures, Posters, Charts 2,622 2,623

Phonore cords 596 651

References, periodicals (volumes) 303 303

Single-concept Films 39 134

Slides 376 376

Tapes II 12

Teaching devices 18 18

Textbooks 8,385 8,514

Transparencies 213 213

Viewmester Reels 57 57

Total Non-literature Materials 16,883 18,289



INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS C011ECTION

Total Materials Count

12

Materials Count - Trade Books

1969/70 1970/71

Children's and Adolescent Literature 10,989 11,505

General Reserve (Professional) 885 923

Historical Collection 908 994

Total Trade Books 12,782 13,422

1969/70 1970/71

Total Trade Books 12,782 13,422

Total Non-literature Materials 16,883 18,289

Total Materials Count 29,665 31,711
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I. SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS

Establishment of the Library Science Collection
Employment of the Librarian
Location of the Collection
Relationship to the Nain Library
Organization of the Collection
Current Status
Notable Activities of Library Staff Members
Plans and Recommended Policies
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II. SUMI"IARY STATN'4ENT

The Library Science Collection was established this year by authorization
of President Harvill. Special funds provided by the President1s office
were used to purchase books, furnishings, and office equipment.

In April a lìbrarian was employed on a half-time basis to administer
the Collection.

The new library is housed in Room Ljil of the Education Building. The

actual assembling of the Collection was delayed until June 1 when this
room became available.

The Library Science Collection is a departmental library with the
Main Library providing technical services.

It was decided that the Library of Congress classification would be
used and all materials in the Z classification would be transferred
from the Main Library to the Library Science Collection.

At the present time the library Science Collection is offering service
to students and faculty from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m., Monday through Friday.
It is expected that full services and extended hours will be offered
by the beginning of the fall semester.
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III. THE YEARS WORK OF THE LIBRARY SCIENCE COLlECTION

The Library Science Collection was officially established this year
by authorization of President Hai-vili. Special monies were generously
provided by the President for the establishment of this library.
Approximately twenty thousand dollars was spent to purchase a basic
reference collection, library science materials, and important biblio-
graphical tools including complete sets of the Library of Congress
catalogs.

Library furnishings, office equipment, and one range of shelving
were also obtained with the special funds from the Presidentrs office.
.An additionnl range of shelving was purchased for the Collection by
the University Library.

In April Mrs. Elaine Hegstrom was employed on a half-time basis to
administer the Collection. Mrs. Hegstrom will be added to the staff
of the University Library as Library Science Collection Librarian,
continuing on a half-time basis through 1971-1972.

The Library Science Collection is housed in Room )l of the Education
Building in space provided by the College of Education. These
facilities were not available until June 1; therefore the actual as-
sembling of the Collection was delayed until that time.

The weeks prior to June 1 were spent in preliminary planning by Dr.
Dickinson, Director of the School of Library Science, Mrs. Hegstrom,
and various staff members of the University Library.

The Library Science Collection will be a departmental or branch
library with the Main Library providing such technical services as
acquisitions, cataloging, and serial ordering and receiving.

The Collection will be classified according to the Library of Congress
classification. It was decided that the Z classification and the
Dewey 020, when reclassified, would be transferred from the Main Library
to the Library Science Collection.

The Serials Department began the recataloging and reclassification of
the Dewey 020 serials in May. By the end of June the Department had
completed this project and transferred the reclassified serials and
those already in the Z class to the Library Science Collection.

At the present time, the end of June, only one range of shelving has
been received and this is needed to house the serials which were
transferred from the Nain Library. When the second range of shelving
arrives, the general reference collection, the Library of Congress
catalogs, and the library science monographs will be shelved and
made available for student and faculty use as soon as possible.

3



Since June 17 the Collection has been available as a reading room
for those students ishing to study or to use the serial collection.
With the addition of student assistants, Mrs. Nancy Doyle and Mrs.
June Kirkpatrick, the Library Science Collection is at the present

time able to serve students from 8 a.m. to L p.m., Monday through

Friday.

It is expected that full library services and extended hours will

be offered by the beginning of the fall semester.



IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRABX STAFF MIBERS INCLUDING BIBUOGRAPHY

Hegstrom, Elaine L.

Member: University Library Staff Association; Friends of the

Thcson Public library.
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V. NOTABLE ACIIVITLES OF TTBRABÏ STAFF N4BERS JCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable: See IV



VI. PLANS AN]] RECOMMENDED POLICIES

A handbook to acquaint the students with the Library Science Collection
should be prepared during the coming year.

A committee composed of students, faculty, and a representative from
the University Library should be formed to consult with and to advise
the Library Science Collection Librarian.

An evaluation should be made of the current facility in terms of shelf
space and seating capacity and an attempt should be made to project
future needs in these areas.

Policies regarding the Library Science Collection should be formulated
which mill contribute to the goal of obtaining Anierican Library
Association accreditation for the School of Library Science.

7



VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable: See IV.
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MAP COLLECTION UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY
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I. SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS

Because the number of map users increased substantially, each mern-
ber of the department devoted a major part of his time to public
service this year.

Reference srvice was given to the University of Arizona community
as well as to students from Arizona State University, Pima College
faculty and students, and to visiting students from various uni -
versities and colleges around the country.

The largest block of non-university map users was unquestionably
the geologists, who are employed by mining and exploration c o m-
panics in Arizona.

The UA Map News Monthly, the Collection's monthly list of new ac-
quisitions, continues to be well received. The number of names on
the mailing list has doubled since last year.

The greatest problem confronting the staff has been the lack o f
adequate storage fEcilities. This condition required the staff
to leave many maps uncataloged until housing is available.

Emphasis was placed on the acquisition of general, national and
thematic atlases, cartographic journals, histories of cartography,
carto-bibliographies and gaze-tteers.

Large shipments of federal governthent maps were received from the
U. S. Army Topographic Command and the U. S. Geological Survey.

1



II. SUMMARY STATEMENT

Although the staff has been required to carry a heavy work load this
year, I am pleased to report that the department has reached t1e point
in collection building which enables us to qive in depth reference
service.

Our first obligation is and nust always be to the University communi-
ty, however the service given to nob-university patrons required much
staff time. Map resources in Arizona are limited, thus patrons came
from all parts of the state to use this collection of maps and refer-
ence materials.

The day by day operation of the department has progressed well, due
to the fact that a stabilized staff situation has existed.

The acquisition of new cartographic materials has been to some extent
directed toward reference books because the lack of new map cases has
created a serious storage problem. By the middle of the year it be-
came necessary to discontinue cat1oging new sheet maps. These, along
with the older editions of the U. S. Geological Survey's topographic
quadrangles, have been stored in the work room until additional map
cases cari be secured to make possible their processing for public use.

The department's selective acquisitions list, UA News Monthly, has
continued to be received warmly. The mailing list now includes over
one hundred individual names. Geologists associated with mining com-
panies compose the largest single block of receivers.

The yearly statistics indicate the increased use of this collection.
Last year the staff answered 3,095 reference questions, and this year
the total reached 4,140. Items circulated laSt year totaled 20,565,
and this year patrons used 22,851 maps.

Being a branch library the staff of the Map Collection is responsi-
ble for the circulation of sheet maps, selection of new materials ,

preparing orders, processing and cataloging all maps and reference
books shelved in the Map Collection, mounting and repairing sheet
maps, and reference service.

2



III. THE YEAR'S WORK OF THE MAP COLLECTION

A. PUBLIC SERVICE

Unquestionably public service has been the outstanding contri-
bution made by the Map Collection this year. More patrons used

maps than ever before, and each required individual assistance.
The collective staff, regardless of individual duties, devoted
countless hours to reference 'work thus leaving many special pro-

jects in limbo.

The University of Arizona professors continued to make both old

and new assignments. Several graduate students researched car-
tographic source materials, which contributed to their the ses
and doctoral topics. The Drama Department made an interesting
assignment in which the students were required to use maps pub-
lished by the Sanborn Map Coinny to trace the development of
theatres and opera houses in Arizona.

Students from other universities including the Arizona State Uni-
versity used a large number of maps and atlases. Several in -

terlibrary loans were made to faculty members at universities
outside of the state. Pina College faculty members borrowed ma-
terials from the department, and also sought assistance in de-
veloping a small map collection for teaching purposes. Two
departments of the School of Earth Science, the Geosciences De-
partment and Arid Land Studies, sent staff members who ha y e
been designated to organize departmental libraries to discuss
basic titles and map acquisitions procedures.

Requests were received from a number of individuals, who wanted
to have photographic copies made of some of the old maps fri the

collections By correspondence the staff gave reference assist-
ance to inmates of the Arizona State Prison in Florence. From
San Francisco came David Myrick to spend several days research-
ing old maps for information to be included in a book, which he
is writing on the history of southwestern railro2ds. Perhap s

the most unusual request Was from the Southern Pacific Rail -
road's Insurance Investigators. In order for them to be able
to solve a murder case they needed to know where a certain type
of vegetation grows along the company's tracks. With the advice

of the University's herbalist and the Library's maps help was
forthcoming.

Officials from the U. S. Dept. of the Interior spent a day i n
this department making a survey of materials pertaining to In-
dians of Arizona. As a result of this survey representatives
of the Denver firm, Doeringsfeld, Amuedo and Ivy, came twice
during the year to use aerial phOtographs of the Papago Indian
Reservation. This company in cooperation with the National
Aeronautics & Space Administration had been authorized to com-
plete a minerals investigation contract for the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs.

3



The sta f f and faculty members who were responsible for govern-

ment contracts held by the Bureau of Economic and Business Re-

search, Bureau of Ethnic Research, Arid Lands and the Environ-

mental Research Laboratory used many thematic maps as a ba sis

for research in their respective fields.

On several occasions John Gilchriese, Field Historian of this

University, used old maps from this collection S illustrations

for his television programs concerned with mapping of the Ameri-

can West. An official of the tept. of Water and Sewers, City of

Tucson, relied heavily on old maps of Tucson to research the his-

tory of the city's water and sewer lines. R. O. T. C. officers

borrowed large wall maps for lecture purposes several different

times during the year.

Early in the year a geologist from the Texas Gulf Sulpher Com-

pany made extensive use of the geologic series, which the U. S.

Geological Survey provides through the depository program. Ge-

ologists from other companies, Kaiser Explorations, National
Lead Company, American Exploration and Mining Company, Geodata

Systems, Amax Exploration, Anaconda Company, American Smelting

and Refining Company, Essex International Company, Hanna Mining

Company, Holt, Freeport Exploration Company, AMOCO Minerals, Min-

erals Exploration, Amex-Arizona Exploration Company, Bear Creek

Mining Company and local geological consultants were frequent

users of the geologic and minerals resource maps as well as the

aerial photographs of the Papago Indian Reservation.

The mailing list for the UA Map News Monthly, a selectie list
of new acquisitions, has reached over a hundred names. This
service, which is compiled and issued by Mr. Stephen Bahre, Re-

ference Librarian in the Map Collection, has happily brough t

many maps and map readers together. The original intent was to

inform members of the University of Arizona faculty, who have a
need for and an interest in new maps, however the mailing list
now includes other university libraries, historical societies,
mining companies, consulting geologists and a number of profes-
sional people, who live in the southwestern states.

During the year the Map Collection had many distinguished visi-
tors, including several from foreign countries. The staff was

especially pleased to have Col. Robert White, Map Librarian ,
University of Illinois, Urbana. He very kindly mentioned that
he thought this collection had been well organized.

And so, we come to the end of another busy year. We hope that

we have been able to help those who hive come our way.
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B. OPERATIONAL PROCEIXIRES

Considering the fact that this three member department has been
required to carry a heavy work load this year, I feel that the
day by day operation hEs progressed well. This is due largely
to the fact that each member has held his particular position
for several years, thus he is able to perform his duties w el i

and without supervision. Mrs. Phylis Carnahan, Library C le rk,

joined the staff in October of 1968, and Mr. Stephen Bahre, Re-
ference Librarian, came January 1969. Both of them are to be

commended for their support and cooperation.

The annual inventory of the general collection of sheet maps
was completed during the summer months, and twice during t h e

year the reference collection was checked. With the help of a

student assistant Mrs. Carnahan has checked our topographic quad--

rangies against the U. S. Geological Survey's publication list
of sheets in print. She has forwarded several lists of missing
sheets to the Survey, and the requested replacement maps h a y e

been given to us.

The most difficult problem confronting the staff has been that
of overcrowded map cases. The staff has suffered much physical
pain from lifting the heavy folders from the planfiles. In some

cases two individuals are needed to lift these folders. Because

new equipment has not been secured at the same rate the flow

of new sheets (i. e., federal government depository maps - gifts

- purchased maps) I have attempted to cope with this situation
by filing more sheets into each case than the equipment companies
recommend for active use.

Early in the year it became obvious that very few additional maps
could be filed into the planfiles and drawer units, and that sìe

of the maps, which had been previously filed, were being crush-
ed because of this situation. In an attempt to arrange space for
the revised topographic quadrangles, the staff decided to remove
the older editions from the active files and place them in dead

storage. By the middle of the year it was necessary to be gi n
storing the new uncataloged acquisitions in the work room until
additional active storage becomes available. At the present

time the situation is most CRITICAL.
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C. ACQUISITIONS

SHEET MAPS Orders have been highly selective this year due t o
the housing shortage. However, a number of notable acquisitions
were added to our collection such as the British Ordnance Survey
one inch to one mile sexies (ist edition publithed 1805 to 1873
and reprinted this year by David & Charles); Scripps Institute
of Oceanography published a set of maps showing the bathymetry of
the North Pacific Ocean; the new Budapest sheet of the Carte
looique internationale d'Europe was received from the Internation-
al Geological Congress; the Geoloy Department of San Diego State
drafted an excellent map of much interest to geologists on this
campus - Reconnaissance qecloqic map of the State of Baja Cali--

fornia; Hearne Brothers cf Detroit published a map study of the
Mexican-AmeHcan historical development; a few viali maps were ac-
quired among them was the Landwirtschaftsqebiete der erde; from
Kistler Graphics of Denver we purchased a plastic raised rei îef
map of Mexico; and from Monaco's Bureau Hydrographique mt em a-
tionai we now have all of the published sheets of Carte qénérale
hathyrntrie des oceans.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT DEPOSITORY PROGRAMS From the U. S. Army Topo-
graphic Command we received a shipment containing several gazet-
teers to the map series in the college depository program, a
Denosity Catalog of index maps, and additional sheets of topo-
graphic sets in the collection. These include world coverage at
scales 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000. Road maps of Europe and t h e
Philippines and four maps of Mars were also apart of this ship-
ment.

Our most generous benefactor, the U. S. Geological Survey, h a s
continued to provide topographic mapping of the fifty states and
possessions of the United States at scales 1:24,000 and 1:62,500
and 1:250,000. A new photo-revising process has made available
hundreds of up-dated quadrangles. The University Library more
than fulfills its obligation to the Survey by providing these maps
along with the hydrologic atlas series, geologic quadrangles, oil
and gas investigations, minerals investigations, coal investiga-
tions and geophysical maps for public use.

REFERENCE BOOKS The one atlas, which ranks highest on this list,
must be the new National atlas of the United States, which was
published by the U. S. Geological Survey in 1970. In responseto
requests from many students a copy of the 1970 Commercial atlas
and marketinq quide was secured for the Map Collection. Several
good provincial publications came our way from Canada: Atlas of
Saskatchewan, Physical environment of Sqskatoon, Canada, and the
new Folio A of the National atlas of Canada. To supplement o u r
holdings we purchased the Gazetteer of Ganada, which includes a
volume for each province.

Selective foreign atlases added to the reference section were :
the Italian Touring Club's Atlante Internazionale, the Spanish
Gran gtlas Aquilar, the Dutch Atlas van Nederland, Atlas d 9r
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Schweiz published by the Swiss Landestopographie, and the W e s t
Africa International atlas. A number of excellent thematic atlas-
es are being placed on the market now. New titles received by the
Map Collection are the Wannìe atlas of the Pacific Coastal waters
of South America, World atlas of aqricult.ure, Space age photoqrah-
Ic atla, Climatic atlas of Europe, Atlas of the Universe, Atlas
of anthropoloqy, and Cambrid9e modern history atlas.

The Collection's literature of cartography has now been expanded
by the acquisition of a complete file of Imago mundi; a review of
early cartography. We also have cdThplete holdings for a newer
publication, Acta cartoqraphica; a series of monographs and studies
on the history of cartography. A volume of perhaps equal impor -
tance to researchers is Osley's Mercator: a monograph on the let-
terina of maps in the 16th ceitury Netherlands. Atlantes Neerlan-
dici and Baorow's History of cartography are also excellent n e w
references sources.

ARIZONA PUBLICATIONS The Atlas of Mohave County, Arizona was a

welcome addition to the county atlas series, which is being pub-
lished by the Arizona Staie Highway Department. The U. S. Forest

Service released a new map of the Coronado National Forest (north
portion) Several flood prone area maps of Arizona were given to
the Map Collection by the Survey's Ground Water Division located
in Tucson. The Geological Survey also gave the library several
state topographic and relief maps as well as geologic maps. The
Map Collection's Feference Librarian, Mr. Stephen Bahre, drafted
and published two excellent historical maps of special interest:
Arizona frontier military camps and forts and Tombstone, Arizona
Territory, circa 1881-82.



IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS

Blakely, Mary Llo'd

Attended: Arizona State Library Association, Special Librar-
ies Division, Tucson, Arizona, June 14, 1971.

Carto-bibliographer: "New mapping of western North America".
Information bulletin, Western Association of Map Libraries,
vol. 2, nos. 1, 2. 1970-1971.

Consultant: Arid Land Studies, University of Arizona; Dept.
of Geosciences, University of Arizona; Pima College, Dept.
of Geography, Tucson, Arizona; Arizona State University,
Special Services Division of Hayden Library, Tempe, Ari-
zona.

Visited: New Mexico State University Library, Las Cruses,
New Mexico; Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.

Bahre, jn Alan
Attended: Arizona State Library Association, Special Librar-
ies Association, Phoenix, Arizona, February 26, 1971; Tucson
Area Library Council, Pima College, April 29, 1971.

Cartographer: "Arizona frontier military camps and forts."
Arizona currents, vol. 6, no. il, November, 1970; "Tomb-
stone, Arizona Territory, ca. 1881-82."

Member: Tucson Area Library Council.

Carnahan, Phylis
Attended: University Faculty Women's Club, University of
Arizona, May 5, 1971.

Member: University Dames.
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V. OThER ITEMS OF INTEREST

Not applicable. See IV.
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VI. PLANS AND RECOMMENDED POLICILS

The present facility could be used more efficiently if non bear-
ing walls wore removed. Since these walls no longer serve any
purpooe, their elimination would provide additional space for the
arrange ment of equipment.

Should the relocation of this department be considered in the fu-
ture, the weight problem caused by heavy storage equipment should
warrant a ground floor location for maps.

As the monetary value of the map collection increases, a closed
stack area for sheet maps should be considerede

lo



VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable. See IV.
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APPENDIX

Stati stics

ACQUI SI TIONS

Sheet maps

Gifts 648

Government depository 2,876

Purchased 1,179

Bound volumes

225Atlases, reference books

Globes i

Total number added this year - - - 4,929

Total holdinqs

Aerial photcgraphs 14,578

Bound volumes 1,351

Globes 9

Sheet maps 90,826

Number in collection - - - - 106,764

CI RCIJLAT ION

Library use 18,765

Home use 4,086

REFERENCE QUESTIONS

Number answered 4,140
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II. SUMMARY STATEMENT

The Music Collection serves as an agency of the University Library
in providing information, reference assistance and music materials --
scores, sheetmusic, records and tapes -- to music students and
Faculty as well as the general University community. This year
has seen a notable increase in activity, both in the acquisition
and the use of materials. Acquisitions surpassed the previous year
by 61%, bringing the total holdings of the collection to 57,037.
There was a 337e, increase in circulation; a 68% increase in
reference service.

The aim in the acquisition of materials has been mainly that of adding
depth to the collection. Emphasis has been in the field of ethnolo-
gical music, particularly that of Oceania; the Latin American area;
flute music and performance music for the harp. Significant sets of
monumental reference works and ten sets of composers' complete works
were added.

Work on departmental indexes, so vital to effective reference service
in special libraries, was carried forward.

Listening facilities were enlarged by the addition of four new carrels
in the listening room.

Community interest was aroused by news features telling of the
Library's historical popular sheetmusic collection. This brought
in numerous gifts of historical music totaling approximately 2,500
items.

In addition to their usual membership and participation in library
organizations, the staff held offices on library related committees
at local, state and national levels.

A growing collection and expanded services bring their accompanying
problems. We need more space, a larger staff and increased funds
for processing materials in order to maintain our present level of
service.
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III. THE YEAR'S WORK IN THE MUSIC COLLECTION

Acquisitions: During the year, 5,790 items were acquired and pro-
cessed, bringing the holdings of the Music Collection to 57,037.
The aim in the acquisition of materialshas been mainly that of adding
depth to the collection. One area of emphasis has been in the field
of ethnological music, particularly that of Oceanea, in preparation
for new courses which are to begin in the School of Music during the
coming year. We continue to search and acquire both recordings and
other examples of American Indian music, in keeping with our regional
interest.

We have a significant collection of performance music for the harp.
A list of our holdings, which was designed to act as a purchasing
guide, was prepared by Mr. King for distribution by a member of the
Music Faculty at a national meeting of a harp association.

Extensive purchases of solo and ensemble flute music have been made
in preparation for a national clinic on avant-garde flute music to be
held by the School of Music later in the year.

In addition to building a basic collection of research and performance
music, each year certain significant purchases are made. The following
monumental sets and titles were added:

ETUDES GREGORIENNES. 1954- cTournai, Desclée
East, Thomas. EST'S PSALTER, Ed. by Robert hung.
Adelaide, Libraries Board of South Australia, 1969-

Hildegardis, Saint. LIEDER. Salzburg, O. MUller, 1969.
India, Sigismondo d'. IL PRIMO LIBRA DI MUSICHE DA CANTAR

SOLO l6O9 Cremona, Athenaeum Cremonense, 1970.

Sets of complete works of the following composers were added:

Franz Berwald
Georg B5hm
Antoine Brume 1

Claudio Merulo da Correggio
Johann Hermann Schein
Claude de Sermisy
Andreas de Silva
Alexandr Nikolaevich SkrThbin
Richard Wagner
Anton von Webern

In view of the complexity of cataloging music materials and the
quantity of music added during the year, the work of Miss Annie Ross,
Music Cataloger, is to be commended. Mr. Charles King, also, has
done outstanding work in the selection and acquisition of materials.
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III. THE YEAR'S WORK IN ThE MUSIC COLLECTION (Cont.)

Latin American Emphasis: In keeping with the University's interest
in Latin American studies, we continue to purchase music of this area,
although acquisition is difficult. The Senior Music Librarian atten-
ded a seminar on Latin American Bibliography and prepared an extensive
bibliography as an aid to purchasing these materials.

Sheetmusic Collection: In addition to our collection of classical
sheetmusic, we have continued to build our collection of historical
popular sheetmusic, a section which has been acquired wholly by gifts.
Through newspaper stories featured during the year, the collection
drew the interest of collectors in other states. Approximately 2,500

pieces were presented to the Library, all from non-student donors and

in response to the publicity.

Indexes: As a joint project under the supervision of the School of
Music and the Music Collection, an unique library tool is being pre-
pared in the form of a card index to jazz instrumentalists who appear
in sets of recordings of historic jazz. This will be an invaluable
reference aid to our many students in jazz history classes when it is

completed. The work is being done as a special study by Mr. William
Janton, a graduate student, and by Mrs. Ellen Watters, of our Staff.

Continuing work on two indexes to songs and piano music in collections
and to two sheetmusic collections was capably carried on by Mrs. Harriet
Standring.

Listening Facilities: As use of the Music Collection continues to grow,
we find it necessary to add additional facilities for listening

to records and tapes. During the year, we added four carrels for
use with listening equipment.

Service to Borrowers: Circulation of materials has increased 337e

over the preceeding year.

Reference service has increased 687e; 3441 reference questions
were answered. We continue our efforts to build a significant collec-
tion of reference materials.

Personnel: Mrs. Judith Kearns resigned in April.

Mrs. Ellen Watters, formerly of the San Fernando Valley State College
and Tempe Public libraries, joined the Staff in April.

Elsie Phillips was recipient of the KTUC Award for Diversity and Scope
in Librarianship.
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IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY

King, Charles
Offices Held: President, Special Libraries Division,
Arizona State Library Association.

Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference,
Phoenix, March 1971.

Phillips, Elsie
Offices Held: Arrangements Chairman, 1972 Conference,
Music Library Association.

Standring, Harriet
Offices Held: Chairman, Handcraft Fair for Scholarship
Fund, University of Arizona Library Staff Association.



V. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MENBERS INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable: See IV.
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VI. PLANS AND RECOMMENDED POLICIES

D. A growing collection and expanded services bring accompanying
problems. We need more space, a larger staff and increased funds
for processing materials in order to maintain our present level of
service.

We are dangerously near the point when we will have no more shelf
space and no more space to place shelves. There is no room for
additional seating.

Because we are basically a non-book library, our requirements for
processing materials are greater than most library agencies. Records
must be jacketed and receive inner liners and outer milar slipcases
for protection; tape requires special processing; sheetmusic requires
casing and special storage materials, etc. Due to rising costs and
a restricted Library supplies budget, we have not received sufficient
funds for the processing of these materials for the past two years.
We have been forced to circulate recordings, for instance, without
minimum protection.

We need additional clerical positions to work with circulation and
related procedures. No additional clerical assistants have been
assigned to our staff since 1962/63 although circulation has increased
l2O7.

Our wage allotment for student assistants, as in other areas of the
Library, is far below what is needed. During the past two years,
we have maintained a minimum work schedule only because we have relied
heavily upon work-study funds. This support is gradually diminishing.

Unless some unforseen assistance is forthcoming, it will be necessary
to reduce our hours of service in the fall.
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VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable: See IV.
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MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT
July 1, 1970 -- June 30, 1971

STOCK STATISTICS
Total

Added Withdrawn Holdings

Scores 2,217 8 16,421

Sheet Music 2,652 2 10,963

Teaching Materials 0 1 15,042

Collection
Classroom Collection 45 87 1,067

Records 662 3 12,205

Tapes 6 0 132

Microcard O 0 506

Pamphlets 208 0 701

Total Holdings 5,790 101 57,037

REF1RENCE 3,441

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

Building Use
Records 35,140
Tapes 1,417

Other 6,729

Home Use
Records 6,975
Other 15,298

Total Circulation 65,559
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II. SUMMARY STATENT

The Oriental Studies Collection mainly serves a specialized and
rapidly growing program of the Oriental Studies Department. The O.S.

Department is expanding its Ph.D. and M.A. programs and will offer 7
new courses this fall. This expansion has been reflected in the Oriental
Studies Collection by greater demands on the staff and in a great in-

crease in holdings. Last year the total volumes were 714,550. This year

there are 80,757 volumes.

Last year's HEW grant enabled us to greatly enlarge our holdings not
only in Chinese and Japanese, but also in Hindi, Urdu, Persian and Arabic

language materials. These and the PL-148O Arabic materials have piled up
as a 16,000 volume backlog of books which remain uncataloged in the col-
lection.

We have been regional depository library for PL-148O Arabic language
materials for a little over a year. During the fiscal year we have re-

ceived approximately 1,607 books and 1,630 issues of periodicals. In

January of this year Mr. Frank M. McGowan, Chief of Overseas Operations Di-
vision of PL-148O Program at Library of Congress, visited the library and
discussed the PL-)48O program. The Library is in the process of obtaining
a Catalog Librarian to handle the Middle Eastern Language materials.

In the Annual meeting of the Committee on East Asian Libraries of
the Association for Asian Studies this year, topics of interest for lib-
rarians that were discussed were: Bibliographical Control of East Asian
Materials and the establishing of Inter-East Asian Library Cooperation.

Every other year the Oriental Studies Department offers courses in
Chinese and Japanese bibliography. This year Mr. Liu taught Chinese
Bibliography and Mrs. McWhorter taught Japanese Bibliography in the spring

semester.
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III. THE YEAR'S WORK OF THE ORIENTAL STUDIES COLLECTION

The expansion of the Oriental Studies program and its effect
on the Oriental Studies Collection

The Oriental Studies Collection mainly serves a specialized and
rapidly growing program of the Oriental Studies Department, which this
year again received a grant from the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare for its expanding Oriental Studies language training pro-

gram. The Oriental Studies Department is continuing to enlarge its
Ph.D. and M.A. programs and adding new courses such as Scientific term-
inology in Japanese, Sanskrit, and advanced courses in Chinese linguis-

tics, Japanese literature, Hindi and Arabic. The following are this
year's statistics for the Oriental Studies faculty, students and courses:

17 faculty members, including ì part-time faculty and excluding teaching
assistants; 63 graduate students; 100 undergraduate majors; 2,525 students
enrolled in courses taught by the Oriental Studies Department; 500 students
attending related courses in other departments. Ten new courses have
been approved, seven of which will be taught next year.

The above expansion in the Oriental Studies program is reflected in
a correspondingly greater demand on the facilities and services of the

Oriental Studies Collection. The reading area is seldom unoccupied, and
the cubicles are in constant use by graduate students. The Chinese and

Japanese language newspapers and periodicals are read regularly. Par-

ticular time and attention is given to acquiring of materials to support

the Ph.D. studies.
From the faculty of other departments on campus--Chemistry, Physics,

Anthropology and others, as well as Oriental Studies, we have regular
requests for materials and reference services. We find also that this

year we are spending more time in orientation of new students, especially
those who have just arrived from the Far East, and in welcoming visitors
from this country and abroad who wish to use the collection.

Last year, with the grant from HEW, we were able to purchase a large
quantity of excellent works which enabled us to become a good research

library in Oriental studies. This wealth of materials placed an extra
burden on the collection, which to date contains the following materials
uncataloged:

Chinese books 6,000 vols.
Japanese books 3,500 vols.

Arabic and Persian books 7,000 vols.
Hindi and Urdu books 3,000 vols.
microfilm 1,000 reels

This is a very serious problem to us, and appropriate attention and
effort should be made to correct the situation.

The Committee on East Asian Libraries

The Committee on East Asian Libraries of the Association for Asian
Studies held its annual meeting in Washington D.C. at the end of March
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this year. Mr. Llu, the Oriental Studies Librarian and member of the
committee, did not attend because of lack of financial support. Accord-

ing to the CEAL report, sessions of special interest for librarians were:
(1) Bibliographic methods in Asian Studies; (2) Information Control for

Asian Studies; Computerizing The bibliography of Asian Studies; and (3)
Asian Studies and the Library of Congress.

In these sessions were discussed: the need for union catalogs in all
Asian areas; the various aspects of the attempt to develop automated con-
trol over references to publications, both monographs and periodical art-
icles; procedures for cataloging all Asian materials under the Shared Cat-
aloging Program at Library of Congress; and acquisition and reference
activities in the Orientalia Division of Library of Congress.

In a special report to CEAL, Thomas C. Kuo, Asian Studies Librarian
of the Univ. of Pittsburgh, states that the major problems facing medium-sized

libraries with their large backlog of uncataloged materials, is staffing
shortage and lack of shared cataloging programs. To overcome these basic
problems Mr. Kuo recommended that the CEAL immediately activate a program
of Inter-East Asian Library Cooperation, the emphasis being on cooperative
cataloging, with each member library contributing to the actual cataloging
and in helping with expenses.

The International Association of Orientalist Librarians

The International Association of Orientalist Librarians met for its
annual meeting at Canberra, Australia. The purposes of the Association

are: To promote better communication between Orientalist librarians
and libraries throughout the world and to improve international cooperation
among institutions holding research resources for Oriental studies. The

Oriental Studies Librarian is a member of this association.
The Oriental Studies Collection here is particularly interested in

these kinds of cooperative efforts, especially cooperative cataloging,
because we have the least number of staff members of any Oriental library
of comparable size in the U.S.

The PL-)48O program

It has been a little over a year since we became the regional
depository library for PL-148O Arabic language materials in place of
Arizona State University. To the original group of 1,O1O books and

5,500 issues of periodicals received from ASU in the changeover, we have
received to date approximately l,6OÏ books and 1,630 issues of periodicals.

On January 22 of this year, Mr. Frank M. McGowan, Chief of Over-
seas Operations Division of PL-)48O at the Library of Congress, on a
nation-wide tour of PL-)48O depository libraries, visited the campus to
see what had been done with the Arabic materials we had received since

becoming recipients of these items. He made the following suggestions:

That books be put on shelves in alphabetical or L.C. card no.

order.
That the several boxes of L.C. cards for these materials be

arranged in each L.C. card no. order or alphabetically by title.



3. That periodicals be arranged in chronological order under
alphabetical arrangement of titles.

Notable acquisitions

This year many significant and valuable books were acquired. The

most notable works in Chinese were: Ss k'u chilan shu chen pen rh

chi (Collectanea of Chinese rare books, series iI) 1532 vols, in tOO
vols.; Chia ku chin wen ku wen tzt tzi liao (Materials of inscriptions
on oracle bones and bronzes) 18 vols.; Sui shih hsi shu yen chiu tzu
liao (Materials of Chinese folklore and customs) 30 vols.; Ming tai
shih chi hui k'an (Historical documents of Ming dynasty) 80 vols.;
Liu shih chung ch'ü (Sixty Chinese dramas and songs) 120 vols, in 12
vols.; Shu mu tstung pien san pien chi ss pien (Collectanea of Chinese

bibliographies, series III & Iv) 68 vols.; Union cards file of Oriental
vernacular serials in the Library of Congress, 29 reels.

Notable works in Japanese were: Nihon no meicho (Masterpieces of
Japanese literature) 50 vols.; Sekai no meicho (Masterpieces of world

literature) 66 vols.; Nihon tanpen bungaku zenshü (A collection of
short stories of Japan) 46 vols.; Watakushi no rirekisho (Biographies of
famous people of modern Japan) 2 vols.; Tökyô meisho zue (Places of
scenic beauty in Tokyo, illustrated) 20 vols.; Bussho Kaisetsu daijiten
(A comprehensive dictionary of Buddhism) 11 vols.; Shakai kagaku dai-
jiten (The encyclopedia of the social sciences) li vols.; Shin ikoku sö-
sho (A new series of foreign travellers to Japan) 15 vols.; Genji mono-
gatari hyöshaku (Annotated Genji monogatari with commentaries) 114 vols.;

Kyödoshi taikei (A series of Japanese local histories) 12 vols.
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IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS

Liu, John B.

Member International Assiciation of Orientalist Librarians;
American Association of University Professors.

Taught: Chinese Bibliography (0.5. 305, 3 Units)

McWhorter, Mary J.

Taught: Japanese Bibliography (o.s. 325, 2 units)
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V. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF M4BERS INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable: See IV.
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VI. PLANS AND RECOMMENDED POLICIES

The most immediate and important need of the Oriental Studies
Collection is for more personnel. The number of volumes in the collec-
tion has greatly increased in the past two years, yet we are the lowest in
staffing aiìiong the Asian libraries that are roughly comparable in size.
The number of faculty, students, and community patrons using the Oriental
Studies Collection has increased at a rapid rate.

The most urgent of our immediate needs is a full-time professional
Catalog Librarian, to catalog Chinese and Japanese materials. At present
we handle our own cataloging, reference, circulation and acquisitions, in-
cluding selection, ordering, and unwrapping the packages when they arrive.
We attend to the public area and do our own moving, shelving, and paging.
When we move to the Science Division we will have more public area to
supervise and more materials to process and to take care of, i.e. Arabic,
Persian, Hindi and Urdu materials besides the Chinese and Japanese books.

The duties of the present professionals in reference, acquisitions,
administration, and outside library duties such as teaching and working
on the Campus Library Council, leaves them very little time for catalog-
ing duties which must be partly left to the two half-time assistants.
This is entirely unrealistic staffing for a collection of this size.

Based on the above justifications, we recommend that the Oriental
Studies Collection be provided with a full-time professional Catalog Lib-
rarian mainly to catalog Chinese materials and to help with the catalog-
ing of Japanese materials; a Reference Librarian who will work full-time;
and two full-time Library Assistants.

PL-)48O materials are stacking up in great quantities in the base-
ment unopened. Since we anticipate a qualified person to classify and
catalog these materials we recommend that these materials be opened and
that shelving be provided in order to facilitate the tremendous task that
will confront the new cataloger. We also recommend that the PL-48O Arabic
catalog cards be put in either alphabetical order by title or in L.C. card
no. order, if possible, before the new cataloger arrives.

It has been the library's policy that books on Asia in Western
languages are usually processed by and kept in the main library. Anti-

cipating our move to the new addition to the Science Division where we
will no longer have easy access to some important Western language reference
and bibliographic aids, therefore we recommend that duplicates of the nec-
essary items should be made for our collection.

Regular allocation of Library funds should be considered for the ad-
dition of new publications of Arabic and Hindi language materials, to insure
a steady and reasonable growth of the Arabic and Hindi collection if it is

to serve the expanding studies in these areas in the Oriental Studies Depart-
ment.
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VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

No± app1ica1e: See IV
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APPENDIX

STATISTICAL PRESENTATION

(1970-19 71)

1. GROWTH OF HOLDINGS & NEW ACQUISITIONS:

Old Holdings New Acquisitions Current Holdings

1969-1970 1970-1971 1970-1971

Titles Volumes Titles Volumes Titles Volumes

Chinese 26,228 40,969 2,154 2,717 28,382 43,686
Japanese 14,381 21,755 867 1,195 15,248 22,950
Arabic & 4,926 6,908 1,707 2,065 6,633 8,973
Persian

Hindi & 2,745 3,012 55 65 2,800 3,077
Urdu

Korean & 160 1,906 25 165 185 2O7l
Others

Total 48,440 74,550 4808 6,207 53,248 80,757

CATALOGING:

Titles Volumes

Chinese 2,314 5,286

Japanese 1,628 4,254

Total 3,942 9,540

TOTAL CARDS ADDED TO THE CATALOG:

Chinese Japanese Total

6,952 4,870 11,822

REFERENCE QUESTIONS ANSWERED:

Average 8 reference questions per day. The total number estimated

is 2,040.
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SCIENCE DIVISION UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONk LIBRARY
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CHIEF SCIENCE LIBRARIAN
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I. SUM4ÄRY HIGHTLIGHTS

Of the Science Division, this year it can be truly said there were no

highlights, only a succession of crises of greater or lesser severity.
The disruption rought by construction, with its concomitant dust, dirt,
and noise, and the chaflenge posed by machine charging with all its new
and unfamiliar sorts of problems, both human and machine generated, have

been with us as almost daily companions. If anything can be called a
highlight, it was the continued functioning of the Division on an uriruf-
fled, business-as-usual basis throughout a most trying year.

We added approximately S,700 titles and 8,600 volumes to our Collection;
they now total, respectively, about 69,000 titles and 176,000 volumes.
The flood of government documents and microform materials into Science
continues unabated, amounting this year alone to some LO,OOO pieces.
Thus our total holdings now exceed SOO,000. Our circulation increased
to 92,000; and our Reference and Interlibrary Loan activities were also
considerable, in terms of numbers, about l3,0O and 2,300 respectively.
The data will be found in Appendix A.
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II. SUflWtRY STAT T

At this point it is difficult to say which has been the more troublesome,
the construction work or machine charging. It is almost axiomatic in the
computer field that unforseen complications will arise to bedevil any new
system, and we have had our share. Even so, the system works and has been
operating more-or-less smoothly since its inception. Problems are still
with us, but time and money will reduce or eliminate them.

The remodeling has forced us quite often to move and then, sometimes to
move again. In addition, we have had to shut down the building several
times; and we have occasionally lost our employeest services because of
dust, oppressive smell of paint, excessive noise, temporary loss of work
space, etc. Remarkably, the library continued to function efficiently for
the most part. No little praise is due Mrs. Tacker for her role in this,
though the entire Loan Desk crew staff deserves credit. Of course, the
rest of the staff was affected by the construction work and suffered, and
worked through great dislocations; but the Loan Desk, as Science's princi-
pal contact with the public arid the area hardest and most continually be-
set, deserves special mention. Despite our handicaps, total circulation
rose to almost 92,000, a gain of 16%; surely, much of this must be due to
the ease of machine charging.

Having added S,700 titles and over 8,600 physical volumes this year, Sci-
ence now holds some 69,000 titles and 176,000 volumes - this latter fig-
ure include both monographs and bound periodicals. The sum of our non-
book holdings (government documents, microforms, pamphlets, etc.) comes
to over 328,000 items; thus our overall holding amount to 0,0O0 pieces.

Our project of "jacketingtt cards for all Reference Room books is now al-
most seventy per cent completed. The decline in reference work, accounted
for by the eLiirünation of library projects for Biolor 1k students, was
offset by the considerable increase in Interlibrary Loan work this year.



III. THE YEAR'S WORK OF THE SCIENCE DIVISION

BUILDING & RUIPMENT - As reported last year, construction on the Science
Addition began in the Spring of 1970. We had hoped the work would be com-

pleted by the middle of 1971. Now it appears that only the first three
floors will be finished in the Summer and that the entire building won't
be ready until well after school begins in the Fall. Our operations have
been interrupted and disrupted several times in the course of the year,
principally by the rode1ing work in the Loan, Reference and Catalog
areas. However, the staff coped well with its burdens and carried out its
affairs even better than one would expect. As usual, the elevators were
frequently out of order due to malfunctions and breakdowns, sometimes short-
ly after service men worked on them. The heavy traffic we can expect, once
ail five floors are open to the public, is likely to cause still more fre-
quent breakdowns.

THE CARD CATALOGS AND REL&TED SUBJECTS - The Science Catalog staff continues
to add 1,000 or more cards to its catalogs each week and spends a consider-
able time correcting, changing, or adding to cards already in its files. A
new catalog case arrived recently, so we will have ample space for expansion.
The entire Science staff agreed that our catalog should be divided to conform
with the Main Library's and. Humanities' catalogs. Mrs. Peters and her
assistants are already at work on this. As time permits, they are dividing
each tray into two sections; after the entire catalog has been divided, the
whole staff will spend one day amalgamating the separate sections, thus caus-
ing our patrons little or no inconvenience. As planned last year, we have
interfiled I1MCL's serials cards with ours - with quite satisfactory results.
We have not had time to interfile its monographie main entries; these wiU re-
main in a separate file until we find time to merge them.

Happily, the Catalog staff operated for most of the year with the same person-
nel. Mrs. Johnson replaced Mrs. Armstrong in October and has been with us
ever since; and Mrs. Baarson and Nra. Duarte, experienced and 1ìowledgeable
wages assistants, have helped greatly.

THE COLLECTION - Our holdings now comprise some 176,500 volumes (including
69,000 titles) and 328,600 non-book items, making a total of approximately
505,000 pieces. We added 5,700 titles and 8,600 bound volumes this year,
together with I2,OOO other kinds of materials - athiost entirely government
documents and microfiche. New books and journals received Library of Con-
gress numbers, but few of our older materials have been reclassified this
year since we had asked the Serials Department to delay reclassification be-
cause of the shelving problems it entails. At this time fewer than forty
percent of our cataloged materials bear LC numbers.

In terms of c.ìllection development, the History of Science, Optical Sciences,
and Ornithology received special attention. In addition, the whole field of
Biological Sciences was bolstered considerably and the Library's general re-
sources were substantially improved with the acquistion of exténsive back-
f lles in several areas, most notably with earlier runs of PHILOSOPHICAL MAG-
AZINE and the Royal Society' s PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS.
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III. rp YEAR'S )RX OF THE SCIENCE DIVISION - continued

DOCUMENTS - Numbers tell most of the Documents story. Mrs. Wright and

her assi stant Mrs. Gentry processed or checked in forty thousand separate
pieces of material during the year. The vast amount of new materials to
be accessioned forced them to neglect several nportant tasks: corrections
have had to wait; changes were delayed or set aside; shelf reading and re-
arrangement has been ignored. For, on top of the problems of coping with
this mass of materials, Mrs. Wright has regularly spent a quarter or more
of her time at the Reference Desk and has spent untold hours otherwise as-
sisting patrons, answering questions, and aiding in "card stuffing" and
other problems involved with our conversion to machine-charging. Lastly,
it should be noted that the Documents section, together with its shelving,
was moved to temporary quarters in the Third Floor stack area so that con-
stru.ction and remodeling work could progress. We expect shortly that the
documents will have to undergo stili another temporary move so that the
shelving can be placed in its final position in the new areas.

INTERLIBRARY LOAN - As reported last year, the Science Division staff
(chiefly Mrs. Juergens and Mrs. Wright) is heavily involved in the business
of Interlibrary Loans. This year our involvement was even greater. We han-.

died almost 2,300 transactions, an increase of over 1O percentZ Since the
vast majority of these transactions were loans to other institutions - only
24ì requests were made by us - we can truly claì the University is contribu-
ting its full share of interlibrary cooperation.

LOAN DESK - In the long run, machine-charging will most likely be one of
those things we couldn't do without. However, getting through the short run
has not been easy. Mrs. Tucker, Mrs. Mayhew, Miss Caney, Miss Heredia, and

Bussey deserve great credit for their energy, determination and resource-
fulness in dealing with their problems. To make matters more difficult, they
have had to work while the Loan area was remodeled around them, laboring
through dust, noise and other distractions. Since "automation1' began last
June, this marks our first full year with the machines. In that time, the
Loan Desk has managed to convert almost all its manual records, so that the
vast bulk of our loans and other transactions now appear on our regular print-
outs. Thus, the patron can now check in one place to learn if semething is
not on the regular stacks, whether it be on loan, in Repair, missing, in the
Reference Room or Reserve collection, etc. Lastly, our total circulation in-
creased by 16%, soaring almost to the 92,000 mark, the highest in our brief
history.

P.AI4PHLET COLLECTIONS - Mr. NcConville reports that our Arizona Agricultural
Pamphlet File now holds 2360 pieces, an increase of eighteen percent. The
other pamphlet collections, i.e., our regular pamphlets, the R & D file, and
the Scientific American off-print file, are being allowed to wither. The
first two are simply not worth the effort and expense to maintain and the
latter is largely duplicated by bound collections of these off-prints.



III. THE YEAR'S WORK OF THE SCIENCE DIVISION - continued

PERSONNEL - Mrs. Armstrong, our 1tcatalog" Clerk had to resign in 1970, but
we were able to replace her with Mrs. Phyllis Johnson who started work in
October. Mr. Paisson resigned as Senior Reference Librarian at the end of
June to resume his studies, we expect that his place will be taken in Sep-
tember. Mrs. Gentry, who was working for us full-time on wages, also re-
signed this June.

PHOTOCOPY LABORATORY - This service was transferred from the Main Library
and separated administratively from the Copying Office late in the fiscal
year. Nr. Babb, its chief, will report his 1970/71 activities through the
Public Services Division. Suffice to note, his unit began operations here
in June 1971.

REFERENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY ROOM - As with other parts of the Library, this
area was affected greatly by the construction work. At times, both stu-
dents and reference persoimel found they could not work there. Yet, our
Reference staff generally was busier than ever before. They answered fewer
reference questions than they did the year before, but this was more than
offset by the great increase in Interlibrary Loan work. The drop in Ref er-
ence Questions answered is due to the abolition of library assignments for
the 1,000 or more students in Biology li. The task of jacketing the main
entry cards and title cards to indicate which books are shelved in Reference
is nearly seventy per cent completed. Now that this project is so well ad-
vanced and reference books are listed on the print-out, we have had no more
complaints on this score. Mr. Espenshade has added 180 new titles to the
Reference Collection, so there now some 3,L0O titles and 9,300 volumes on
the shelves. Reference has become more and more crowded with students using
it as a study area, thus its space is being usurped for other than it in-
tended purpose. We can hardly monitor the area and order these "offenders"
out, but something clearly needs to be done. Perhaps the most practicable
solution is to replace some of the carrels and tables with "stand-up" table -

this possibility is being investigated and discussed.
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IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF STAFF MEMBERS, INCLUDING BIBLIOCIIAPHIES

Espenshade, Ralph
Attended: University of Arizona Library School Cofloquim on Rare Books,

Tucson, November 1970; Information Science Seminar, Tucson, November
1970; ASLA., Special Libraries Division meetings, October 1970 and Jan.-
uary 1971.

Mautner, Robert W.
Attended: SULA-ASLA. Survey Conference on Joint Survey of Library Orga-

nization and Membership, Dallas, September 1970; ASLA. Conference,
Phoenix, March 1971.

Offices Held: Trustee, Tucson Corrmiunity School; Chairman, AAUP Re-
solution Committee.

"Higher education1 and "Special Libraries." in Arizona Blue Book
in Press, 1971.

Review of The Environmental Revolution by Max Nicholson. Choice 7
(October, 19(0), .wo9.

Review of The Making of a Surgeon by William Nolen. Choice 8
(June, 1971), Li75.

Review of Reason Awake by Rene Dubos. Choice 7 (September, 1970),
862.

Review of Science and the Social Order by Bernard Barber. Choice 7
(February, 1971), l68E.

Review of The Vocabulary of Science by Lancelot Hogben. Choice 7
(September, 1970), 820.

Palsson, Gerald D.

Attende: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,
March 1971.

Peters, Hilda
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,
March 1971 *

Tucker, Mary Beth
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,
March 1971.

Wright, Phyllis
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,
March 1971.
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V. OTIrER ITE4S OF INTEREST

Not applicable: See IV
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VI. PLANS .AND RECONMENDED POLICIES

The expansion of this building and the subsequent addition of three more

units - Humanities, Oriental Studies, and Photographic Services - cans for
substantial changes in the way many things have been done at Science. Some

procedures have already béen tentatively worked out but others need to be

foxulated. In addition, because the chief Science Librarian wil]. act less
and less as a science librarian as time progresses, at least some of his

duties will have to be parceled out.

Our long-range plans are included in Section VI of the Library's Annual

Report.

The Library's chief abtraction for many students is its usefullness as a
study hail. Regrettably, they have no other good, quiet place available.
In addition, our astronomers sometimes need to consult our materials late

at night at hours when we are closed. To meet these needs, a relatively
small appropriation would allow the Science Division to stay open several
hours longer every night on a "study hpll" (non-circulation) basis. The

cost would not be astronomical - a few hundred dollars for physical altera-
tions to isolate the Nain floor, to cut do on the personnel needed for
supervision, and a few thousand dollars each year for staffing - but it is

money we do not have. Regardless of the hours we can stay open for ful].
library services, I recommend that the Library seek a special subvention
to extend Science's hours as a study area. The fifll details and further

justification of this proposal will be found in Appendix B.
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VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable: See IV.
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APPE1DIX A

APPROXmATE HOLDINGS1 So,00O

Books & Periodicals

As of July 1, 1970
As of July 1, 1971

Other Holdings

Microforms Documents Misc. Total

Titles Volumes

63,S0O 168,000

69,200 176,SO0

As of July 1,1970 l76,00 1OtOO ,SOO 286,O0

As of July 1,1971 208,000 U,000 S,600 328,600

CIRCUL&TION 1969/70 19 70/71

Two-Week Loans 66,070 76,961

Reserve Loans 12,606 lI,922
Total 75,676 91,553

REFERENCE QUESTIONS lL,682 13,367

INTERLIBRA.RY LOANS 1969/70 19 70/71

Requests Received from Other Libraries l,L99 2,03
Materials Requested by UAL 133 2LI.

Total 1,632 2,297

At best, these figures are accurate only to five percent. To avoid a

false impression of exactness, totals are rounded off.

Nicrocards 87,100

Microfiche Documents U,O00
Other Microfiche S,O0
Microfilm 1,211t

Agricultural Pamphlet File 2,360

Pamphlet Collection 39Ii
R & D Reports 1,300
Paperback Collection 8Lth
Scientific American Offprints 7O
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APPENDIX B

PROPOSAL FOR EXTENDING HOURS AT THE SCIENCE DIVISION

Two separate and substantial needs exist for an extension of the Library's
hours. First, a large nuxnber of students do not have a satisfactory place
to study late at night. On numerous occasions students have complained
about this their quarters or study areas are noisy, their roonimates retire
early and they ca&t have the light on, etc. Second, a number of the faculty
work late at night when our resources are denied to them. This is especi11y
true of our astronomers. A recent survey by the ACE ranked our Astronomy
Department among the best in the country; in addition, the journal NkTIThE,
said very much the same thing not too long ago. By extending our hours, we
would be meeting an obligation implicit in this honor - the duty to provide
a library excellent both in terms of its contents and the accessibility of

its materials.

I propose that after our regular closing time, we aflow the Nain Floor of
the Science Division to remain open and that we block it off from the rest
of the building. This can be done by locking the side and central doors and
and by shutting off the elevators. Books would not circulate during these
extended hours, but the materials on the Main Floor, including our extensive
Reference and Documents collections, would be available to patrons and the
whole floor could be used for study. By isolating the Main Floor and by not
circulating materials, we need only a staff of two, one person at the Security
Desk and. the other patrolling.

If we stay open an average of three extra hours per day it would cost us about
L,OOO dollars a year in wages. The expense of adding locks to the doors and
elevators would be sniU. The benefits to the students and to faculty would,
if one can put a dollars and cents evaluation on something likethis, far out-
weigh the cost to the University.
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II. SUMMARY STATEMENT

All the departments have increased the output in their respective
areas. The cataloging backlog has dropped by 37.5% which means
these materials are now accessible to the public. The Serials
Department has reclassified several thousands of reference books
and periodicals from the Dewey classification to the Library of
Congress scheme. Acquisitions has handled the budgetary increases
in a very efficient fashion without substantially increasing its
staff.

2



III. THE YEAR'S WORK IN TECHNICAL SERVICES

The cost overrun and subsequent depletion of our operations budget
on the automated circulation system was resolved in a satisfactory
fashion. An improved method of communication with the University
Computer Center is being established in order to avoid recurrences
of such cost overruns. Furthur study will be made of specific
library operations in acquisitions and. cataloging in order to
determine if improvement in these areas can be effected. The
Catalog Department cataloged approximately 9% more new titles at
the same time decreased the cataloging backlog by 37.5%. Card
catalog reproduction increased by almost 9%. New procedures were
introduced in the materials handling section which meant that the
typing section got some job enlargement. The reclassification
of that portion of our collection in the Dewey Decimal classi-
fication has been reduced by 1,605 titles. The card reproduction
project for the departmental catalog of the Humanities Department
has been completed. The Bindery section of the Catalog Department
has had. to cut sharply the number of items bound this year which
is unfortunate since it means more work for the rest of the library
staff over the next several years.

The Acquisitions department procedures were characterized more by
consolidation of alread.y existing routines this year rather than
implementation of new ones. The blanket order plan for comprehen-
sive acquisition of new English language publications is in its
fourth year of operation and. is very successful in meeting its
objectives, i.e., that of acquiring all significant English language
monograph publications of reputable publishers according to Univer-
sity of Arizona specifications. The Mexican and Latin American
academic publisher standing order also is working quite well. The
blanket order plans enable us to attain a high degree of needed.
monographie materials without much overhead expenditure on our
part. The recurring charges portion of our budget allocation is
a start toward giving us some idea of what our overhead charges
are on that part of our book collection which are not directly
considered a capital item. Further work must be done on this to
ascertain wha.t part of our book allocation goes to undergraduate
education and what part to research and overhead costs.

The Serials Department just completed its third year as a separate
entity in the Technical Services Division. The organization of
this department can be considered a success in that it has enabled
all three areas of the Technical Services Division to maintain and
increase its services and production of record.s for the University
Libraries. The creation of the Serials Department from the former
Serials Sections of the Acquisition and Catalog departments created.
a logical division of labor within Technical Services so that in-
creases in labor productivity have come about. The reclassification
of the Library Science periodicals from Dewey to the Library of
Congress system would never have been accomplished except through
the segregation of serials into a separate activity. The cutback
in bindery funds seriously affects the work of this department and
means more work for it in the coming fiscal year in order to catch

3



up with those items deferred for binding into the coming fiscal
year.

All the departments need to continue to study their operations in
order to make plans for future increases in their work. This
coming year a special attempt will be made to study the Acquisitions
Department' s routines in order to make recommendations for improve-
ments in its operations.



IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES 0F LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS

Peters, Charles M.
Visited: Cornell University Library, Ithaca, New York;

University of Rochester Libraries, Rochester, New York;
Washington University Libraries, St. Louis, Missouri;
University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California

Presented: A colloquium at University of California, Berkeley,
on Professional Library Staff Motivation.

Member: American Society for Information Science

For activities of technical services librarians, see deparLitental
reports.
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V. OThER ITEMS OF INTEREST

Not appii.eib1e; see Section IV.
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VI. PLANS ANI) RECOMMENDED POLICIES

Upon returning to the University of Arizona Library I started
exanhining the status of the automated circulation system in the
Science Division Library. Much of my time was consumed. in anal-
yzing what had been done on the system in my absence and what
remains to be done. The University Computer Center staff has been
most helpful in answering my questions about the system and. supply-
ing me with documentation of its operating details.

Due to a number of reasons, namely library inexperience in dealing
with technical personnel, changes of plan, turnover of personnel,
our budget for establishing this automated circulation system was
heavily overspent.

However the tremendous unexpected. cost overruns which the Univer-
sity Library incurred, on the system have been taken care of in a
satisfactory manner. The original University Computer Center
estimate was $5232.00 for an operational computer program. The
true cost to the University Library was $15,298.00. This latter
figure only includes costs up to the end of December 1970. Since
that time any changes made in the program part of the system have
been mad.e at the University Computer Centerts expense. Moreover
the University Computer Center has been running our progarm at no
cost to us since March of 1970. This reflects an effort on their
part to partly reimburse us for the tremendous cost overrun on the
original program and the subsequent rewrites of it by their person-
nel.

We have recouped. about $'47l9.000 of the $15,298.00 cost overrun by
means of these free University Computer Center services. Further-
more we are in the process of establishing procedures whereby any
changes to be made in the operational program or production part
of the operation have to be cleared through me in order to prevent
any more recurrences in cost overruns of the sort outlined above.

The next major step to be taken in our automated circulation
system is to extend it to the Main Library. The additional cost
to our operations budget of $10,530 does not seem too great an
amount to pay in order to automate our antiquated. loan procedure
in the Main Library. The benefits gained in the personnel area
alone would. justify our spending this amount on automating the
Main Library loan procedures.

Due to the experience gained by our personnel in the Science
Division automated circulation system the costs to our operations
budget should not exceed what we have forecast for the fiscal
year. Given the fact tha.t we have some experience now with the
system and that we have established, some provision for exercising
administrative control over changes in the system, high cost over-
runs would. not seem to have a high probability of occurring as
has happened. in the past.

For the coming year further studies should be mad.e of other parts
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of the University Library in order to determine if we can improve
our operations and services. Nota bene, such studies should not
be limited Lo only determining whether or not it is feasible to
use computer technology to improve the existing system. If a

manual system can do a given job to our speci-fications then it
should be continued in use as is and not changed for the sake of
change.

The acquisitions process would be a very fruitful area to examine
for operating costs. The largest increase in library operating
costs is in the books purchased. area. Figure 1 gives growth rate
in unit operating costs in college and university libraries between

1951 - 1966.

PER VOLUME PER VOLUME
ITEM OWNED ADDED

Total expenditures 5.8% 3.6%

Staff salaries 5.3% 3.2°/s

Books purchased 9.0% 6.9%

Figure 1

The wholesale price index for this period increased by less than
1%, i.e., 0.7%. What this means is that while the price index
was increasing less than 1% per year, book prices increased by
an average 6.9% per year and salaries by 3.2% per year. Any
savings that can be achieved in the area of staff or book purchas-
ing through a comprehensive systems study would be worthwhile.

The two prime inputs to library operations are the efforts of the
staff and the volumes purchased and held by the library. Given
the current state of our technology in the acquisition process a
doubling in the number of volumes purchased and stored. in the
library requires a doubling in the labor time required. for the
operation. Automation or some type of improvement in our manual
methods of operation may well constitute an effective means to
deal with this problem. A critical part of the cost problem
with libraries is the high labor-content associated with library
operations. In order to increase labor productivity in certain
of our clerical operations in the acquisitions process, an attempt
must be made to study which operations can take advantage of
mechanical or electronic substitutes for human effort in order to
decrease the continuous and cumulative rises in cost that charac-
terize the nature of human productivity.

O. C. Dunn at Purdue University every year publishes statistics
on a selected group of university research libraries. This re-

port points out that university libraries are growing at a steady
rate according to rather rigid, technological constrants. The

data he uses and type of data manipulation done to it projects
proportional increases in all inputs, (i.e., labor, money, materials)
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into the library. The reports have been carried out for some
twenty years and. a close analysis of them show he is too conser-
vative in some of the predicted growth rates. For example, the
'tTotal Expenditures" statistics for the Average Composite library
in 1960-70 indicates a 25.5% increase in actual expenditures over
his originally predicted. expenditure levels. The general reasons
for this increase are not too difficult to ascertain. The first is
the commitment of university libraries to collect everything that
is relevant to a very heterogenous group of users. Secondly is the
need to store a varied group of materials indefinitely and. at the
same time, make it all reasonably accessible to its users.

The specific things we can do to our operations in order to main-
tain the traditional mission of the university library of breadth
of collecting and indefinite storage must be to exploit the techni-
cal innovations which have been developed to control the prolifer-
ation of information and the record.s needed to keep this information
readily available to users demanding it.

The computer creates an immediate challenge to libraries, not in its
ability to replace the book, but in its ability to replace the
catalog. Before the computer, the main technical issue in librar-
ies was between the book and, the card. catalog, that is, between the
book and records about books. Books are handy devices when used
individually, but collectively they are cumbersome, and difficult
to manipulate. Manual card. records are easier to ha.ndle in large
numbers, and one can afford to file similar records under different
headings to allow a variety of access points to the same store of
information. Like books, card.s make manual random access to any
point in the file relatively easy for both purposes of retrieval
and for the interfiling of new items. However, this ease of access
and ability to accommodate steady expansion is obtained at the
price of a rigid conformity to common rules and lack of adaption
to new needs and circumstances. The economics achieved, through
standardized procedures are eventually offset by the increasing
cost of lost opportunities to provide specialized services as the
need arises.

Computer-based information systems offer the adva.ntage of ease and
economy in the manipulation of machine-readable records. For large
record systems such as a research library it costs more both to
enter new information and. to store old information in machine-
retrievable form. Technical advances in both data origination
equipment and storage equipment should reduce these costs substan-
tially in the long run. Operational changes which minimize the
amount of original entry work and make possible shared use of
large data banks will also reduce the costs substantially. The
net effect of these reductions should. be to force the cost per
record down to a point which is competitive with manual record
systems. Even so, the library cannot expect to save money on a
cost per record. basis by adopting computer methods. The advantages
must come through the computer's ability to process da.ta a.t fantas-
tic speed.s and to manipulate records in a manner which would be
unthinkable by manual methods. How to translate these opportunities
into enough tangible benefits for library patrons and long run



economies in library budgeting so as to justify the introduction
of computer technology, is a difficult task. At this point one
should remember that it took 50 years to win acceptance of the
typewriter as the standard. way of producing catalog records.

There are perhaps two positive approaches to the introduction of
computers in the library in addition to the obvious negative
one. A conservative approach would be to encourage the develop-
ment of systems whieh emulate existing manual systems and compete
favorably on a cost basis. This is the 'Tcardless catalog' approach
and it offers the line of least resistance to change on our part.
However, it runs the risk of adhering to an automated technology
which is unnecessary in a different type of system. A more valid
approach is to begin with a thorough re-examination of the purpose
and functions of libraries. This latter approach, sometimes called.
the management science approach, works backwards from the end to
the means of accomplishing these ends. When the necessary technical
information is unavailable for completing some detail between an
output and input, a "blackbox'T is substituted there and, this is a
place marked for further study. This approach permits me to continue
to sketch in the larger plan of a research library system and iden-
tify points where further research is needed..

The problems Of the University of Arizona Library are not unique
to it. The problem of document storage which we face is one that
all libraries have. It is the specific item which we must send
to storage that remains the problem. The Library of Congress
classification system we use for storage of books is an orderly
way of solving the book storage problem. However it is not the
most effective method of using space. It accumulates obsolete
and redundant books with new ones on the same topic which tends
to inhibit the userts ease of access to information. As our
library stock continues to grow and funds become tighter, the
advantages of adopting unconventional storage patterns for our
bookstock should. be reconsidered. The possibilities of using
more microform publications should be explored. User acceptance
of this format is still low but increasing the storage capacity
of the stacks is not the answer to the library problem. In fact,
there is no single answer to the library problem. The library
problem is more than a storage problem; there is also a retrieval
problem. These problems are not going to be solved in just a
year or 10 years at the University of Arizona Library, but research
into possible solutions should give our users a better means of
access to our collections.
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II

SU1IMARY STATEMENT

Funding from state budgeted monies was unusually generous
this year, inasmuch as we received a liberal $112,000 incre-
ment and, in addition, a special appropriation of $111,242,
based on a request made to the president by the University
Librarian.

Further, we were successful in our application for a U.S,0.E.
grant (the fourth in as many years) and received $17,502
for improving our holdings in the field of history.

Our blanket orders for new, scholarly books in the English
language again worked very well--about 27% of the total number
of books purchased came in this way.

A new provision in the budget was made to accommodate certain
charges not hitherto easily absorbed.

Detailed floor plans were made for our forthcoming relocation.

2



III

THE YEAR'S WORK OF THE ACQUISITIONS DEPARTMENT

Little change was experienced this year in the matter of
selecting books for the Library system. As usual, we relied
upon the books forwarded on our blanket order program to
supply about 26% of the books acquired--the administration of
the receipt and acceptance of these took only about ten or
twelve hours per week of the time of the four professionals
involved and, thereby, made more time available for more
important matters.

We continue to supply more active faculty members with
antiquarian catalogues and brochures for new titles which we
think may be of interest for the graduate and research programs.
Because the Acquisitions Department undertakes to acquire
most scholarly works in English, the faculty are encouraged
to spend their time selecting societal and association out-
put, antiquarian titles and books (both old and new) in
languages other than English. The most active departments
this year were Anthropology, Art, English, History, Orienta?
Studies, and Romance Languages, all of which assigned one
departmental member to the task of coordinating book selection.

The staff was augmented by Dr. Trejo, who was assigned one-
third time to the Department. Also, mention must be made
that Miss Louise Bondow went on contract, having worked four
years on a wages basis.

Miss Flick again spent all of her time in book selection in
the sciences. She spent many hours helping Dr. David Corson,
of the History Department, who was charged with selecting
material in the History of Science to be purchased on U.S.O.E.
funds. She had letters mailed to all water research institutes
of the various states and regions so that we might get all
of their material, or at least announcements thereof. Through-
out most of the year she paid particular attention to foreign
documentation and library literature for selection of items
of interest to our staff and to build up the resources in
automation for the forthcoming Library Science Library. She
sorted and supervised the searching of the 3,000 volume Fourton
Co1lecton which we had acquired three years ago and had never
had time to work on. This collection was primarily older
agriculture and botany, in French and Spanish.

Mrs. Briner coórdinated the processing of the thousands of
book-requests we receive annually and revised the work of the
many hands required to prepare those to be ordered.
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Mr. Makuch devoted most of his time to selecting books pub-
lished on the continent and Latin Americana. He also handles
most of the request slips from the modern languages depart-
ments and examines the titles received from our foreign
blanket order vendors. We were visited this year by both
our French and German export agents, neither of whom we had
seen for about seven years. Their arrival enabled us to find
out a great deal which cannot be achieved through correspondence
in the matter of the details of French and German blanket
orders, the propriety of which we continue to debate.

DEALER RELATIONS

The firm, Richard Abel and Company, Inc., again performed
beautifully in the matter of sending us the most important
new American and British scholarly books "automatically."
This year we accepted 10,244 of these (and rejected 1,182,
or about 10.3%). The total cost of the books accepted was
$106,735 and, as explained in my annual reports over the last
three years, there is very little labor overhead in the pro-
curement of books in this way--repetitive typing and processing
chores are obviated by this blanket order.

Although we do not keep statistics, we estimate that 75%
of the total number received was shipped by the Abel firm
"unsolicited" for our review and 25% was "pre-selected" by
acquisitions personnel from advance citation slips provided
by Abel for certain titles which he was dubious about sending.

We again relied on Mr. Theodore Front, in Los Angeles, for
our continental books in the field of musicology. He sent
243 this year and we rejected very few of them.

We continue to maintain four blanket orders from continental
dealers who select and send automatically books in these
areas: (i) French books in certain geo-sciences; (2) Russian
atlases; (3) Russian works on arid zones; and (4) Russian
books relating to Latin-American history, political science,
and economics.

An important corollary of the Abel program is the firm's
submission of citations on continental books (principally
French, German, Spanish and Italian imprints) for our consider-
ation. Normally, we could anticipate the receipt of about 100
per week of these and their receipt was very welcome, because
scanning them enabled Mr. Makuch to review the most important
of the continental output very easily. Without any announcement,
the Abel firm stopped sending these in the early spring and we
can only assume that the firm is retrenching from the European
sector.
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The lack of the Abel foreign form selections has reinforced
our interest in establishing and maintaining blanket orders
with French, German and Spanish agents, as previously mentioned
in this report. We will doubtless continue to labor this
decision for another year or two, and Mr. Makuch will continue
to select from national bibliographies and trade catalogs.
The state of the budget and the amount of Catalog Department
arrearage will be important factors in later deliberations.

In the matter of our Farmington Plan commitments, we had
become increasingly dissatisfied with the service rendered
by the Stechert-Hafner firm on its LACAP" plan. Accordingly,
in January, at the Tucson midwinter meeting of the group,
Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials,
I spoke to the Stechert representative and explained the
reasons for our disaffection, and cancelled our order with
them. We had earlier made tentative feelers with the Bogota
firm managed by Sr. Noe J. Herrera in this matter and had
contracted for him to begin sending Colombian materials as of
January, The Stechert representative was not disagreeable
about our withdrawing from our small segment of the LACAP
program and Sr. Herrera has performed very well since January.

Libreria Porrua Hermanos and the Centro Interamericano de
Libros Academicos, both in Mexico City, have again performed
nicely in the matter of supplying contemporary Mexican imprints
as well as the output of academic publishers all over South
Amers ca.

For reasons we cannot explain, we were asked to find very
few domestic out-of-print titles this year. This is the area
in which we perform very poorly, anyway, and we already have
a group of at least 3,000 slips representing titles for which
we are searching. Continental out-of-prints cause us far less
trouble, inasmuch as we have good relations with at least one
antiquarian in each major country and all perform reasonably
well in the matter of searching.

THE VARIOUS BUDGETS

As noted in my 1969/70 annual report, we found that, for want
of funds, we had to curtail buying in the early spring of 1970.
However hard we tried to avoid it, we had an arrearage of
almost $80,000 in unpaid bills by 1 July 1970. For this reason,
no special purchases were planned for the handsome $112,000
increment received--it was apportioned among the various
allotments. In this way, those departments who had built
up large sums payable on 1 July were, in effect, not penalized
by having their accounts drastically reduced by 1 July
payments.



The special appropriation of $111,242 granted by virtue
of a special request from the University Librarian, was funded
from monies which would not revert at the end of the fiscal
year. For that reason, it was decided that half this sum
should be reserved for use in 1971/72. Of the current half,
$20,000 was applied for use on the last segment of the reprint
edition of the BRITISH PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS; $12,900 for
the last payment of the microfilm edition of all the novels
cited in Lyle Wright's AMERICAN FICTION, l774-la99; and
$22,100 granted to the Serials Department for backfiles
purchases.

Because the U.S.O.E. grant for funds to improve, our holdings
in the field of history was smaller than we had hoped ($17,502),
its disposition was left up to a committee in the History
Department. The committee decided that $10,000 was to be
used for purchasing books on the history of science and $5,000
on material to improve our holdings on the role of the Jewish
emigre in the United States from colonial times to the
present. (The Library used the remaining sum for the selection
of other historical material.)

N.D.E.A. funds continue to dwindle and we spent less than
ever before; these funds are made available from the departments
of English and Romance Languages.

We granted an, allotment of $5,000 to the newly-created
graduate Library School so that it might secure books for
its planned library. In addition, the University adminis-
tration granted them $20,000 for this purpose and, although
the Library School requisitioned their material through the
University Purchasing Agent, the books were shipped to the
Acquisitions Department for storage and preliminary processing.
In the middle of the year, upon petition of a committee from
within the College of Education, we augmented the Instructional
Materials Collection allotment in the amount of $1,500 to be
used for multi-media material.

We gave permission for Dr. William R. Schultz and Mr. Edward
Putzar of the Committee on Oriental Studies, to spend $1,000
each on our behalf during their stays in Taiwan and Hong Kong.
Similarly, Dr. Frederick Kellogg, of the History Department,
found about $700 in Rumanian materials for us in Bucharest.

As for fiscal records, we began using the new three-part
voucher designed by the State Department of Finance. We
were at first dubious about these because they are a three-.
ply form, carbon interleaved, and must be purchased from
Moore Business Forms, Inc. The superseded forms had been
made at the local University Mimeograph Bureau and were
available at no charge to us. We found, however, that their
cost is offset by increased understanding on the part of the
vendors who are expected to fill them in and we have to spend
less time returning those improperly filled out.

6
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Inasmuch as we had long chafed because our budget allotments
had been divided into only two sections (books and serials)
and we had learned over the years that certain expensive items
did not logically fall in either (which created problems of
trying to make equitable distribution of some expensive costs).
To correct the inequities, then, we took $40,000 and created
a third major budget section which we call "Recurring Charges."
This now accommodates payments for four classes of things:
(i) the. major bibliographic tools such as those published by
the Library of Congress and the H. W. Wilson Company [about
$4,5001; (2) subsidies such as our membership in the Association
of Research Libraries, the American Library Association, our
P. L. 480 subsidy, and Interlibrary loan deposits and payments
to the Bibliographic Center, Denver [about $5,0001; (3) card
catalog maintenance items, such as certain card stock and Xerox
costs, plus pre-made cards purchased from inicroformat manu-
facturers [about $6,0001; and (4) expensive microfilm material
which we pay on an annual basis--also the cost of filming
University of Arizona dissertations and the annual cost of our
metropolitan daily newspapers on microfilm [about $23,0001.



GIFTS AND EXCHANGE SECTION

During the year about 4,770 books and pamphlets were received,
no count being retained of periodical issues, federal documents
and ephemera being maintained. Of the books, we retained
about 1,830 for the collections.

It was not a notable year, either in quantity or quality and,
for this reason, I am not citing the names of donors of lots
more than one hundred volumes, as has been customary in past
annual reports. Mention must be made, however, of the donation
of the large personal and working library of Mrs. Rosemary
Drachman Winchcombe-Taylor, which contains much local lore and
pieces of association value; it also includes many rare items
on military history collected by her late husband.

Records were kept of about 150 individual donors who contributed
books to us. These were augmented by the usual corporate
gifts and by donations from many university agencies. The
annual reports of the Field Historian, the Special Collections
Department, as well as those of the Map and Music Collections,
will contain details on other contributions.

The relocation of Pima College into its permanent building in
February enabled us to transfer about 800 volumes of unwanted
books to them. We had been accumulating these for them for
about three years. The resignation of the Prescott College
librarian, on the other hand, was a loss, inasmuch as it had
long been her habit to come to Tucson at least quarterly and
take away books which we had been reserving for them. We
continue to send books to the Arizona State University Library,
the Tucson Public Library, as well as to the State Prison in
Florence.

Professor Frederick Kellogg, who spent summer and fall, 1970,
in East Europe, took with him a list of desiderata which he
presented to various libraries in the hope that some of them
might have certain of thos books among their duplicates and
that an exchange might be effected. He was more successful
than he had anticipated and we have receved books from the
State Public Library in Leningrad, the Lenin Library in Moscow,
as well as the Moldavian Academy of Science in Kishinev, a
total of 40 items, most of them pre-revolutionary imprints.
In return, we had to arrange the purchase and shipment of
about $175 worth of American books which these libraries cited
as wanting in exchange.

In my annual report of last year I gave the details on the
reason we lost the availability of our most important exchange
serial, the University's ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS. We are now

8



purchasing about fifteen copies of each of these for gratis
distribution to certain East European and South American
countries.

We also purchase 500 copies of our principal exchange item,
the JOURNAL of the Arizona Academy of Science. These are
sold to us on a cost basis ($900) and we know we get equal
value in return.

Three other titles are available to us, but they are of
limited interest to those libraries and academies whose titles
we solicit: Of THE ARIZONA REVIEW, we send 35 to overseas
agencies; the Engineering Experiment Station's SERIES REPORT
we began using this year, again for foreign libraries; the
Arizona State Bureau of Mines BULLETIN is very sporadic, but
available to us as we request copies.

Mr. von Bergen continues to handle the work for the Serials
Department in the matter of journals and monographie series
which they wish obtained, whenever it appears that the title
can be got at no cost or on exchange.

During the year we received 1,607 books and an estimated
1,630 issues of periodicals from the United Arab Republic,
these having been forwarded by the Cairo office of the Library
of Congress by virtue of our full participancy in its "P. L.
480 Program", details of our entrance into which appear in
my annual report of last year. In January we were pleased to
receive Mr. Frank McGowan, Chief of the Processing Department
of the Library of Congress Overseas Operations Division, who
answered many questions from the staff involved. We are very
grateful to Mrs. Mary McWhorter who arranged the storage of
this material throughout the year.

We have long been participants in the limited, English-language
sector of Indian and Pakistani books and serials in English.
This year we received 26 books on this small P. L. 480 Program;
the Serials Department's annual report cites the number of
journals received.

Mr. von Bergen and the Interlibrary Loan Librarian worked very
hard, as usual, ordering replacement photocopies for pages
sliced out of books and bound journals. About 400 examples
of these were brought into us during the year, as over 386
from 1969/70. To those figures should be added the number
of current unbound journal issues which the Serials Department
were asked to replace, plus the quantity not yet discovered
or reported.

9



CONTINUATIONS SECTION

We continue to order and process serials of semiannual or
less frequent appearance, as well as handle all the fiscal
records for the journal subscriptions and backfile orders
placed by Serials Department personnel.

This year we placed about 300 standing orders as well as
processed at least 5,000 pieces of incoming annuals and sets.

Mrs. Van Aulcen continued in her role of working for the
National Program for Cataloging and Acquisitions in the
matter of searching certain European imprints in the depository
cards and printed Library of Congress catalogs for reporting
to the Library of Congress Processing Department. This year
she searched about 1,531 titles. This routine is explained
in detail on page 17 of my l967/6 annual report and our
coóperation in this program brings us all cards printed by
the Library of Congress.
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EQUIPMENT AND QUARTERS

As almost everywhere on the campus, our quarters are far too
overcrowded and the addition of a desk for Dr. Trejo was
engineered with difficulty. Fortunately, over half our
personnel do bibliographic work much of the time and can escape
to the bibliography area or the public catalog area.

We look forward to our move next autumn and have now given
the Committee on Relocation a detailed drawing of the floor
plan which we hope will be implemented. By virtue of having
composition board sections dropped down between extant double
stack shelving, we will achieve "walls't at very little
expense. With the exception of two or three new floor elec-
trical outlets (introduced from the fully-excavated basement
over which we will be) and the addition of one telephone
instrument, we feel that our move will be achieved at modest
expense.

11



IV

NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF THE STAFF

Flick, Frances
Attended: Arizona State Library Association 42d annual

conference, Phoenix, 19-20 March.

Makuch, Andrew L.
Member: Tucson Area Library Council.
Offices held: Chairman, University Library Collection

Development Committee.
Attended: Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American

Library Materials, Tucson, 15 March; Arizona State
Library Association 42d annual conference, Phoenix,
19-20 March; American Library Association 90th annual
conference, Dallas, 20-26 June.

Trejo, Arnulfo D.
Member: American Association of University Professors;

American Library Association; Arizona Library Association;
Association of American Library Schools; Instituto
Internacional de Literature Iberoamericana; Seminar on
the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials
(SALALM) Chairman, SALALM's subcommittee on Bibliographic
Technology; Beta Kappa Theta; Beta Phi Mu; Phi Delta
Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi; Sigma Delta Pi.

Offices held: Chairman, Latin American Bibliography Committee
of the University Library; Chairman, Ad Hoc Faculty and
Staff Committee on Mexican-American Education; Faculty
Advisor and Coordinator, "Chicano Week," University of
Arizona, 3-7 May.

Attended: Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library
Materials, Tucson, 15 March; Program Co6rdinator for "Mexican
Librarianship--Present and Future Goals," a program sponsored
by the International relations Round Table of the American
Library Association at its 90th Annual conference, Dallas,
20-26 June.

Public Appearances: "Chicano Spanish Vies for Recognition,"
a talk delivered before the Southwestern Anthropological
Association and the Ethnological Society, Tucson, 27 April;
ttQreetingsfl to the students of the Summer Program of the
University Center for English as a Second Language, 14 June.

Reviews: Barrio Boy by Ernesto Galarza. Library Journal
(April 15, 1971). p. 1358; Between Honesty and Hope:
Documents from and about the Church in Latin America, issued
by the Peruvian Bishops' Commission for Social Action.
Library Journal (June 15, 1971) p. 2094; La Causa: The
California Grape Strike, by Paul Fusco and George D. Horwitz.
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Library Journal (February 15, 1971) p. 617; Concordancias
de las obras poeU cas en castellano de Garcilaso de la Vega.
comp. by Edward Sarmiento. Choice (May, 1971) p. 344;
Mexico: A Short History by Sir Nicholas Cheetham. Library
Journal (June 1, 1971) p. 1973.

Kirchner, Mar aret, August, 1970---
Member: University Library Staff Association.

Pringle, Patricia, November, 1970-

Puckett Kathy (to November 1970).

Shepard, Patricia Ann, August, 1970--
Member: University Library Staff Association.
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V

OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST (Not appileable--see section IV]
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VI

PLANS AND RECOMMENDED POLICIES

Public Service departments should be encouraged to resume
work on their written acquisitions policies. Faculty under-
standing would be heightened by enlisting their cooperation
for this, and Acquisitions would be better able to know to
what depth to buy in certaTh fields.

We doubt that we can continue to contribute student assistant
filing time to help the Catalog Department file Library of
Congress depository cards and hope funds can be made available
to them for that purpose.
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VII

BIBLIOGRAPHY [Not applicable--see section IV]
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NOTABLE ACQUISITIONS

WORKS OF REFERENCE

American Society for Testing and Materials: POWDER DIFFRACTION
FILE, MAGNETIC TAPE DATA BASE. Sets 1 -18.

Baudrillart, Alfred: DICTIONNAIRE D'HISTOIRE ET DE GEOGRAPHIE
ECCLESIASTIQUES. Paris. 1912. 17 vois.

Besteruan, Theodore: A WORLD BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES.
New York. 1965. 5 vols.

Cobrol, Fernand: DICTIONNAIRE D'ARCHEOLOGIE CHRETIENNE ET
DE LITUNGIE. Paris. 1907. 15 vols.

Caobo lovenoka akademie ved: ATLAS CESKOSLOVENSKE SOCIAL-
ISTICKE REPUBLIKY. Prague. 1966.

Chevalier, Jean: DICTIONNAIRE DES SYMBOLES: MYTHES, REVES,
COUTUMES, GESTES, FORMES, FIGURES, COULEURS, NOMBRES.
Paris. 1969.

Denver. Public Library. Western History Department: CATALOG.
Boston. 7 vols.

ENCICLOPEDIA DE MEXICO. Mexico. 1969. 4 vols.
ENCICLOPEDIA URUGUAYA. Montevideo. 1967. 12 vols.
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPORT SCIENCES AND MEDICINE. New York.

1971.
ENGINEERS OF DISTINCTION INCLUDING SCIENTISTS IN RELATED

FIELDS. New York. 1970.
FOCUS ENCICLOPEDIA INTERNACIONAL. 4 vols.
Foster, Ludmila A.: BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RUSSIAN EMIGRE LITERA-

TURE 1918-1968. Boston. 2 vois.
INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SCIENTISTS,

1969. Philadelphia.
MCGRAW-HILL DICTIONARY OF ART, ed. by Bernard S. Myers. New

York. 1969. 5 vols.
Maelen, Philippe Marie Guillaume van der: DICTIONNAIRES

GEOGRAPHIQUES DES PROVINCES BELGES. Bruxelles. 1969.
8 vols.

MINERVA, ENCICLOPEDIE ROMANA. Cluj. 1930.
NATIONAL FACULTY DIRECTORY, 1970. Detroit.
NEW CAXTON ENCYCLOPEDIA. London. 1969. 21 vols.
NEW YORK T IMES FILM REVIEW, 19 13- 1968.
Ospina, Joaquin: DICCIONARIO BIOGRÁFICO Y BIBLIOGPLAFICO DE

COLOMBIA. Bogota. 1927-39. 3 vols.
WHO'S WHO IN THE WORLD. Chicago. 1971.

ART AND MUSIC

Allemagne, Henry Rßne 6': LES ACCESSOIRES DU COSTUME ET DU
MOBILIER. New York. r1970. 3 vols.

Bannister, Henry Marriott: MONUMENTI VATICANI DI PALEOGRAFIA
MUSICALE LATINA. London. 1969. 2 vols.
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Berti, Luciano: PONTOÏUViO. Firenze. 1966.
Buchner, Ernst: DAS DEUTSCHE BILDNIS DER SPATGOTIK UND DER

FRIJiIEN DURERZEIT. Berlín. 1953.
Bulirich, FranclscD: ARQUITECTURA LATINOAIVIERICANA, 1930-

1970. Buenos Aires. 1970.
Bunjes, Paul: THE PFLAETORIUS ORGAN. St. Louis, Mo. 1966.
Catlin, George: NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN PORTFOLIO. Chicago. 1970.
Cellini, Benvenuto: VITA. Naples. 1728.
Chagall, Marc: DRAWINGS AND WATER COLORS FOR THE BALLET. New

York. 1969.
Claessens, Robert: OUR BRUEGEL. Antwerp, 1969.
DavJdsan, Harry C.: DICCIONARIO FOLKLORICO DE COLOMBIA.

Bogota. 1970.
Demus, Otto: ROMANESQUE MURAL PAINTING. New York. 1970.
Denis, Valentin: THE ADORATION OF THE MYSTIC LAMB OF JAN

VAN EYCK. Milano. 1964.
Duerer, Albrecht: SCHRIFTLICHER NACHLASS. Hrsg. von Hans

iiupuerich. Berlin. vols. 2 & 3.
Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Library: CATALOG.

Boston. 1968. 6 vols.
Hayley, William: THE LIFE OF GEORGE ROMNEY. London. 1809.
Henley, William: UNIVERSAL DICTIONARY OF VIOLIN AND BOW'

MAKERS. Brighton, Eng. 1959-60. 5 vols.
Hirt, Franz Josef: STRINGED KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS, 1440-1880.

Boston. 1968.
Kauffrnann, Hans: GIOVANNI LORENZO BERNINI, DIE FIGURLICHEN

KOMPOSITIONEN. Berlin. 1970.
Lami, Stanislas: DICTIONNAIRE DES SCULPTEURS DE L'ECOLE

FRANCAISE. Nendeln, Liechtenstein. 8 vols.
Munch, Edvard: ETCHINGS, ed. by Sigurd Willocn. Oslo. 1950.
Oriasch, Konrad: ICONS. New York. 1963.
Palladia, Andrea: L'ARCIIITTURA ... DIVISA IN QUATTRO LIBRI.

Venice. 1642.
Pfannstiel, Arthur: MODIGLIANI. Paris. 1929.
Picasso, Pablo: PICASSO 347. New York. 1970. 2 vols.
Reau, Louis: LA GRAVURE D'ILLUSTRATION. Paris. 1928.
Rembrandt, Herrìanzoon van Rijn: REMBRANDT'S ETCHINGS, ed. by

C. White. Amsterdam. 1969. 2 vols.
Rosenberg, Kakob: DIE ZEICHNUNGEN LUCAS GRANACHS D. A. Berlin. 1960.
Russell, Charles M.: THE C.M.R. BOOK. Seattle. 1970.
Siren, Osvald: CHINESE SCULPTURE FROM THE FIFTH TO THE FOURTEENTH

CENTURY. New York. rl970. 4 vois.
Steinberg, Saul: LE MASQUE. Paris. 1966.
Strickland, Walter C.: DICTIONARY OF IRISH ARTISTE. New York.

1969. 2 vols.
Strzygowski, Josef: DIE ALTSLAVISCHE JUNST, EIN VERSUCH IHRES

NACHVIEISES. Augsburg. 1929.
Vannes, Rene: DICTIONNAIRE UNIVERSAL DES LUTHIERS. 2 vols.



H ISTORY

A collection of 45 scarce 19th century imprints of Buenos
Aires and Montevideo, dealing with history and politics
of the new republics of Argentina and Uruguay. The
collection also contains some rare European travels in
the Rio de la Plata region.

A collection of 174 Latin American belles-lettres titles, with
emphasis on contemporary Cuba. Hard-to-get first or
early editions of such authors as Alejo Carpentier, Anton
Arrufat, Nicolas Guillen, Heberto Padilla and others.

ANNALS OF CONGRESS, lst--l8th SESSIONS, 1789-1824. With
printed index. Washington, D.C. [microfilm]

Aranda, Gabriel de: VIDA DEL VENERABLE PADRE FERNANDO DE
CONTRERAS, NATURAL DE ESTA CIUDAD DE SEVILLA. Sevilla.
1692.

Arnauld, Antoine: HISTOIRE DE DOM JEAN DE PALAFOX... 1690.
Bianu, loan: BIBLIOGRAFIA ROMANEASCA VECHE 1508-1830.

Bucaresti. 1903-44. 4 vols.
Cameron, Simon: MANUSCRIPTS, 1738-1889. [microfilm]
Codex Theodosianus: CODEX THEODOSIANUS CUM PERPETUIS COMMEN-

TARIIS I. Mantuse. 1736-41. 6 vols.
CONGRESSIONAL GLOBE, 23rd--42nd SESSIONS, 1833-1873. With

printed index. Washington, D.C. [microfilm)
Denikin, Anton Ivanovich: THE RUSSIAN TURMOIL--MEMOIRS.

London. 1922.
DOCUMENTE PRIVIND ISTORIA ROMANTEI. COLECTIUNEA EUDOXIU DE

HU}1it1JZAKI. Bucuresti. 27 vols.
Federal Writerst Project: SLAVE NARRATIVES... [microfilm]
Fernandez Nauarrete, Pedro: CONSERVACION DE MONARQUINAS Y

DISCURSOS POLITICOS. Madrid. 1626.
FONTI PER LA STORIA D'ITALIA: 97 volumes of the monumental

monographs of the history of Italian Renaissance and
unification.

Garcilaso de la Vega: PRIMERA PARTE DE LOS COMMENTARIOS
REALES. Madrid. 1723.

Garrido, Fernando: LA REVOLUCION EN LA HACIENDA DEL ESTADO,
LAS PROVINCIAS Y LOS MUNICIPIOS. Madrid. 1881.

Guanajuato, Mexico (State) Ayuntamiento: PUBLICA VINDICATION
DEL ILUSTRE... Mexico. 1811.

Kerenskii, Aleksandr Fedorovich: THE PRELUDE TO BOLSHEVISM.
New York. 1919.

Lee, Nathaniel: CONSTANTINE THE GREAT. London. 1684.
Lopes, Fernao: CRONICA DE D. JOAO I. Porto. 1945-49. 2 vols.
Lopez, Miguel: LA TOMA DE QUERETARO. Mexico. 1967.
Madero, Francisco Indalecio: LA SUCESION PRESIDENCIAL EN

1910. San Pedro. 1908.
Martignac, Jean Baptiste Sylvere Gay de: ENSAYO HISTORICA SOBRE

LA REVOLUCION DE ESPANA. Buenos Aires. 1834.
Monroe, James: COLLECTION 0F PAPERS IN VIRGINIA REPOSITORIES,

Charlottesville. [microfilm]
Montes de Oca, Jose M.: VIDA DE SAN FELIPE DE JESUS PROTOMÁRTIR

DEL JAPON Y PATRON DE SU PATRIA MEXICO, Mexico. 1801.
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Morrill, Justin S.: MANUSCRIPTS, 1825-1923. [microfilm]
Muratori, Lodovico Antonio: ANNALI D'ITALIA. Milano.

1744-70. 14 vols.
Muratori, Lodovici Antonio: DELLE ANTICHITA ESTENSI ED

ITALIANE. 1717-40. 2 vols.
Narborough, John: AN ACCOUNT 0F SEVERAL VOYAGES TOWARDS THE

STREIGHTS OF MAGELLAN. London. 1694.
Nekliudov, Anatolii Vasilevich: DIPLOMATIC REMINISCENCES

BEFORE AND DURING THE WORLD WAR, 1911-1917. London. 1920.

Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, Alvar: LA RELACION Y COMENTARIOS
DE LOS .ACAESCIDO EN LAS DOS JORNADAS QUE HIZO A LAS INDIAS.
Valladolid. 1555.

Oliveira Lima, Manuel, de: DOM JOAO VI NO BRAZIL. Rio de

Janeiro. 1908. 2 vols.
OrIa, Garcia de: AROMATIUM, ET SI1LICIUM ALIQUOT MEDICAMENTORUM

APUD INDOS NASCENTIUM HISTORIA Antwerp. 1579.

Pares, Bernard: RUSSIA AND REFORM. London. 1907.

Pellicer de Ossau y Tovar, Jose: GENEALOGIA DE LA NOBLE, Y
ANTIGUA CASA .0E CABEZA DE VACA .... Madrid. 1652.

REGISTER OF DEBATES (u.s. Congress), l8tiì-2Sth sessions, 1824-

1837. With printed index. Washington, D.C. [microfilm]
Sack, Arkady Josepa: THE BIRTH OF RUSSIAN DEMOCRACY. New

York. 1918.
Skinner, Joseon: THE PRESENT STATE OF PERU. London. 1805.

Syracuse Unìersity. Library. Arents Library: Collection
of 12 serials from the Oneida Community Collection.
[microfilm]

U. S. Dept. of State: Collection of 71 reels of microfilm
from its files (1910-29) relating to the political
relLations of India, Burma, China and Korea witn the U.S.

Urufilay. Comision Nacional Archivo Artigas: ARCHIVO ARTIGAS.

Montevideo. 1950. 9 vols.
Warmoth, Henry Clay: Collection of papers in bhe Southern

Historical Collection of the University of North Carolina
Library, Chapel Hill. 1967. [microfilm]

Zurita y Castro, Geronimo: ANALES DE LA CORONA DE ARAGON.

Zaragoza. 1610. 6 vols.

ENGLISH A N D AMERI CAN LITERATURE

Howard University, Washington, D.C. Library, Spingarn Collection
o1 Negro Authors: CATALOG. Boston. 1970.

Cuala Press, Dublin: Collection of 82 books and broadsides
published during l903-1946 Facsimile reprint.

Collection of printed adaptations and stage versions of
Shakespeare's plays. [facsimiles of 50 18th century versions].

Collection of 16 contemporary editions of Lord Byron.

Adams, Henry: A LETTER TO AMERICAN TEACHERS OF HISTORY. Washington.

1910.
Auden, Wystac Hugh: THE COÌON LIFE. Darmstadt. 1964.
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BarLlct;L, Joliri Russell: DICTIONARY OF AMERICANISMS. New York.
184$.

Behn, Aphra (Amis): THE FEIGN'D CURTIZANS. London. 1679.
Bellamy, Edward: PLUTOCRACY OR NATIONALISM. Boston. 1889.
Blake, William: THE GATES OF PARADISE. Clairvauz. 1968. 3 vols.
Browning, Elizabeth (Barrett) : FORMS. London. 1844. 2 vols.
Brovíiiirig, Elizabeth (Barrett): POEMS BEFORE CONGRESS. London.

1860.
Brownin$, Robert: MEN AND VOIìtEN. London. 1855. 2 vols.
BrowiIin$;, Robert: TITE RING AND THE BOOK. London. 1868-69. 4 vols.
Buchan, David Stewart Erskine: ESSAYS ON THE LIVES AND WRITINGS

OF FLETCHER OF SALTOUN AND THE POET THOMSON. London. 1792.
Burney, Sarah Harriet: TRAITS OF NATURE. London. 1813. 5 vols.
Bussy, Roger de Rabutin Comte de: THE AMOROUS HISTORY OF THE

GAULS. London. 1727.
Carlyle, Thomas: LATTER-DAY PA1HLETS. London. 1850.
Cooke, George Willis: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.

Boston. :L906.

Cooper, James Fenimore: SKETCHES OF SWITZERLAND. Philadelphia.
1836. 2 vols.

D'Avenant, William: GONDIBERT: AN HEROICK POEM. London. 1651.
Dickens, Charles: AMERICAN NOTES FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION.

London. 1842.
Douglas, Alfred Bruce: THE TRUE HISTORY OF SHAKESPEARE'S

SONNETS. London. 1933.
D'urfey, Thomas: MADAM FICKLE: OR, THE WITTY FALSE ONE.

London. 1682.
D'urfey, Thomas: SIR BARNABY WHIGG: OR NO WIT LIKE A WOMANS.

London. 1681.
Edwards, Thomas: THE CANONS OF CRITICISM. London. 1765.
Emerson, Ralph Waldo: AN ORATION, DELIVERED BEFORE THE LITERARY

SOCIETIES OF DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, July 24, 1838. Boston. 1838.
Euripides: MEDEA. Ne York, 1946.
Evelyn, John: SYLVA, OR A DISCOURSE OF FOREST TREES. London. 1670.
Falconer, William: THE SHIPWRECK. London. 1772.
Fielding, Sarah: FAMILIAR LETTERS BETWEEN THE PRINCIPAL

CHARACTERS IN DAVID SIBLE, AND SOME OTHERS. Dublin. 1747.
2 vols.

Gay, John: TV/O EPISTIFS. London. 1720.
Gibbons, Thomas: RHETORIC. London. 1767.
Haliburton, Thomas Chandler: TRAITS OF AMERICAN HUMOR BY NATIVE

AUTHORS. London. 1852. 3 vols.
Harte, Brot: Collection of contemoorary and first editions. 1866-1905.
Haywood, Eliza (Fowler): A SPY ON THE CONJURER. London. 1724.
Hazeri, Allen T.: A CATALOGUE OF HORACE WALPOLE'S LIBRARY. 3 vols.
Hofland, Barbara Hoole: THE STOLEN BOY. London. 1829.
Howard, Edward: THE USURPER, a tragedy. London. 1668.
Hunt, Leigh: JUVENILIA [bound with] PROSPECTS FROM HILLS IN

FIFE BY GEORGE WALLACE AND POEMS BY REBECCAR CARMICHAEL.
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Jef'fers, Robinson: GIVE YOUR HEART TO THE HAWKS AND OTHER
POEMS. New York. 1933.

Jephson, Robert: THE COUNT OF NARBONNE. London. 1781.
Johnstone, Charles: THE REVERIE. London. 1763. 2 vols.
Lawrence, David H.: SONS AND LOVERS. London. 1913.
Lawrence, David Herbert: NEW POEMS. London. 1918.
Lee, Nathaniel: THE MASSACRE OF PARIS. London. 1690.
Lee, Nathaniel: THE TRAGEDY OF NERO. London. 1675.
Miller, Henry: INSOMNIA, OR THE DEVIL AT LARGE. Albuquerque.

1970.
Milton, John: PARADISE REGAIN'D . London. 1785. 2 vols.
Milton, John: POEMS UPON SEVERAL OCCASIONS, ENGLISH, ITALIAN,

AND LATIN. London. 1791.
Morris, William: THE ART AND CRAFT OF PRINTING. New York. 1902.
Morris, William: THE EARTHLY PARADISE. London. 1896-7. 8 vols.
Morris, William: THE STORY OF SIGTJRD THE VOLSUNG AND THE FALL

OF THE NIBLUNGS. London. 1898.
Morris, William: THE WOOD BEYOND THE WORLD. London. 1894.
Morton, Sarah Wentworth (Apthorp): OUABI. Boston. 1790.
Perry, William: THE LAST DAYS OF LORD BYRON. London. 1825.
Peacock, Thomas Love: MAID MARION. London. 1822.
Pickering, John: A VOCABULARY. Boston. 1816.
Pix, Mary (Griffith): THE SPANISH WIVES. London. 1696.
Polidori, John William: THE VAMPIRE. London. 1819.
Ricci, Seymour de: A CENSUS OF CAXTONS. Oxford. 1909.
Richardson, Samuel: PAMELA ANDREWS O LA VIRTUD PREMIADA.

Madrid. 1799. 8 vols.
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel: SONNETS AND LYRICAL POEMS. London.

1894.
Rousseau, Jean Jacques: ELOISA. London. 1776. 4 vols.
Rowe, Nicholas: THE ROYAL CONVERT. London. 1708.
Rowe, Nicholas: TAMERLANE. London. 1703.
Sedley, Sir Charles: ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA. London. 1677.
Shelley, Percy Bysshe: THE MASQUE OF ANARCHY. London. 1832.
Southerne, Thomas: THE DISAPPOINTMENT. London. 1684.
Southerne, Thomas: THE FATAL MARRIAGE. London. 1694.
Southerne, Thomas: THE MAIDS LAST PRAYER. London. 1693.
Southerne, Thomas: SIR ANTHONY LOVE. London. 1698.
Stein, Gertrude: DIX PORTRAITS. Paris. 1930.
Stowe, Harriet Beecher: UNCLE TOM'S CABIN. London. 1852.
Tennyson, Alfred: POEMS. London. 1830.
Tennyson, Alfred: POEMS BY TWO BROTHERS. London. 1893.
Tennyson, Alfred: THE PRINCESS. London. 1847.
Tennyson, Alfred: TIMBUCTOO [in PROLUSIONES ACADEMICAE...J.

Cambridge. 1829.
Tennyson, Frederick: DAYS AND HOURS. London. 1854.
Walpole, Horace: A CATALOGUE OF ENGRAVERS. London. 1786.
Wells, Herbert George: THE FIRST MEN IN THE MOON. London.

1901.
West, Jane: THE INFIDEL FATHER, London. 1802. 3 vols.
West, Jane: THE LOYALISTS. London. 1812. 3 vols.
West, Jane: POEMS AND PLAYS. London. 1799.
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Wharburton, Eliot: DARIEN. London. 1852. 3 vols.
Whitehead, William: THE DANGER OF WRITING VERSE: AN EPISTLE.

London. 1741.
Whitehead, William: A HYMN TO THE NYMPH OF BRISTOL SPRING.

London. 1751.
Wilde, Oscar: A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE. London. 1894.
Wolistoneeraft, Mary: A VINDICATION OF THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN.

London. 1792.
Wordsworth, William: LYRICAL BALLADS. London. 1800. 2 vols.
Wordsworth, William: THE RECLUSE. London. 1888.
Wordsworth, William: THE WHITE DOE OF RYLSTONE. London. 1815.
Wymberley Jones de Renne Georgia Library, Wormsloe: CATALOGUE

OF THE WYMBERLEY JONES DE RENNE GEORGIA LIBRARY...
Wormsloe. 1931. 3 vols.

MODERN LANGUAGE STUDIES

Alconforado, Marianna: LETTRES PORTUGAISES. Paris. 1824.
Anichkov, Evangenii Vasilevich: ISTORIIA RUSSKOI LITERATURY.

Moscow. 1908. 2 vols.
Bertoux, Guillaume: ANECDOTES ESPAGNOLES ET PORTUGAISES.

Paris. 1733. 2 vols.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF OLD NORSE-ICELANDIC STUDIES,(1963-1968).

Copenhagen. 1964-69. 6 vols.
Campe, Joachim Heinrich: EL NUEVO ROBINSON. Barcelona. 1821.

2 vols.
Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de: DON QUIJOTE. Madrid. 1780.

4 vols.
Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de: VIAGE AL PARNASO LA NUMANCIA.

Madrid. 1784.
Holland, Henry Richard Vassall Fox: SOME ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE

AND WRITINGS OF LOPE DE VEGA CARPIO. London. 1806.
Karger, Milchail Konstantinovich: DREVNII KIEV. Moscow.

1958-61. 2 vols.
Mendes Pinto, Fernao: PEREGRINACAO DE FERNAO ÌVIENDES PINTO E

POR ELLE ESCRITA. 1762.
Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm: COMPLETE WORKS. Russell, New

York. 18 vols.
Nunes de Guzman, Fernando: REFRANES O PROVERBIOS... Madrid.

1619.
Raymundus de Sebonde: TEOLOGIA NATURALIS. Strasburg. 1496.
Rojas, Fernando de: THE SPANISH BAWD...LA CELESTINA. London.

1631.
Santamaria, Francisco Javier: DICCIONARIO GENERAL DE AMERICAN-

ISMOS. Mexico. 1942. 3 vols.
Sopikov, Vasilii Stepanovich: OPYT ROSSIISKOI BIBLIOGRAFII.

St. Petersburg. 1904-06. 5 vols.
Sousa Viterbo, Francisco Marques de: POESIAS DE AUCTORES

PORTUGESES EM LIVROS DE ESCRIPTORES HESPANHOES. Combra. 1891.
Turgenev, Ivan Sergeevich: THE NOVELS. New York. 1970. 15 vols.
Vondrak, Vaclav: ALTKIRCHENSLAVISCHE GRAMMATIK. Berlin. 1912.
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ORIENTAL STUDIES

Bowring, John: THE KINGDOM AND PEOPLE OF SIAM. London. r1969.
2 vols.

Chamberlain, Basil Hall: A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE
STUDY OF JAPANESE 1RITING. London. 1905.

Cioatterji, Suniti Kumar: THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPÌvNT OF THE
BENGALI LANGUAGE. Calcutta. 1926. 2 vols.

Hau.ei-Kiao: BIOGRAPHIES DES MOINES EMINENTS. Louvain.
1968. vol. 1.

Kirchere, D'Athanase: LA CHINE ILLUSTHEE. Amsterdam. 1670.

Noguchi, Yana: BOOK OF POEMS. Tokyo. 1965. 5 vols.
Peralta Calderon, Mathias de: EL APOSTOL DE LAS INDIAS Y

NUEVAS GENTES SAN FRANCISCO XAVIER. Pamplona. 1665.

Roskoschny, Hermann: DAS ASIATISCHE RUSSLAND. Leipzig.
1884. 2 vols.

Schack, Adolph Friedrich von: POESIE UND KUNST DER ARABER
IN SPANIEN UND SICILIEN. Berlin. 1865. 2 vols.

TourneforL, Joseph Pitton de: RELATION D'UN VOYAGE DU
LEVANT. Amsterdam. 1718. 2 vols.

CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY, PHYSICS

Accademia del Cimento: SAGGI DI NATURALI ESPERIENZE
Florence. 1691.

Billar, E. Edward: THE BIOLOGICAL BASIS OF IOEDICINE. London.

1968-69. 6 vois.
Carson, Joe A.: DRUG INTERACTION MANUAL. Danville, Ill.
Erskine, Mimi G.: CHEMICAL CONVERSION FACTORS AND YIELDS.

Menlo Park, Calif. 1969.
Goddard, Robert Hutchings: PAPERS. New York. 1970. 3 vols.
Huygens, Christiaan: OEUVRES COLETES. Haarlem. 1888-1950. 22 vols.
International Congress on Pharmacology, 4th, Basel, 1969;

PROCEEDINGS. Basel/Stuttgart. 1970. 5 vols.
Ippen, Hellmnut: INDEX PHARMACORUM. Stuttgart. 1968.

Lajtha, Abel: HANDBOOK OF NEUROCHEMISTRY. New York. 1969-70. 4 vols.
Ledyard, Isaac: AN ESSAY ON MATTER. Philadelphia. 1784.

Newton, Isaac: PRINCIPIA. New York. 1846.

Pascal, Paul: NOUVEAU TRAITE DE CHIMIE MINERALE. Paris.

Pick, Joseph: THE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM. Philadelphia. 1970.

Painel, Pierre: A COMPLEAT HISTORY OF DRUGGS. London. 1970.

Reid, Ebenezer Emmet: ORGANIC CHEMISTRY OF BIVALENT SULFUR.
New York. 1960. 6 vols.

Surìderrnan, Frederick William: LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES
CAUSED BY TOXIC AGENTS. St. Louis. 1970.

Touloukian, Y. S.: THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER.
New York. 13 vols.

ULLMANNS ENCYCKLOPAEDIE DER TECHNISCHEN CHEMIE. l'Mnchen.
19 vols.
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THE EARTH SCIENCES

Agricola, Georg: DE RE METALLICA, LIBRI XII... Basel. 1657.
AIME World Symposium on Mining and Metallurgy of Lead and Zinc:

PROCEEDINGS. New York. 1970. 2 vols.
California University Water Resources Center, Archives:

CATALOG. New York. 1970.
Commonwealth Mining and Metallurgical Congress, 9th, London, 1969.

PROCEEDINGS. London. 1970. 4 vols.
Dow Chemical Company: ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF MERCURY USAGE.

Midland, Michigan. 1970. 3 vols.
GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY OF SOUTHEAST ASIA. Tokyo. 1968-70.

4 vols.
Geotechnical Conference, Oslo, 1967: PROCEEDINGS OF THE GEO-

TECHNICAL CONFERENCE ON SHEAR STRENGTH PEOPERTIES OF
NATURAL SOILS AND ROCKS. Oslo. 1967-68. 2 vols.

International Conference on Planktonic Microfossils, 1st:
PROCEEDINGS. Leiden. 1969. 2 vols,

Majewske, Otto P.,: RECOGNITION OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSIL FRAGMENTS
IN ROCKS AND THIN SECTIONS. Leiden. 1969.

Nicolini, Pierre: GITOLOGIE DES CONCENTRATIONS MINERALES
STRATIFORMES. Paris. 1970.

Pan American Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation
Engineering, 3rd, Caracas, 1967: PROCEEDINGS. Venezuela.

3 vols.
Paul, Wolfgang: MINING LORE. Portland, Oregon. 1969.
Rosnel, Pierre de: LE MERCURE INDIEN. Paris. 1668.

THE SEA-BED 1968. New York. 1970. 6 vols.
Uzbekistan. Komitet Nauk: GEOLOGIIA UZBEKSKOI SSSR. 1937-39.

3 vols.

NATURAL HISTORY

Akademila Nauk SSSR. Zoologicheskil Institut: ATLAS OKHOTNICH1
IKH I PROMYSLOVÏ'KH PTITS I ZVEREI SSSR. Moscow. 1952-53.
2 vols.

Bedford, Hastings William Sackville Russell: PARROTS AND PARROT-
LIKE BIRDS IN AVICULTURE. London. 1929.

Bogos, Indonesia. Kebun Raja: ICONESE BOROGIRENSES. Leiden.

1897-1914. 4 vols.
Bonnet, Charles: OEUVRES Dt HISTOIRE NATURELLE ET DE PHILOSOPHIE.

Neuchatel. 1778-1783. 8 vols.
Candolle, Alphonse Louis Pierre Pyremus de: MONOGRAPHIAE

PHANEROGAMARUM. Zug, Switzerland. 1878-1896. 9 vols.
fmicrofiche}

Cassin, John: ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIRDS OF CALIFORNIA, TEXAS,
OREGON, BRITISH AND RUSSIAN AMERICA. Philadelphia. 1865.

Correll, Donovan Stewart: MANUEL OF THE VASCULAR PLANTS OF TEXAS.
Renner. 1970.

Davy, Humphrey: ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. London. 1813.
European Congress on the Influence of Air Pollution on Plants and

Animals, Wageningen, 1968. AIR POLLUTION. Wageningen. 1969.
GENTES HERBARUM. Ithaca. 7 vols.



Ru, Tisien-nu: ICONES PLANTARUM SINICARUM. Tokyo. 1970.
Fasicie I-V.

Kirciier, AUhanasius: D'ONDER-AARDSE WEERELD. Amsterdam.
1682.

Moutarde, Paul: NOUVELLE FLORE DU LIBAN ET DE LA SYRIE.
Beyrouth. 1966. 2 vols.

Nicofl, Michael John: NICOLL'S BIRDS OF EGYPT. London.

1930. 2 vols.
Parfenoff, Alexandre: LES MINERAUX EN GRAINS. Paris. 1970.

Sncltey, George Ernest: A HANDBOOK TO THE BIRDS OF EGYPT.
London. 1842.

Snail, Ia1ter Henry: THE BOLETI OF NORTHEASTERN NORTH
AMERICA. Lehre. 1970.

Sullivaut, Villiam Starling: ICONES MIJSCORUM. Vaals, Neth.
1969. 2 vols.

Vries, Hugo de: OPERA E PERIODICIS COLLATA. Utrecht. 1918-

1927. 7 vols.
Wayne State University, Detroit. Scientific and Technical

Information Center: EFFECT OF TURBIDITY AND POLLUTION
ON AÇJATIC LIFE. Detroit. 1970.

World Forestry Congress, 6th, Madrid, 1966: PROCEEDINGS.
Madrid. 1970. 3 vols.

OPTICS AND ASTRONOMY
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American Society for Testing and Materials. Special Coimnittee

on Atomic and Molecular Physical Data: EVALUATED
INFRARED REFERENCE SPECTRA. Philadelphia. 1970. 3 vols.

ATOMIC ABSORPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY. Rochester, N.Y. 1970.

Bailly, Jean Sylvain: HISTOIRE DE L'ASTRONOMIE MODERNE,
JUSUU'A 1782. Paris. 1779-82. 3 vols.

Delambre, Jean Baptiste Joseph: HISTOIRE DE L'ASTRONOMIE
ANCIENNE. New York, 1965. 2 vols.

Darti, P. Egnazin: TRATTATO DELL'USO ET DELLA FABRICA DELL'
ASTROLABIO. Florence. 1569.

Fine, Oronce: QUADRANA ASTROLABICUS.... Paris. 1534.
Galilei, Galileo: LE OPERE. Milano. 1929-40. 21 vols.
Herschel, John F.íi.A.: A TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY. London. 1833.
International Conference on Cosmic Rays, 11th, Budapest, 1969:

PROCEEDINGS. Budapest. 1970. 4 vols.
International Conference on Electron Microscopy, 7th, Grenoble,

1970: PROCEEDINGS. Amsterdam. 1971. 3 vols.
Kepler, Johannes: GESAMMELTE WERKE. Munich. 1937-65. 19 vois.
Landsberg, Phillip: SPHAERA PLANA A PTOLOMAEO ASTROLABIUM

DIETA. Middleburg. 1635.
Optical Society of America: ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY. New York, 1969.
Seitter, Vlaltraut Carola: ATLAS FOR OBJECTIVE PRISM SPECTA.

Bonn. 1970.
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers: PROCEEDINGS.

Redondo Beach. 20 vols.



Szymanski, Herman A.: INFRARED BAND HANDBOOK. New York.
1970. 2 vols.

Whewell, William: ASTRONOMY AND GENERAL PHYSICS CONSIDERED
WITH REFERENCE TO NATURAL THEOLOGY. London. 1836.

WESTERN AMERICANA

Collection of photocopies of material on the Mescalero
Reservation and other subjects. [Includes some maps,
and film as well.)

Alvarado Tezozomoc, Fernando: HISTOIRE DU MEXIQUE. Paris.

1853. 2 vols.
Bartlett, John Russell: MEXICAN BOUNDARY COMMISSION PAPERS.

Providence. 1970. [microfilm)
Codex Cospianus: CODEX COSPI. CALENDARIO MESSICANO 4093.

Graz. 1968. 2 vols.
Cosulich, Bernice: Collection of manuscripts and corres-

pondence, as well as her working library.
Kansas. Adjutant general's office: ..MILITARY HISTORY OF

KANSAS REGIMENTS DURING THE WAR FOR THE SUPRESSION
OF THE GREAT REBELLION. Leavenworth. 1870.

McGroarty, John Steven: CALIFORNIA OF THE SOUTH. Chicago.

1933. 5 vols.
New Mexico. State Record Center. Archives Division: SPANISH

ARCHIVES OF NEW MEXICO, 1621-1821. [microfilm, 22 reels)
also its MEXICAN ARCHIVES OF NEW MEXICO, 1821-1846. [42

reels)
Old, Robert Orchard: COLORADO: UNITED STATES, AMERICA.

London. 1869.
Porter, Charles T.: REVIEW OF THE MEXICAN WAR. Auburn. 1849.

Pritts, Joseph: INCIDENTS OF BORDER LIFE, ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE
TIMES AND CONDITION OF THE FIRST SETTLEMENTS IN PARTS
OF THE MIDDLE AND WESTERN STATES. Chambersburg, Pa. 1839.

Rogers, A. N.: COMMUNICATION RELATIVE TO THE LOCATION OF
THE U.P.R.R. ACROSS THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN THROUGH COLORADO
TERRITORY. Central City. 1867.

Santa Catalina Stock Raising Co., Tucson: PROSPECTUS....
Tucson. 1883.

Williams, Wellington: THE TRAVELLER'S AND TOURIST'S GUIDE
THROUGH THE USA, etc. Philadelphia. 1853.

Yavapai County, Arizona: GREAT REGISTER OF THE COUNTY.
Prescott, Arizona. 1882.

Zapata, Emiliano: PLAN DE AYALA. [broadside)

OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST

Collection of Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation
filmstrips, multimedia kits, recordings, loop films,
transparencies, etc. Over 2,000 items. [For Instructional
Materials Collection. I
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McMuìLii, I)ouglas C.: Ci1ection of 137 oarnphlets and off-
prinL written or printed by . . .

Collection of 1800 books and periodicals frcni the Estate
of. R. h. Gjelsness.

Collection of 75 of the backlist of the books produced by
tue Folio Society, London.
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STATISTICAL DATA (pages 29-34)

CONSOLIDATED EXPENDITURE STATISTICS

By Type of Income

For books and serials:

State Funds, budgeted $ 655,256.94

Special Grants 84,466.50*

Federal Subventions 27,492.25

Gifts and Memorials 887.11

Sub-total $ 768,102.80

For Binding 51,995.25

Total Expenditure $ 820,098.05

* Includes $20,000 made available from the University
Adminstraton to the newly-created School of Library
Science for the purchase of reference books for its
departmental library.
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EXPENDITURESa BY LIBRARY DIVISIONS (State Budgeted Funds)

a. Excludes periodicals

30

General Reference

Humanities Department

Science Division

Social Science Department

Special Collections Department

Instructional Materials Collection

Library Science Library

Map Collection

Music Collection

Oriental Studies Collection

"General Library" Books

Latin American Books

Replacements

Spanish and Portuguese Books

$ 1,924.73

8,802.76

12,350.32

7,719.53

20,086.70

4,739.79

2,069.53

3, 041. 25

12,646.36

5,464.51

163,887.76

11,339.82

3,591.81

14,356.77



Per:odicai subscriptions

Ne:spaper subscriptions

backfiles

Periodcol replacements

Interlibrary loan costs

Catalog card costs

$
147,91595a

2,57l.47

65,42916b

1.904.45

1,071.25

5,973.71
Pre-made cards from other libraries $ l,860.76c
Xerox rental 4,11295d

Farmington Plan Books 1,921.90
ColombTh 466 volumes 1,805.90
Panama 14 volumes 116.00

U. S. Government Documents 1,350.00

NON-BOOK MATERIALS

Map s 1,418.86

Manuscripts and photographs 2,903.44

Magnetic tapes 1,047.00

MJcroprTht and Microfiche 21,575 .23

MicrolT urn 38,303.96
Seoarates 7,229.39
Filming U. A. dissertations 5,470.40
Backliles 20,227.70f

Periodical subscriptions 969.50
Newspaper subscriptions 4,373.92
Replacements 33.05

Music scores 7. 987. 43

Pbonore cords 967.60
Mu s i cal 853.94
Spoken arts 113.66

Memberships 3,337.40

Audio-Visual material (for I. M. C.) 4. 149. 20

a. Excludes subscriptions on microfilm, q.v., lines 21-22.
b, Excludes $7,164.84 purchased on U.S.O.E. Grant.

Mostly Research Pub. and Univ. Michigan; L.C. card deposits
not renewed.
Excludes $5,880.00 from supply budget for card stock and
$2,327.18 for Xerox rental.
Includes $400.00 from Aux.

1. Includes $5,629.00 from U.S.O.E. and $13,248.60 from Aux.

EXPENDITURES BY TYPE OF MATERIAL
31



Special $111,242.00 Appro-
priation of July, 1970.
f 5030-7580-13]

SPECIAL GRANTS

Allocation

$ 104,300.68

32

Spent
1970/71

$ 64,466.50

N.B. For the record, it must be noted here that the allocated
amount for this $111,242 is shown as $104,000 because of the
following: In late June, we processed invoices to be paid
in early July, 1970, from this account. Unknown to us, this
appropriation had been funded early and the Business Office
remitted on these invoices prior to July. In addition to
reducing the above, these payments were thrown into limbo,
since we could not revise the 1969/70 annual report to include
expenditures from an appropriation we did not have in 1969/70.
We have added the total of these invoices ($8,683.49) in the
second budget line on page 29 of this annual report.



National Defense
Education Act:

Romance Languages

English Literature

Books on International
Space Law
[N.A.S.A. Grant)

FEDERAL SUBVENTIONS

Spent Spent
Entitlement to Date 1970/71

Books and backfiles in $ 17,502.00 $ 17,505.69 $ 17,505.69
History of Science
and Jewish History
[U.S.0.E. Grant no. 41

2,500.00 1,199.68
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3,726.20

6,187.20

73.16

Total 1970/71 Expenditures $ 27,492.25



GIFTS AND MEMORIALS

a. Made up of donations from the Alumni Foundation and small gifts.

Delta Delta Delta

William H. Hattich Memorial

Dr. Marvin P. Jaffe and
Saul D. Jaffe Memorial

Mrs. Nathan S. Kolins

Charles U. Pickrell Memorial

Pistor-Stanley Scholarship
in Agriculture

L. B. Schmidt Memorial

Sarah K. Schmier Memorial

Revolving FUflda

Total 1970/71 Expenditures

$

Available

$

$

Spent

125.00

551.22

419.18

200.00

800.46

100.00

48.34

239.79

525.37

126.00

415.49

219.46

14.02

41.04

71.10

887.11
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I. SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS.
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Appendix II. Bindery statistics
Appendix III. Class numbers assigned by LC classes
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II. SUMI4ARY STATEMFINI.

In 1970/71 the department cataloged 34,825 new titles (1969/70: 32,012
new titles). The number of uncata.loged books in the department ("back-
log") decreased from 12,000 to 7,500. Card production increased from
300,000 to 326,000; of these, ca. 175,000 were filed in the Public Cat-
alog.

The section in charge of added volumes and copies was abolished and its
duties were transferred to the Typing Section. Insufficient bindery
funds forced us to a drastic reduction of the number of books normafly
sent to the binder, and these measures originated a complete reorganiza-
tion of binding procedures.

New assignments include cataloging for the School of Library Science;
preliminary processing of the PL 480 Arabic collection; and. cataloging
of spoken arts phonorecords for the Humanities Department.

The large amount of new materia' makes reclassification of older mater-
ial more and more difficult. Although the reclassification program
had been limited in scope, the number of reclassified books turned out
to be larger than during the previous year.

The reproduction of cards for the Humanities DepartmentTs general cat-
alog has been completed.
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III. TIlE YEAR' S WORK IN TUE CATALOGING DEPARTMEITT.

Personnel.
In September 1970, a half-time cataloger for Special Collections was added
to the professional staff; two months later, a part-time LC cataloger posi-
tion was created, and thus cataloging with Library of Congress cards was
put on a sounder foundation.

Comparative statistics.
The number of new titles cataloged increased by 8.75 0/0. The backlog of

uncataloged books in the department decreased from 12,000 to 7,500.

Work of the individual sections.
Precataloging: The number of uncataloged books waiting for depository

cards is 4,700 (1969/70: 7,500) The decrease is due to the fact that all
efforts were made to keep the depository card file up-to-date. This was

more difficult to achieve than last year: again we had help from Acquisi-

tions, but in addition many hours of catalogers' and clerical workers'
time went into the filing of cards.

Catalogers: The backlog of uncataloged books decreased from 4,500 to
2,800 and is, at present, practically eliminated.
In addition to her regular assignments, the science cataloger was able to
catalog ca. 650 volumes of the Brazilian Collection and ca. 350 volumes
of the Castillero Collection. The science cataloger is also in charge of
cataloging a new item, spoken arts phonorecords for the Humanities De-
partment.
The very first volumes of the PL 480 Arabic Collection are being proces-
sed; they are books with Library of Congress cards.
The IMC cataloger assumed responsibility for the cataloging of School of
Library Science material. Since this turned out to be a large assignment,
the department is eagerly waiting for the appointment of the new full-

time IMC catJoger.

e.- Adds: The administration of this section had become unsatisfactory.
In August 1970 it was abolished as an independent unit and transferred to
Trping where it logically belongs. The result has been excellent: added
volumes and copies are processed immediately after delivery, and the large
former backlog has disappeared.
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1968/69 1969/70 1970/71

New titles 25,541 32,012 34,825

New volumes 28,562 36,198 39,593

All new items 33,214 41,113 44,443

Cards made 217,010 300,990 326,470

Books in backlog 15,000 12,000 7,500



d. - Typing: This section, under a highly efficient head and with an excel-
lent staff, is constantly burdened and overburdened with new work and
special programs. The list of added duties assumed by Typing during the
past three years is very long; the new reclassification and transfer pro-
jects for the School of Library Science are the most recent examples.

Bindery Preparation: In August 1970 it was computed that the library
would run into very great debt unless some way was found to hold back the
binding of all but the most essential material. Cooperation to cut back
and rescue the budget was total.
Two new bindery forms were designed and printed. One is a four part bin-

dery slip that provides room for more and more accurate binding instruc-
tions. The other form, in three parts, is devised for serials held in
the Bindery Preparation because of missing issues.
Service given by the Couturier Bindery in Phoenix became so unsatisfac-
tory that it had to be discontinued. Several lots of monographs were
sent to the Arizona Training School for the Handicapped, but its crafts-
manship was so inferior that the experiment was also abandoned. At pre-

sent, all monographs, serials and theses are bound by the Roswell Bindery
in Phoenix. Possibilities for cheaper b.inding of certain items (theses,
pamphlets) are being investigated.
Formerly all bound science material was returned from the Roswell Bindery
to the Bindery Preparation Section. Arrangements were made to have this
material shipped back to the Science Division Library directly; many hours
of unnecessary unpacking and repacking have thus been saved.
In connection with the coming move of Humanities and Oriental Collections
to the expanded Science Division Library, the old problem of transporting
books and information between the two libraries became more acute. A sug-
gestion that a truck be provided was made and accepted. From now on the
volume of deliveries will be easier to handle, time and perhaps money
will be saved, and the loss of books should be cut down to a minimum.
In order to control binding expenditures for the coming year, a form was
sent out to each department head to estimate binding needs. Plans for the
implementation of the new system are now being worked out.

Repair: The changes in the Bindery Preparation Section were almost
disastrous for the Repair Section. Many hundreds of items that normally
would have been sent to the Roswell Bindery, were given to Repair. It

will take months before the big backlog will be under control.

Humanities Department Public Catalog.
Reproduction of the Dewey classifications 100, 200, 400 and 800 has been
completed. Four cards were made for each title. Altogether 400,000
cards were made. The reproduction of the remaining titles in classifica-
tion 790- and on microfilm are relatively minor operations.

Reclassification from Dewey to LC (R & R)
In 1970/71, reclassification was limited to added volumes, added copies and
special requests; added editions were no longer reclassified. Nevertheless,
the number of reclassified volumes has increased from 1,599 to 1,852.
Future reclassification projects will need a careful preliminary cost and
time study. R & R should not take precedence over more urgent new work.
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Departmental reference collection.
A collection of dictionaries of all Western languages, including minor lan-
guages like Icelendic and Welsh, was purchased. Other important reference
works acquired are the cataloging manuel of the Cornell University Libra-
ries and particularly the Gale compilation of the Library of Congress 'tAd-
ditions and Changes"; this latter work Will bring together information that
until now had to be gathered from over 30 individual supplements.

Xerox copiers.
A Xerox 720 copier was added; it is used for the reproduction of cards for
the Humanities Departmentt s public catalog. The old Xerox 914 copier used
for making the Catalog Department's cards was replaced with a modern
7000 model.
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IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS.

BART, Hans
Member: Tucson Area Library Council.
Offices held: President College and University Division, Arizona

State Library Association, March 1971-
Attended: Arizona State Library Association annual meeting,

Phoenix, March 19-21, 1971.

BEARDSLEY, Susan
Classes attended: Secretarial procedures.

BRAINAED, LeAnn
Classes attended: Secretarial procedures.

BURNAM, Cathy
Classes attended: Independent study in psychology and educational
psychology.

GAVLAK, Marcia
Offices held: Chairman Auction Committee, University Library Staff
Association.

Classes attended: TechniGues of interviewing; Anthropology lb;
Music 25a.

GIFFORD, Gladys
Member: University Library Staff Association.
Travel: Visited libraries in Mafra, Portugal, and at El Escorial,

Spain.

KACENA, Carolyn
Member: Tucson Area Library Council.
Offices held: Secretary-treasurer College and University Division,
Arizona State Library Association; chairman Membership Committee,
University Library Staff Association.

Attended: ASIS annual meeting, Philadelphia, October 10-17, 1970;
Seminar of Library Automation, Arizona State University,

February 19-20, 1971; Arizona State Library Association annual
meeting, Phoenix, March 20, 1971.

Classes attended: Systems analysis for data processing; Information
retrieval and correlation; Elements of statistics.

Teaching: Advanced cataloging (L. S. 394), School of Library Science,
first summer session 1971.
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KAO, Jenny
Member: Arizona State Library Association; University Library Staff

Association.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association annual meeting, Phoenix,

March 20, 1911.
Travel: Visited University of California Library, San Diego, and

University of Illinois Library, Urbana.

LANGENES, Judith
Member: Tucson Area Library Council.
Offices held: Member Librarian's Committee on New Directions for the

library; member University of Arizona Library Services, Facilities
and Systems Cotituiittee; chairman Social Committee, University Library

Staff Association.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association annual meeting, Phoenix,

March 20, 1971.

MEANS, Frances
Offices held: Chairman Staff Quarters Committee, University Library

Staff Association.
Classes attended: Automation in libraries.

MILLIGAN, Louise
Attended: Arizona State Library Association annual meeting, Phoenix,

March 20, 1971.

PHIPPS, Shelley
Classes attended: Book selection; Basic reference; Research library
resources; Automation in libraries; Academic library administration.

REDNOUR, Frances
Travel: Visited Northern Arizona University Library, Flagstaff, to

study repair and bindery procedures.

SIEBECKER, Dorothy
Attended: Arizona State Library Association annual meeting, Phoenix,

March 20, 1971.



V. OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST.

Not applicable; see IV.
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VI. PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

Need for clerical positions.
In 1958/69, the department employed 7.5 catalogers and 14 clerks; this
proved to be a sound ratio. This coming fall, there will be 12 or 13
catalogers but still only 14 clerks. Processing of more books and
typing and filing of many more cards will put a heavy burden on Typing
and Repair. It is necessary that the creation of three new clerical
positions bring the department back to a healthier balance.

Public Catalog. Sheiflist.
In 1970/71, ca. 175,000 cards were filed in the Public Catalog and
ca. 40,000 in the shelflist file. At the present rate of work, three
catalog cabinets and two shelflist cabinets have to be added each
year. The overcrowded Subject Catalog will be expanded this fall,
and the necessary cabinets have been ordered.
It is strongly suggested that the Chinese and Japanese cards which
create difficult filing problems be filed in a separate cabinet.

General remarks.
Certain activities in the department do not lend themselves easily
to change: filing, typing, repairing can be done faster or slower but
not in entirely different ways. This is also true for original cat-
aloging: abbreviations and shortcuts can be made and have been made,
but basically the department is committed to the Library of Congress
cataloging system.
Great improvements are possible in the searching for LC information
and in the reproduction of cards. It is unfortunate that the meager
allotment of funds to the university and to the library prevent us
from fully exploiting the tools we already have, namely the depository
card file and the Polaroid camera. Far too many books are cataloged
"as originals" because depository cards could not be filed in time;
far too much information in LC catalogs is copied and retyped by
catalogers because the monthly supply of Polaroid film happens to be
exhausted.
It is most strongly urged that a more substantial amount of the de-
partment's supply budget be spent on Polaroid film. It is also
suggested that a thorough study be made of new equipment on the market
(machines for searching LC information on MARC tape; machines for the
printing of cards or complete sets of cards) and that, whenever pos-
sible, arrangements be made for the demonstration of these machines in
the Catalog Department.
Although it is not possible at this time to submit comprehensive plans
for the future there will be room for new projects: Attention will
be given to the Latin American and Arabic colleions; repair work
will be simplified; the administration of the new binding system will
be worked out; more logical filing in the Public Catalog will be
discussed; and the department's expansion into the Acquisitions area
will be planned.
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At present, the status of things in the Catalog Department is good. Pro-

duction increased without lowering of standards; backlogs were reduced
or eliminated. It is realized, with deep appreciation, that this was
achieved through the efficiency, cooperation and loyalty of all staff

members.
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VIL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable; see IV.

Respectfully submitted,

?C e
Hans Bart,
Chief Catalog Librarian
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Appendix I.
CATALOG DEPARTMENT

Cataloging Statistics*
July 1, 1970 - June 30, 1971

Class numbers assigned (new titles)
Original cataloging 13,611
Printed cards 2l,2lI.

Titles Volumes

3)1,827 39,593

Add it ions

Continuations 1,280
Added copies 1,126 1,221

Microfilms 263 1,753

Other microforms addedxX 6 381f

Phonorecords (spoken arts) 102 138

Re instated 73 7h.

Total additions 36,395

825 l,7hi3Withdraw a 1 s

TOTAL 35,570 hi2,700

Cards addedX>E*
Original 129,787
Printed 196,685

Total 326,

Reclass if ied i,6o 1,852

* Does not include Maps and Oriental Studies; includes Music, Ins-
tructional Materials and Library Science.

** Microfiche units sent uncataloged to Social Sciences:
Human Relations Area Files
ERIC il 91fL

16 187

XX* Includes Serial's withdrawals.
**XX Does not include cards xeroxed for the Humanities Departmentts

public catalog.



Appendix II.

CATALOG DEPAR
Bindery Statistics

July 1, 1970 - June 30, 1971

Items EXpenditures

Periodicals 5,956 $ 27,461.95

Books 4,001 9,700.50

Pam-bound 216 299.40

Theses 1,167 5,251.50

Newspapers 10 147.50

Old books repaired 2 20.00

Wrap-aroimd boxes 62 729.00

Perma-bound 140 215.00

Misceflaneous 8,170.39

Total 11,554 $ 51,995.24



Appendix III.
CATALOG DEPARTiv1KT

Class numbers assigned by LC classes
July 1, 1970 - June 30, 1971

A 107
B 2,032

C 220

D 3,027
E 965

F 2,010

G 638

H 3,213
J 1,038

K 243

L 929

M 1,905

N 1,134

P 9,997

Q 2,558

R 546

s 422

T 1,244

U 144

V 35

z 383

32,790
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I. SUMIVIARY HIGHLIGHTS

The Serials Department is responsible for ordering the titles
approved by the Serials Committee and for cataloging them. The
titles include some non-book materials; i. e. microfilm, microcards,
and microfiche. All new titles and backfile titles approved by the
Serials Committee are current, claims are being sent for those not
yet received.

Reporting of new titles to the Intermountain Union List of Serials
continues. The reclassification of periodicals is being done only
in special areas; such as Social Science Reference and Library Science.
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II. SUMMARY STATEMENT

The Serials Department after three years, continues with a staff of
ten, and three student assistants. The Department has brought up-
to-date the holdings for our ArIzona materials in the Intermountain
Union List of Serials, while continuing to report new titles. The
reclassification of periodicals continues only in special areas, i. e.,
Social Science Reference collection, and Library Science collection.
The regular work of typing cards and adding volumes shows a steady
increase with many new orders being received. The Department did an
outstanding job filling in gaps in backfiles of serial publications,
while keeping all new orders current. Cataloging of new titles was
about 2,741, an increase of 296, and work increased appreciably in
the Serials Receiving Section.
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III. TUE YEAR' S WORK OF TUE SERIALS DEPARTMENT

In 1970 the second edition of the Intermountain Union List of Serials
was published by Arizona State University. All of our holdings as
listed in the first edition, as well as the holdings we submitted
during the past year have now been entered. The holdings for our
Arizona materials, however, were quite incomplete, as only current
items in that category had been listed. Because of the importance
of the Arizona collection, it was decided to make an effort to list
our holdings as completely as possible. Accordingly, Mr. Harris Richard
went through the Arizona collection shelflist card by card, picked out
all the serial entries, and reported them to the union list. These
entries should appear in the next supplement. Meanwhile, Mrs. Susan
Schaffer, Library Clerk, continued to submit entries for all newly
catalogued periodica's, and serials in other categories.

The reclassification of periodicals is proceeding only in special
areas. Mr. Thayer requested afl material in the Social Science Refer-
ence Collection be reclassified into Library of Congress system. In

May we were requested to reclassify all material for the Library Science
Collection in time for use in the first summer session. To date we
have changed over 380 titles, comprising about 4,400 pieces, including
Xeroxing sets of cards and typing headings on two sets of cards for each
title. This was a tremendous joint effort by the staff, meanwhile
keeping the regular work current. We are continuing to assign new LC
numbers to Dewey classed periodicals, and we are Xeroxing and storing
sets of cares, awaiting resumption of the physical changing phase.

The regular work of typing masters for new cataloging and headings on
sets of cards increased, as duplicate sets of cards are now made for
Library Science in addition to the other Divisional Reading Room cata-
logs; 41,500 cards were reproduced and typed. Serials additions, com-
prised of continuations, second copies, and bound periodicals, totalled
23,545 bound and unbound volumes; 1,652 microfilm, 18,933 units of
other microform. Included in that total are 4,632 bound periodicals
which were added to shelf list records; this shows a decrease of about
2,300 vols, due to a cut-back in bindery funds. Mrs. Lois Jenkins
supervises this section, and with the help of Mrs. Manan Eaton, Mrs.
Gloria Jackson, and our Student Assistant, Miss Elaine Valenzuela, has
done an excellent job. This section now does preliminary cataloging;
serials and periodicals with LC cards; company annual reports, and some
original cataloging of analytics; in addition to continual trouble-
shooting and solving of knotty problems for all departments.
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New titles cataloged totalled 2,741 which showed an increase of about
296 over the total for 1970/71. Mrs. Edwards spent all her time on
Orders and Backfiles and correspondence related to claiming missing
issues and overdue subscriptions. Mr. Richard was able to spend most
of his time cataloging new titles, and a great deal of original catalog-
ing of analytics. My cataloging time is spent on problems; so much of
the increase is due to the help of Mrs. Jenkins and Mrs. Eaton, for
example, cataloging 275 company armual reports in the last two months.

In the Serials Receiving Section, Miss Cochrane examined 79 duplicate
exchange lists from other libraries; about 205 items were received
through her checking these lists. The United States Book Exchange
was the source for fill-ins which completed volumes for binding; about
1,108 pieces, some worth far more than the low rate we paid and many
scarce items, especiafly foreign titles were acquired through the USBE.

Periodical loss has been extremely heavy again this year, and we have
found it difficult to replace these issues because they are so soon
out of print. Of the replacements ordered, 395 were for the Main Library
and 63 for the Science Division; this is an increase of 165 over last
year's losses. A total of 1,143 titles were added to the Revofiles,
this includes serials and periodicals, gift and subscription. The volume
of work continues to be pressing, which is reflected in keeping up-to-
date in the daily checking in of mail, and the continuing project of
claiming missing items. The current periodicals and serials checked in
the Revofiles now totals 14,277, showing an increase of 2,640.

The Serials Department has had an unusual degree of monetary help because
of an Auxilliary Fund granted to it during fiscal 1970/71 by Dr. FlarvilL.
A grant from the U. S. Office of Education assisted in acquisitions in the
fields of Civil War history, history of science and Jewish history. With
the help of these additional funds we were able to obtain the following
backfiles:
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LIST OF NOTABLE BACKFILE ACCESSIONS

1970-1971

Cultural fields:
American Philological Association. Transactions and Proceedings.

vols, l-23 (1869-1892)
Brasilia. vols, l-11 (1942-1961)
Classical review, vols. 19-72 (1905-1958)
Dialectica, vols, l-18 (1947-1965)
Le Dix-Septieme sic1e. 1949-1963.

English. vols, l-8.
Human development. vols. 1-11 (1958-1968)
MacMillan!s magazine. Nov. 1859-Oct. 1906.

North British review. 1844-1871.

Nosotros. 1907-1929.
Philologica pragensia. vols, l-11 (1958-1968)
Opportunity; journal of Negro life, vols, l-27 (1923-1949)

Revue de la Renaissance. vols, l-14 (1901-1913)
St. George; journal of the Fuskin Society (complete)

Scriptorium. vols, l-16 (1946-19 62)

Vesy. vols. 1-6 (1904-1909)

Economics:
Australian economic history review, vols. l-8.

Australian economic papers. vols. 1-8 (1962-1969)
Canadian journal of economic and political science. vols, l-15.

Hitotsubashi journal of economics. vols. l-9 (1960-1968)

Hong Kong economic papers. nos, l-5.

Middle East economic papers. (1961-1968)

Nigerian journal of economic and social studies. vol. 6- (1964- )

Osaka economic papers. vols, l-18 (1952-1970)
Public finance, vols. 1-20 (1946-1965)
Scottish journal of political economy. vols, l-13.

Social and economic studies. vols, l-10 (1953-1961)

StatsØkononisk Tidskrift. vols. 3-83.
Swedish journal of economics. vols, l-69 (1889-1967)

Education:
Columbia University. Teachers College. Record. vols. 1-15.

Exceptional children. vols. 1-6 (1934-1940)

History - general:
Egypt Exploration Society. Archaeological Survey. Memoirs. vols.

2-32 (1894-1967)
Historisches jahrbuch. Bd. 70-81 (1951-1962)

International affairs. vols, l-19.
Historia; Zeitschrift fir alte Geschichte. Bd. 1-16 (1956-1967)

Jahrbicher fir Geschichte Osteuropas. (1924-1955)

Journal of Egyptian archaeology. Bd. l-55 (1914-1969)

Musée de Beyrouth. Bulletin, vols. 1-19 (1937-1958)
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History - Jewish:
American Acadamy for Jewish Research. Proceedings. vols, l-34

(1928-1966)
American Jewish historical quarterly. vols, l-58 (1893-1968)

Atiqot. vols. l-8 (1955-1968)
Jewish quarterly review. (1910-1930)

Judaica. 60 vol. set.

History - Civil War Period: the following newspapers were obtained on
microfilm:
Columbus enquirer. (1857-1866)
Covington journal. (1857-1863)

Douglas monthly. (1858-1863)

El Paso times. (1883-1920)

National era. (1847-1860)

National principia. (1858-1866)
New Orleans "Bee". (1827-1920)
Orville/Butte democrat. (1859-1862)

Galveston weekly. (1842-1870)
Indianapolis journal. (1859-1860)
Lynchburg daily virginian. (1822-1893)
Missouri democrat. (1858-1861)
National anti-slavery standard. (1840-18 70)

Santa Rosa Sonoma democrat. (1858-1866)
Springfield republican. (1860- )

Tennessee daily avalanche. (1861-1866)
Petaluma - Sonoma County weekly. (1860-1864)

Race relations. (1943-1948)

Radical abolitionist. (1855-1858)
Rocky Mountain news. (1870-1920)
Vosalia weekly delta. (1859-1866)
Vosalia equal rights expositor. (1862-1865)
Washington constitution. (1859-1861)
Washington daily union. (1845-1859)

Law:
Academie de Droit International de la Hague. Recueil des cours.

T. l-79.
American Society of International Law. Proceedings. vols. 4-49.
Journal of comparative legislation and international law.

ser, 1-3. (1896-1951)

Library Science:
Journal of documentation, vols. 1-18 (1945-1962)
Special libraries. vols. 4-30.

Music:
Bach-jahrbuch. (1951-1962)
Hnde1-jahrbuch. Neue Folge. Bd. 1-12 (1955-1966)
Socite Internationale de Musique - Sec. de Paris. Revue musicale

mensuelle. vols, 1-8 (1905-1910)
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Philosophy:
American Philosophical Society. Transactions. (1771-1809, 1854-1861)
Darshana international, vols. 1-7 (1961-1967)
Freiburger Zeitschrift fir Philosophie. Bd. l-15 (1954-1968)
Kant-Studien. Bd. 1-18, 26-40. (1897-1963)
Philosophical magazine, ser. 4-5. (1851-1900)
Revista brasileira de filosofia, vols, l-18.
Theoria. vols, l-26 (1935-1961)

Science:
Acta eruditorum. (1682-1731)
Ambix. vols. 1-16 (1937-1969)
Annales de geographie. T. l-57 (1891-1948)
Annals of science, vols, l-23 (1936-1967)
Archeion. vols. 1-25 (1919-1943)
Archives internationales d'histoire des sciences. T. l-21 (1947-1968)
British Society for the History of Science. Bulletin, vols. 1-16.
Centaurus. vols, l-10 (1950-1965)
Comparative biochemistry and physiology. vols. 1-10.
Folia biologica, vols, l-10 (1955-1964)
Gesnerus; schweizerische Gesellschaft fir Geschichte der

Natuiwissenschaft. Bd. l-26 (1944-1969)
Isis. (This important set has now had aU gaps filled)
Journal of genetics. vols, l-13 (1910-1923)
Journal of horticultural science. (1919/20-1946)
Journal of pharmacology, vols. 30-73 (1926-1941)
Journal of physiology. vols. 1-60 (1878-1925)
Lychnos. vols, l-21 (1936-1964)
Newcomen Society for the Study of the History of Engineering and

Technology. Dansactions. vols. 1-38 (1920-1958)
Revue d'histoire des sciences et de leurs applications. T. l-21.

(1946-1967)
Thals. vols. 1-12 (1934-1966)



IV. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS

Bird, Mildred K.
Offices held: President, University Library Staff Association
serving on Local Arrangements Committee ASLA Conference 1972.

Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,
April 1971.

Jackson, Gloria
Member: University Library Staff Association.

Richard, Harris M.
Member: Tucson Area Library Council (TALC); Librarian's Com-
mittee on New Directions for the Library.

Offices held: Vice-President, University Library Staff Associa-
tion.

Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,
April 1971.

Visited: Navajo Community Coflege Library, Many Farms, Ariz.

Schaffer, Susan
Member: University Library Staff Association.

Smith, Elinore E.
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Phoenix,

April 1971.
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V. NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF LIBRARY STAFF ÌVIEMBERS INCLUDING BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not app1ica11e; See IV
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VI. PLANS AND RECOMMENDED POLICIES

At the end of our third year as a separate department it is even

more apparent that there is a desperate need for an increase in

student help in the Serials Receiving Section, which still has

only twenty hours a week. We need either another full-time clerk

or more student help to keep up the routine work, thus releasing

the other staff for more specialized work. This year the current
periodicals and serials checked in on the Revofiles amounted to
14,277, an increase of 2,000 over the previous year. One more

Catalog Librarian will join the department in September. We are

looking forward to gaining some space and rearranging the depart-

ment when the Humanities Division moves into their new quarters
in the addition to the Science Division Library Building in the
near future.

This has been a very busy and challenging year, and we look forward

to an equally busy and interesting new fiscal year.
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VII. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Not applicable; See IV

Respectfully submitted

(?C2 '
G

Elinore E. Smith
Chief Serials Librarian
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SERIALS DEPARTMENT

Annual Statistics 1970/71

Titles Volumes

New Titles cataloged 2,741 2,741

Printed cards 549

Original cataloging 2,192

Additions
Continuations (Bound) 3,627 6,188

Continuations (Unbound) 5,090 12,302

Added copies (Bound) lOO 197

Added copies (Unbound) 146 226

Microfilm reels added 367 1,652

Units of other microforms added 40 18,931

Bound volumes of periodics added 4,632

Discs 1 2

Total 12,112 46,871

Cards added
Printed cards
Original cataloging

New periodical titles
Other new serial titles

Reclassified

19,020
22,480

748 8,374

41,500

800
1,104



SERIALS DEPARTMENT

1970/71 LO Statistics
(Shows proportion of titles falling in each class)

z 229
2,241

A 101

B 52

C 12

D 111

E 55

F 54

G 74

H 672

J 67

K 37

L 62

M 21

N 36

P 120

Q 249

R 58

S 77

T 149

U 2

V 3
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